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Dear customer,

It is a great pleasure to present to you our first catalog of products and solutions for animal 
behavior research. Quite a lot has happened since Noldus Information Technology started  
in �989 as a one-man, one-product company. Our portfolio now includes a wide range of  
software tools, hardware products, and services that support the needs of scientists around 
the world. Our systems have found their way to more than four thousand universities, 
research institutes, and companies in over 75 countries. Our team now comprises ninety 
enthusiastic professionals, based in six countries.

This catalog presents an overview of all our products and integrated solutions, as well as 
examples of applications for which they can be put to use. We have done our best to make 
this catalog as complete as possible. Yet it is possible that you cannot find what you are 
looking for. In that case, please let us know too. It may be under development or we may 
consider your suggestion for future development. 

If you have any questions, comments or suggestions, please contact us. We love to hear from 
you! Or simply keep in touch with our endeavors by subscribing to our digital newsletter. 

Lucas P.J.J. Noldus, Ph.D.
President

How to use this catalog

We hope that you will find the Noldus catalog to be the ‘last word’ - 
a comprehensive though conveniently arranged and up-to-date source 
of information on our solutions and products. To achieve this goal, 
the catalog is roughly divided into two major sections: a section that 
describes our solutions and one that describes our products. There are 
several ways to find the information you are looking for:

▪ If you want to know how we work, how Noldus Information Technology grew from a one-man one-product company to the large organization 
that we are today, take a look at the chapter following the table of contents pages. 

▪ If you want to know which solutions we offer for the animal you are conducting research on, you can go to the section belonging to that  
animal group. The solution section is divided in solutions for small lab animals (mice, rats, and zebrafish), wildlife and zoo animals, farm  
animals, fish, insects, and companion animals.

▪ If you are interested in one of our products or services, go on to the second section that comprises thorough descriptions of the benefits and 
features of our software and hardware products.

▪ If you are uncertain to which page to go, though have very specific keywords in mind, go to the index on the very last pages of this catalog.  
Keywords referring to applications, behavioral tests, behavioral domains, product features, and animals species are all included in this index.

▪ If you have questions of any nature or are wondering how to contact us, refer to the last pages of the 
product section where all contact details and a form to request information are given.      

Each solution is made up of software and hardware products and services, clearly summarized in each  
solution description. Links to the pages on which the separate products are described are given in the 
solution as well. In this catalog you will find many more cross links:  just go from the solution to the 
separate products, from one product to a compatible product, and from a product to the solution that 
contains this product.

Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions whatsoever. 

Noldus products evolve on 
demand and stay in tune 
with the current needs in 

behavioral research.  
[Hilde Vervaecke - Belgium]

I greatly appreciate the willingness of my Noldus represen-
tative to work with me and provide price quotations under 

extremely tight (and stressful) time constraints.  
[Paula Mitchell - USA]
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Technology and tools coming to you!

Throughout the year we demonstrate our  
products at conferences and tradeshows around 
the world, from the large Society for Neuroscience 
annual meeting to small regional workshops and 
symposia. Next time you attend a conference, 
please stop by at the Noldus booth. And if we are 
not there but you think we should come next time, 
please let us know. 

Besides conference exhibits, we frequently 
organize user meetings and technology seminars. 
These are great opportunities to learn from each 
other and discuss product improvements and 
requirements for new products and services. 

The Measuring Behavior conferences

A unique event on our calendar is the  
Measuring Behavior conference that we organize 
every three years. This unique meeting, entirely 
devoted to methods and techniques in behavioral 
research, brings together scientists, inventors, and 
students from a wide range of research 
fields. While our company has 
invented the formula and 
is the organizer and 
main sponsor, the 
conference program 
is governed by 
an independent 
scientific program 
committee of inter-
national experts. 
Since the start in 
�996, this conference 
has grown enormously 
in popularity, attracting 
hundreds of delegates from all over the 
world. Visit our web site for details on the next 
meeting.

Our corporate values

Our customers
The customer comes first! It is you we make our solutions for, so you deserve our 
attention and respect. You ultimately determine what we produce, so we strongly 
believe in user-centered design of products and services. Your questions, either 
before- or after-sales, are answered within a working day. When you call us, you 
get to speak to a person, not a computer. In an increasingly automated world, we 
cherish the personal relationships with our customers.  

Our people
Our human capital is our greatest asset. Therefore, we strive to create a pleasant 
and challenging working environment for our employees, in which each person 
can reach his or her maximum potential. 

Quality
Our products are designed to be best in class, manufactured to high-quality 
standards. Our product creation, production, and support processes are the result 
of more than seventeen years of continuous improvement. Our quality system 
complies with the model of the European Foundation for Quality Manage-
ment (EFQM). Periodic evaluation involves all stakeholders in the value chain: 
customers, suppliers, and employees. 
 
Knowledge
Profound technical knowledge and a thorough understanding of the scientific 
domains in which our customers operate are prerequisites for the successful 
design, development, marketing, sales, and support of our products.

Creativity 
For an innovative company, creativity is a lifeline. Throughout our organization, 
employees are encouraged to develop new ideas and think outside the box. This 
leads to original products and services, meeting the needs of scientists and  
practitioners, today and tomorrow. 

Integrity
Count on us for honest communication, transparent pricing, and fair trade  
policies. 

Reliability
Promise is debt. If we offer a product or service, you will get it. Internally, keeping 
your word is what the company expects of its employees and what they can 

expect of the company. 
 
Society
Our products support applications with a high value to society. Our 
customers use our tools in their search for new drugs to cure diseases, to 
support medical diagnosis and therapy, to improve educational systems, to 

enhance animal welfare, to develop environmentally sound pest control  
solutions, and to create more usable products and safer work environments. 

 Sustainability
Our processes are organized in such a way that reuse of materials is maximized 
and waste is minimized. We strive to carry out all our operations in an ecologically 
sustainable manner. 

Company history

Noldus Information Technology was established in �989 by Lucas 
Noldus, who serves as president of the company. Lucas holds a  
Ph.D. degree in animal behavior from Wageningen University.  
During his research on the behavioral ecology of parasitoid wasps,  
he developed the first version of what later became The Observer® 
software package. The program was unique in that it offered a 
general-purpose tool for behavioral recording and analysis,  
independent of the organism being studied. This tool attracted 
the attention from researchers within and outside entomology and  
triggered the start of a company for the development of software 
tools for behavioral research. The Observer, launched in �990, was  

the first in a series of 
successful software products, 
including EthoVision®, 
UltraVox™, MatMan™, Pocket 
Observer, Theme™, uLog™, 
and CatWalk™. The introduc-
tion of the PhenoTyper® 
product line in �004 marked 
our debut as a hardware 
manufacturer. Over the years 

we have evolved from a software vendor into a provider of integrated 
systems and solutions, comprising of software, hardware, and 
services. We can now supply complete behavioral research lab set-ups 
or rodent phenotyping facilities. But of course you can also come to 
us for a single software license or handheld computer.

International headquarters and regional offices

Our headquarters are located in Wageningen, hometown of Wage-
ningen University and numerous research institutes famous for their 
expertise in life sciences, food, nutrition, and health. This places us 
amidst leading experts in neuroscience, farm animal behavior and 
welfare, insect behavior and ecology, and nature conservation. In 
�005, we completed the construction of our own office building, 
constructed on a 5.500 m� plot in the Wageningen Science Park. This 
three-storey building with �.000 m� (��.500 sq ft) floor space offers 
superb facilities for employees and customers alike. State-of-the-art 
electronic engineering, mechanical engineering, and usability labs 
and test facilities enable us to further professionalize our product 
development. As a customer, supplier, or development partner, you 
will enjoy the new demonstration facilities and modern seminar, 
training, and meeting rooms. In �996, we opened our first foreign 

subsidiary in Virginia, 
United States, which was 
followed by branch offices 
in North Carolina, Massa-
chusetts, and Washington. 
In Europe our interna-
tional expansion started 
in Germany, followed by 
offices in France, Spain, and 
Hungary.

Key benefits of Noldus solutions

Our tools facilitate and 
accelerate the collection, 
analysis, and presentation of 
behavioral data. With Noldus 
tools, behavioral studies 
become more efficient and 
cost-effective. Our solutions 
are designed to offer you the 
following key benefits: 
▪	 Enhanced quality: Our advanced technology allows more  

accurate measurement of behavior and therefore a higher 
 quality of collected data.
▪	 Increased productivity: Automated systems replace manual work 

and allow you to do more in less time. By letting computers do 
the tedious routine work you can focus on more interesting tasks. 

▪ Optimal use of animal resources: Our technology allows  
behavioral measurements to take place under natural and 
animal-friendly circumstances, while continuous automated 
observation maximizes the amount of information collected per 
animal. These advances contribute to the refinement and  
reduction of laboratory animal testing.

Collaboration

Tools for science cannot be made without active involvement of 
scientists, the ultimate users of our tools. Scientists play a crucial 

role during the require-
ments specification 
of new products and 
during practical testing 
of prototypes. This is 
especially important for 
our automated measure-
ment systems, which we 
only release onto the 
market after their reli-
ability and validity has 

been proven in independent studies. Several of our current products 
have their roots in academia and were developed in partnership with 
the original inventor. If you are an inventor yourself and would like 
to know if your invention might become a commercial product in 
the Noldus portfolio, please let us know. We strongly believe in the 
added value of interdisciplinary contacts and collaboration. Therefore, 
we actively participate in national and international collaborative 
projects, together with 
leading universities 
and research institutes. 
If you are building a 
project consortium 
and think that Noldus 
might be a valuable 
partner, don’t hesitate 
to contact us.

Noldus creates outstanding 
software packages which 
enable speedier and more 

accurate behavioral  
data collections.  

[Neville Pillay – South Africa]

Friendly staff and affordable 
solutions to a diverse  

range of experimental  
requirements.  

[Mick Watt - USA]

I appreciate your help and quick 
response. This is the best response 

time and overall support I have 
received through a software com-

pany.  [Ammar Hawasli, , USA]  
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We follow a user-centered design  
philosophy at Noldus Information  
Technology. Our entire business process  
is centered around you, the user of our 
products or services. In each step of 
product development, marketing, sales, 
delivery, and support, your needs and 
requirements are a driving force. Customer 
feedback fuels product improvement and 
the development of new products.

Our sales force: always near you

In order to be close to you, the network of Noldus offices and  
distributors is growing. Our knowledgeable representatives speak your 
language! With their academic background and expertise in animal 
behavior research, our sales people can advise you on a wide range of 
application questions. Whether you are setting up an entire behavioral 
research lab or just have a quick question, their expert advice is free. 
They will also be glad to visit you for an on-site demonstration. In the 
sales process, we translate your research requirements into a tailored 
solution, fitting your needs and budget.

Order delivery: at your service

When you place an order, we get it to you as  
quickly as possible. Software only orders are 
usually shipped the same or the next business 
day. Integrated systems are assembled and 
tested prior to delivery. We can come to your lab 
to install the entire system and provide training 
for you and your colleagues. Later on, you can 
benefit from our refresher or advanced training 
courses. In addition, a variety of service contracts 
are available to guarantee peace of mind and to 
ensure that the solution will be kept up-to-date 
and works well in the coming years.

Design philosophy

products and services
designed for

your 
research

Technical support

If you run into a problem of any kind, our support engineers 
are there to assist you. Our helpdesks in Europe and the USA 
guarantee a response within a day and, when necessary, your 
question is passed on to a trainer or programmer for expert 
advice. We can even use the latest internet technology to 
remotely solve problems on your own computer. Further-
more, our on-line �4/7 technical support database is created 
from genuine support questions. Your product-related 
comments are forwarded to the product manager, thus 
closing the user-centered design cycle. 

Your research: our priority
 
At our headquarters, product specialists set the 
priorities for product development and improve-
ment. This includes the features of the next 
release of our software products as well as the 
instruments needed by animal behavior  
scientists in the future. We consult with the 
leading experts in the field and monitor relevant 

technology trends. Last but not least, we listen 
to you: beta tests, technical support questions, 
user questionnaires, and customer satisfaction 
surveys are invaluable sources of information in 
our product planning process. Research & Development

Once a product plan has been approved, 
a project team sets out to create it. This 
often starts with technical research in 
sensor technology, computer vision, or 
mathematics, leading to new data acqui-
sition and analysis solutions. Our modern 
mechanical and electronic engineering facilities support 
in-house hardware design and prototyping. Professional 
interaction designers and software engineers create a 
high-quality system architecture, functional design, user 
interface, and robust program code. Last but not least, 
we pride ourselves in superior user documentation, in the 
form of comprehensive reference manuals, quick start 
guides in multiple languages, and sample projects.

Testing: quality without compromise

Our systems meet the highest possible standards of quality and 
reliability and product testing forms an integral part of the deve-
lopment process. In each design cycle, testing takes place at several 
levels, carried out by independent test teams. Technical tests verify 
that the tool’s functionality and performance is in accordance with 
the design specifications. Usability tests  
(in our dedicated experience lab and on-site) 
help us to optimize the software for you to 
use it effectively and efficiently. Validation 
studies are carried out prior to a new release 
to ascertain that the data output is correct.

Communication: seeing is believing

We always inform you about our products and solu-
tions as well as possible. Besides this catalog, extensive 
product information is published on our web site. We 
attend numerous scientific events on which we demon-
strate our systems to you and your colleagues. One of 
the highlights is the international Measuring Behavior 
conference that we organize every three years. We also 
maintain an on-line database of publications in which 
Noldus products have been cited. This way, you can find 
out who else has used a particular Noldus product for a 
particular application. 
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Copenhagen University Hospital
Copernicus University
Duke University Medical Center
Egis Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
Eli Lilly & Co.
FDA
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Health Canada
IDNEV
INIMEC
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Johns Hopkins 
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Kuwait University
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Oregon Health & Science University
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Pfizer
Panum Institute
Pecs University Medical School
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University “La Sapienza”
University of Aarhus
University of British Columbia
University of Guelph
University of Liège
University of Lodz
University of Michigan
University of Verona
University of Washington
Wyeth
And many others ...

Use caseGait analysis in spinal cord injured rats

Injury to the spinal cord often results in impaired body functions, 
including sensory, autonomic, and locomotor functions. Research on 
experimental treatment is mostly focused on the recovery of impaired 
locomotor functions. Footprint analysis and locomotor tests such  
as the BBB scoring test are very popular methods to investigate  
locomotor deficits in rats and mice. These methods are labor- 
intensive, low objective, or only provide information on static gait. 
Now, CatWalk allows a researcher to study the footprints and gait  
of rats and mice in greater detail and is not susceptible to the way  
different observers score.  Ronald Deumens of the Institute of Brain 
and Behavior of Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands, 

used both CatWalk and the BBB locomotor rating scale to investigate  
the behavioral implications of a cell transplantation treatment on 
spinal cord injury in rats. Both methods were able to detect sponta- 
neous recovery in the first week after injury. However, CatWalk  
analysis in addition showed a high degree of coordination between 
fore and hind limbs. Next to this, other behavioral parameters,  
including the stride length of the hind limbs, were found to be  
affected by the injury and partly recovered in the cell-transplanted 
rats. Deumens stated that CatWalk was able to detect coordinated 
locomotion in injured and recovered rats and to detect objective  
functional effects of cell transplantation treatment. 

Use caseAutomating the object recognition test

The novel object recognition test is a popular test to assess the ability 
of mice or rats to recognize a novel object in an otherwise familiar envi-
ronment. In the first phase of the test, the animal is confronted with a 
particular number of objects in order to get familiarized with them. In  
a subsequent phase, one of these objects is replaced by a novel, unfa-
miliar object. The percentage of time spent exploring the novel object is 
compared to the percentage of time spent exploring the other object(s). 
Non-amnesic animals will spend more time exploring the novel object 
than the familiar one(s). 

Exploration of objects is usually defined as approaching the object 
nose-first within three centimeters. EthoVision XT’s ability to track the 
animal’s nose point as well as its body center allows you to automate  
the novel object recognition test.  

Jacob Raber and Theodore Benice of Oregon Health and Science Univer-
sity, Portland, Oregon, used EthoVision XT to validate the automation of 
the novel object recognition test. With EthoVision XT, they divided their 
arena in object zones containing an object and a remaining rest zone. 
Exploration time was defined as the time the mouse spent with its nose 
in the object zone, while its body center was situated in the rest zone. 
Exploration data obtained with EthoVision XT was compared to data 
manually scored by a trained observer. They found strong correlations  
between these two data sets, demonstrating EthoVision XT’s capabilities. 

���0
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Novel object recognition test
In this reference memory task, the animal’s ability to recognize a novel object in a 
familiar environment is assessed. 

Water maze test
Animals are learned to locate a hidden platform within a water pool, using spatial 
cues around the pool as a guide; a task to test spatial learning and memory.

Radial arm maze test
A rodent is placed in a multi-armed maze and visits to the different arm are recorded. 
This test is used to assess working or reference memory. 

T-maze test
The ability to find the rewarded arm or the number of alternating choices is  
measured; a test for working memory and learning respectively.

Home cage monitoring
Home cage testing takes into account the interactions between motivational states 
and allows observations of consecutive days without human intervention.

Open field test
The open field is a simple test to determine general activity levels, locomotor activity, 
and anxiety. The animal is placed in an arena and behaviors are recorded.  

Activity monitoring
The animal is placed in its arena and activity-related parameters are measured, such 
as distance moved, speed of movement, and percentage of time spent moving. 

Gait analysis
Gait analysis methods encompass quantification (analysis of gait parameters) as  
well as interpretation (drawing conclusions about the animal) from its gait.

Social interaction test
Test in which multiple animals are placed in one arena and interactions are  
measured. This paradigm is used for investigation of aggression and anxiety. 

Elevated plus maze test
Rodents are placed on the elevated plus maze and visits to the safe closed arms and 
the exposed arms are recorded; a paradigm to investigate anxiety.

Zero maze test
Rodents are placed on the maze and visits to the closed segments and exposed 
segments are recorded; the absence of corners allows for uninterrupted exploration. 

Novel object recognition 
set-up
Page  �4

Water maze set-up
Page  ��

Radial arm maze set-up
Page  3�

T-maze set-up
Page  34

Home cage monitoring 
system
Page  �8

Open field set-up
Page  �4

Zebrafish larvae activity 
montoring system
Page  �8

Gait analysis system for 
spinal cord injuries
Page  �0

Social interaction set-up
Page  �6

Elevated plus maze set-up
Page  �6

Zero maze set-up
Page  30

A guide to find the best Noldus solution for you

Exploration and (motor) activity
Locomotor assessments provide information about the level of activity 
and the degree of coordination in locomotion. Various parameters 
can be used to express the overall activity of an animal, such 
as distance moved or velocity per time unit or the time 
spent mobile or moving. Values of these parameters can 
be used to study the activity changes induced by novel 
drugs, toxins, or substances such as alcohol or to study 
loco-motion deficits involved in disorders and diseases 
such as Parkinson’s disease, stroke, rheumatics, and 
many more. Gait analysis refers to the pattern of 
walking or locomotion, distinguished by a particular 
rhythm and footfall. Normal gait requires the proper 
functioning of the nervous and musculoskeletal system. 
Gait disturbances may be associated with certain neurological 
or neuromuscular disorders, orthopedic conditions, inflammatory 
conditions of the joints, or other abnormalities.

Anxiety
Anxiety is, among others, induced by novel environments. 
Most anxiety behavior tests are conflict tests based on 
a natural tendency of rodents to actively explore such a 
novel environment versus fear of being in this environ-
ment. Main research is conducted on novel treatments 
for, for instance, panic disorders and depression. 

Social behavior
Social behavior is behavior directed towards, or taking 
place between, members of the same species. Examples 
of social behaviors are parental, sexual, agonistic, and 
aggressive behavior. Main research is conducted on 
social deficits in disorders such as depression, schizo-
phrenia, and autism. 

Learning and memory
Processing information (learning) and the ability to recall or 
retrieve that information at a later time (memory) are cogni-
tive functions that are widely studied. In studies belonging 
to these behavioral domains, animal models are impor-
tant to investigate the effects of brain damage, neuro-
logical diseases, and novel compounds on cognition. 
Referring to the domain learning, most attention is paid 
to spatial reference learning in which the animal records 
information about its environment and spatial orientation. 
Within the memory domain, two types are distinguished and 
often investigated: reference memory and working memory.
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Benefits

▪		 Measure and analyze a large number of parameters  
automatically, such as the time spent exploring an object. 

▪		 Detect and analyze body elongation as a measure of  
curiosity and explorative behavior.

▪		 Analyze behavior in relation to zones, such as total time  
spent with nose point in any of the object zones.

▪		 Choose the size, shape, and color of the open field that fit  
the need of your research.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 68
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Body Points Module p. 68
▪	 Open field p. 9�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Arenas Module p. 7�
▪	 EthoVision XT GLP Module p. 7�
▪	 PhenoTyper p. 94
▪	 Other services p. �04

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

EthoVision XT automates the novel object recognition test to a great 
extent. You can instruct EthoVision XT to automatically stop tracking 
when the animal has been in a zone for a specific duration. Some 
researchers assume that an animal exhibits a strong preference for 
one of the objects in case it has been exploring this object for 38 
seconds or longer. You may want to stop tracking at the moment the 
animal has developed a preference for an object. You can instruct 
EthoVision XT to automatically stop tracking when an animal has 
been exploring an object for 38 seconds, or any other desired period 
of time. 

To compare the novel object recognition performance of treated and 
non-treated animals, you can group the data by an independent  
variable (e.g. treatment). This way, separate statistics of each group 
can be obtained. 

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Total time spent with nose point in object zone and body center 
outside this zone.

▪		 Total time spent with nose point in a particular distance to a 
zone.

▪		 Percentage of body elongation. 
▪		 Direction the nose point is pointing to, relative to a reference 

direction.

 
Selected publications

▪		 Benice, T.; Raber, J. (�005). Using EthoVision for studying  
object recognition in mice. Abstract of oral paper presented at  
Neuroscience 2005 Satelite symposium, 14 November 2005,  
Washington DC, USA.

▪		 Raber, J.; Benice, T.S. (�006). Using EthoVision XT for studying 
object recognition in mice. Noldus News, 13(2), 5.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Novel object recognition set-up

Testing the ability of rats and mice to recognize a novel object in an 
otherwise familiar environment is a very common practice to assess 
object memory. After a familiarization phase, in which the animal 
becomes acquainted with the objects, their locations, and the testing 
environment, one object is replaced by an unfamiliar one. In the 
acquisition phase of the experiment, the time spent exploring the 
familiar and the novel object is measured. Exploration of the familiar 
and the novel object to an equal extent can be interpreted as a 
memory deficit. 

Exploration of an object is traditionally defined as approaching  
the object headfirst within a short distance. To be able to measure 
this parameter, the head position of the animal should be known. 
EthoVision® XT is perfectly able to identify the nose point of a rat 
or mouse. Therefore, together with our open field and video and 
computer equipment, the software enables you to automate the 
novel object recognition test.

How does it work?

The video camera, positioned above the open field, sends video 
images to the computer running EthoVision XT. The software tracks 
the nose point, tail base point, and body center point and measures  
and calculates a wide range of parameters. To accurately measure  
exploration, EthoVision XT calculates the total time the animal spent 
with its nose point in the zone belonging to a certain object, while its 
body center point is situated outside this zone. In addition, the  
software calculates other important parameters, such as time spent 
with its nose in a particular distance from the object zone and  
elongation of the animal’s body.
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Benefits

▪		 Track the paths of up to sixteen animals in one open field 
automatically.

▪		 Automatically collect and analyze data on the position of 
multiple animals, such as the mean distance between  
two animals.

▪		 Code detailed social behavior manually and automatically 
calculate statistics, such as the total duration of grooming 
events. 

▪		 Export data to MatMan and investigate hierarchies. 
▪		 Detect and analyze immobility as measure of fear. 
▪		 Choose the size and shape (square or circular) of the open 

field, suitable to the purpose of your research.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision 3.� Pro p. 74
▪	 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪	 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪	 MatMan p. 89
▪	 Open field p. 9�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision 3.� Color-Pro p. 7�
▪	 Other services p. �04

behaviors such as sniffing, biting, and mounting in The Observer XT. 
This way, data obtained with these two software programs can be 
integrated and analyzed as if they were gathered simultaneously.

The combination of EthoVision 3.� and The Observer XT allows you 
to collect and analyze data on the position of the animals relative to 
each other and the open field, as well as detailed social behavior. In 
The Observer XT you can define and score as many behaviors as you 
want and analyze the data afterwards. Interesting social behaviors 
to score might be ‘groom’ or ‘fight’ and interesting analysis output 
might be ‘the number of aggressive attacks’ or ‘the total time spent 
grooming by a specific animal’. With EthoVision 3.� you can automati-
cally measure important social parameters related to speed and 
distance between animals. Interesting parameters might be ‘the 
mean distance between two animals’ or ‘the speed at which one 
animal runs away from the other animal’. 

You can take data analysis one step further. Data obtained with The 
Observer XT (or data obtained with EthoVision 3.� and imported into 
The Observer XT) can be exported to MatMan, an add-on for Micro-
soft Excel and a tool for the manipulation and analysis of matrices. 
MatMan is especially suitable for sociometric matrices, containing 
the frequencies or durations of behaviors of different animals. After 
pair wise confronting animals of a group and coding, for instance, the 
aggressive encounters with The Observer XT, all obtained data can be 
imported into MatMan. With MatMan, a sociometric matrix can be 
constructed and subsequently analyzed to examine the presence of 
a linear dominance hierarchy. This way, you can easily examine which 
animal dominates another animal and which one is dominated by all 
the other animals!

 
Examples of parameters 

▪ Percentage of time in which two animals are within each other’s 
proximity.

▪	 Mean distance between two animals.
▪ Speed at which one animal moves away or towards another  

animal.
▪	 Total time spent grooming an animal by each animal.
▪	 Frequency of ‘pushing away’ by one animal while it was attacked 

by another animal.
▪	 Dominance hierarchy within the group of tested animals based 

on frequencies of aggressive or submissive behaviors.

Selected publications

▪	 Lazar, N.; Rajakumar, N.; Cain, D. (�007). Injections of NGF into 
neonatal frontal cortex decrease social interaction as adults: a rat 
model of schizophrenia. Schizophrenia Bulletin,  
doi:�0.�093/schbul/sbm039.

▪	 Shier, D.; Randall, J. (�007). Use of different signaling modalities to 
communicate status by dominant and subordinate Heermann’s 
kangaroo rats. Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology, 61, �0�3-�03�.

▪	 Adriani, W.; Giannakopoulou, D.; Bokulic, Z.; Jernej, B.; Alleva, E.; 
Laviola, G. (�006). Response to novelty, social and self-control 
behaviors in rats exposed to neonatal anoxia: modulatory effects 
of an enriched environment. Psychopharmacology, 184, �55-�65. 

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Social interaction set-up

The social interaction test provides a standard paradigm for the 
study of social interaction in animals and has been extensively used 
for research on anxiety, aggression, and the negative symptoms of 
schizophrenia in rodents. When applied to the study of anxiety, two 
rodents that are unfamiliar to each other are simultaneously placed 
in an open field and anxiety-related behaviors (submissive or freezing 
behavior) are recorded. When used for investigation of aggression, 
detailed behaviors such as kicking, biting, or chasing are monitored. 
Finally, when used for research on schizophrenia, the effects of drugs 
on deficits in social interaction are commonly investigated. Important 
parameters for the latter are the distance between animals and the 
percentage of time the animals were in proximity of each other.

No matter for what purpose you are investigating social interaction 
in rodents, our software and hardware help you out. EthoVision® 3.� 
automatically tracks the paths of multiple animals and calculates 
parameters such as the distance between those animals. With The 
Observer® XT detailed social behaviors can be manually scored and 
analyzed. MatMan™ can be used to further analyze social dominance 
hierarchies. Ultimately, our open fields provide the ideal environ-
ments to test socially interacting animals.
 

How does it work? 

The video camera is positioned above the open field to record the 
activities of the animals that are placed in the open field. EthoVision 
3.�, installed on a computer, tracks the paths of all animals in the open 
field. In addition, the software calculates parameters related to social 
interaction between the animals, such as the distance between two animals and the speed in which the animals move away 

and towards each other. The same video can be used for 
manual logging and analysis in The Observer XT. In the 
software, detailed behaviors can be defined and easily 
logged by pressing corresponding keys on your keyboard. 
The Observer XT automatically adds time stamps to the 
logged behaviors and calculates statistics, such as the total 
duration of fighting or the percentage of time in which the 
animals were huddling. Conversely, state parameters calcu-
lated in EthoVision 3.� (for instance ‘in proximity’ and ‘not in 
proximity’ of the other animal or ‘mobile’ and ‘immobile’) 
can be exported to The Observer XT and analyzed together 
with the data obtained with the latter software program. 
You benefit from the fast automated tracking of EthoVi-
sion 3.� for parameters such as movement, proximity, and 
immobility plus gain the ability to manually code detailed 
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zones can be used to analyze beha-
viors related to a specific place in the 
cage. This enables you to calculate, for 
instance, the time spent in the zone 
surrounding the feeder or the number  
of entries into the left corner of the cage.

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Duration and frequency of shelter 
visits.

▪		 Total distance moved.
▪		 Time spent on top of the shelter.
▪		 Percentage of time spent immobile.
▪		 Mean movement velocity.

Selected publications

▪		 Visser, de, L.; Bos, van den, R.; Kuurman, W.; Kas, M.; Spruijt, B. 
(�006). Novel approach to the behavioural characterization of 
inbred mice: automated home cage observations. Genes, Brain 
and Behavior, 5, 458-466.

▪		 Visser de, L.; Bos van den, R.; Stoker, A.; Kas, M.; Spruijt, B. (�007). 
Effects of genetic background and environmental novelty on 
wheel running as a rewarding behaviour in mice. Behavioural 
Brain Research, 177, �90-�97.

▪		 Visser, de, L.; Bos, van den, R.; Spruijt, B. (�005). Automated home 
cage observations as a tool to measure the effects of wheel  
running on cage floor locomotion. Behavioural Brain Research, 
160, 38�-388. 

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Home cage monitoring system

Benefits

▪	 Automatically observe a wide repertoire of spontaneous 
behaviors in an enriched environment.

▪	 Activate built-in stimuli automatically to further increase  
the behavioral repertoire.

▪	 Continuously monitor animals during multiple circadian 
cycles independent of changing ambient light conditions.

▪	 Minimize human intervention which saves time and  
reduces stress caused by animal handling.

▪	 Test environment (infrared lighting, stimuli, drinking  
bottle, feeder, and shelter) and video equipment are fully  
integrated - just plug and play.

▪	 Choose the size of the PhenoTyper home cage, the shelter, 
and the ventilation holes, suited to the number and the  
type of animals to be used.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision 3.� Basic p. 74
▪	 PhenoTyper home cage p. 94
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision 3.� Pro or Color-Pro p. 74
▪	 Other services p. �04

Animal behavior is often studied in well-controlled, short experi-
ments at arbitrary moments during the day. Such tests typically focus 
on specific responses. However, animal behavior can be complex and 
interactions between motivational systems should be studied as  
well. Testing animals in their home cage environment yields several  
advantages; it allows observations over consecutive days, limits 
handling and transport of animals, and takes into account the 
complex interactions between different motivational systems. Our 
system allows for automated monitoring of rodent behavior during 
multiple circadian cycles without human intervention. 

How does it work? 

The PhenoTyper® home cage consists of a cage with shelter and a top 
unit. Two walls contain ventilation holes and one wall is equipped 
with the water bottle(s) and feeder. The top unit contains a fixed 
infrared (IR)-sensitive camera, multiple IR light sources, IR light filter, 
and adjustable visual and acoustic stimuli. The animal moves through 
the cage and video images are captured by the video camera and sent 
to the computer running EthoVision® 3.�. The software measures a 
broad range of useful parameters and automatically calculates  
statistics, such as total distance moved, time spent immobile, and 
percentage of time spent in shelter.

The IR light sources provide constant and even illumination of  
the cage, while the IR light filter prevents interference of room  
illumination during light periods. When the natural dark period  
starts or the laboratory light is switched off, EthoVision 3.� keeps  
on tracking due to the IR light sources and IR-sensitive camera. 
Together, all equipment allows for continuous behavioral recordings 
in both dark and light periods, without disturbing the natural  
circadian rhythm of the animal. Recording can take place during 
multiple successive circadian cycles without human intervention. 

Limitation of human interaction and testing the animal in its own 
home cage reduces the amount of stress the animal is exposed to.  
It prevents unintended stress in animals from frequent handling, 
transportation of animals in and out their cages, and brief  
confrontation with novel environments.

To further increase the behavioral repertoire of the test animals, the 
acoustic and visual stimuli can be automatically activated. Depending 
on the location of the animal or time-related criteria, EthoVision 3.� 
switches on the (yellow) light or activates the sound stimulus inside 
the home cage. For instance, if the animal enters a defined corner in 
the home cage, the sound stimulus will be activated.

The PhenoTyper home cage comes with a shelter of which the size 
depends on whether you are testing mice or rats. In EthoVision 3.�, 
you can define the zone surrounding the shelter as a ‘hidden zone’. 
The software considers the animal to be in its shelter from the  
time it disappears from view in the hidden zone until the time it 
emerges. The animal is considered to be on top of the shelter when  
it is detected in the hidden zone. This way, EthoVision 3.� easily  
distinguishes the animal being in its shelter and on top of its shelter. 
Other zones can be defined as well. Both ‘normal’ zones and hidden 
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Examples of parameters 

▪	 Degree of interlimb coordination.
▪	 Phase lags and phase dispersions.
▪	 Stride length and stance duration.
▪	 Distance between contralateral footprints (base of support).
▪	 Duration of simultaneous contact with the ground for different 

limb combinations.

Selected publications

▪	 Deumens, R.; Koopmans, G.; Honig, W.; Maquet, V.; Jerome, R.; 
Steinbusch, H.; Joosten, E. (�006). Chronically injured cortico- 
spinal axons do not cross large spinal lesion gaps after a  
multifactorial transplantation strategy using olfactory  
ensheating cell/olfactory nerve fibroblast-biomatrix bridges. 
Journal of Neuroscience Research, 83, 8��-8�0. 

▪	 Hendricks, W.; Eggers, R.; Ruitenberg, M.; Blits, B.; Hamers, F.;  
Verhaggen, J.; Boer, G. (�006). Profound differences in  
spontaneous long-term functional recovery after denied  
spinal tract lesions in the rat. Journal of Neurotrauma, 23, �8-35.

▪	 Jakeman, L.; Chen, Y.; Lucin, K.; McTigua, D. (�006). Mice lacking L� 
cell adhesion molecule have deficits in locomotion and exhibit 
enhanced corticospinal tract sprouting following mild concussion 
injury to the spinal cord. European Journal of Neurotrauma, 23, 
�997-�0��.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

be the animal’s tail or abdomen. Parts that do not make contact with 
the floor cannot be identified. Identified parts must then be classified 
interactively. After classification, CatWalk automatically calculates a 
host of parameters. The results are presented both as graphical and 
numerical output. The results can be exported in PDF, CSV, and XLS 
format. 

Injury to the spinal cord often results in impaired body functions, 
including locomotor, sensory, and autonomic functions. In animal 
research, many experimental treatments are tested for their efficacy 
to stimulate a recovery of the impaired body functions and these 
studies mostly focus on the locomotor functions. 

Testing the locomotor abilities of spinal cord injured rats and mice 
needs to be done objectively and locomotor parameters need to be 
detected sensitively. One of the most frequently used behavioral tests 
in spinal cord research is the BBB locomotor rating scale. However, a 
rather low objectivity and sensitivity is associated with this method. 

Our gait analysis system provides an objective and sensitive alterna-
tive to BBB scoring and other methods. CatWalk™ measures and 
analyzes a wide range of parameters related to footprints and gait.     

How does it work? 
 
Prior to an experimental intervention, each rat is habituated to the 
walkway and (irregularly) rewarded with a pellet each time it crosses 
the walkway from one side to the other. The rat is regarded well-
trained when it is able to cross the walkway from one side to the 
other for two times in a row without interruption. As soon as the rats 
from the lesioned (and sham lesioned) groups are able to walk after 
the experimental intervention, the assessment of locomotor recovery 
with the CatWalk system can take place. 

During an assessment, a rat is placed on one side of the walkway 
after which it will voluntarily walk to the other side. The crossing is 
captured by a video camera that sends a video image to a computer 
that runs the CatWalk software. The CatWalk software automatically 
records a video of the crossing, based on user-definable start and stop 
conditions. For comparative analysis, crossings that are performed 

without interruption are saved. For each time point, three uninter-
rupted runs are saved for each animal in order to gain a reliable 
evaluation.  

CatWalk automatically identifies each part of the animal that makes 
contact with the floor; these are typically the four paws but can also 

Gait analysis system for spinal cord injuries

Benefits

▪	 Measure and analyze gait parameters objectively:  
CatWalk can be operated by a single person.

▪	 Calculate parameters that are impossible to assess by  
the naked eye, such as stride length and weight support.

▪	 Measure and analyze static as well as time-based  
locomotor parameters, such as the step sequence and  
the timing of a footfall with respect to the stride cycle of 
another paw.

▪	 Use the system for several spinal cord injury animal  
models; the system is not designed for one particular  
model.

Components

Typical components
▪	 CatWalk p. 8�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 Other services p. �04
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can calculate the percentage of time spent in a specific quadrant of 
the water maze or calculate the total number of visits to another 
quadrant: all this and more is possible with EthoVision XT.

The Morris water maze test is often used to investigate learning 
and memory deficits or the effects of drugs and substances on these 
deficits. To learn the differences between healthy versus non-healthy 
individuals or treated versus non-treated animals, behavioral data of 
these groups of animals need to be compared. EthoVision XT allows 
you to select, analyze, and visualize data belonging to each animal 
group separately. 

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Latency to reach the platform.
▪		 Average distance to platform: Gallagher’s proximity.
▪		 Total distance swum until reaching the platform.
▪		 Total percentage of time spent in specific quadrant. 
▪		 Mean swimming velocity.
▪		 Direction of movement relative to the platform (heading).

Selected publications

▪	 Aisa, B.; Tordera, R.; Lasheras, B.; Del Rio, J.; Ramirez, M. (�007). 
Cognitive impairment associated to HPA axis hyperactivity  
after maternal separation in rats. Psychoneuroendocrinology,  
32, �56-�66. 	

▪	 Del Olmo, N.; Higuera-Matas, A.; Miguens, M.; Garcia-Lecumberri, 
C.; Borcel, E.; Solis, J.; Ambrosio, E. (�006). Hippocampal synaptic 
plasticity and water maze learning in cocaine self-administered 
rats. Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, 1074, 4�7-437.

▪		 Lubbers, E.; Bos, van den, R.; Spruijt, B. (�006). Mu opioid receptor 
knockout mice in the Morris water maze: a learning or motivation 
deficit? Behavioural Brain Research, 180, �07-���.

▪		 Martin, M.; Horn, K.; Kusman, K.; Wallace, D. (�007). Medial  
septum lesions disrupt exploratory trip organization: evidence  
for septohippocampal involvement in dead reckoning. Physiology 
& Behavior, 90, 4��-4�4.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Water maze set-up

Benefits

▪		 Automatically calculate and analyze parameters related  
to learning and memory, such as time needed to find  
the hidden platform. 

▪		 Analyze behavior in relation to zones, such as time spent  
in a specific quadrant.

▪		 Start and stop trials automatically, for instance stop the  
trial when the animal has found the hidden platform.

▪		 Choose the size and color of the water maze that fit the  
need of your research.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 7�
▪	 Water maze p. 9�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT GLP Module p. 7�
▪	 Other services p. �04

To study learning and spatial memory in rodents, researchers often 
conduct the Morris water maze test. In this test animals typically 
learn to escape from the water by locating a hidden platform with 
the help of visual cues. Optionally, the platform is removed in a 
second phase and the time spent in the zone where the platform  
was previously located is measured. 

Our water mazes, video equipment, and video tracking software allow 
you to automate the Morris water maze test in order to obtain highly 
accurate and reliable test results. EthoVision® XT tracks the rat or 
mouse while it swims through the robust water maze and measures 
all significant parameters. Subsequently the software automatically 
analyzes your data by calculating a wide range of statistics.

How does it work?

The video camera, positioned above the water maze, sends video 
images to the computer running EthoVision XT. The software tracks 
the animal’s path and measures a number of useful parameters. As a 
measure for learning, the total time needed to reach the platform can 
be calculated. In the same way, the mean swimming velocity can be 
used as a measure of motivation. EthoVision XT automatically calcu-
lates Gallagher’s proximity index (average distance to platform), used 
to investigate the progress in learning the location of the platform. 

The water maze includes a platform. You can 
instruct EthoVision XT to automatically stop 
tracking as soon as the animal has found this 
platform. In the same way you can program 
EthoVision XT to start tracking as soon as the 
animal is released in the water. No manually 
starting and stopping of trials is needed  
anymore!

When the platform is removed it is important  
to know the percentage of time the animal 
spends in the zone where the platform used  
to be. This parameter is traditionally used to 
investigate learning or memory. EthoVision XT 
allows you to define separate arena zones and 
analyze behaviors related to these zones. You  
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immobile serves as a measure of fear. In EthoVision XT, you can define 
the mobility thresholds and the elongation thresholds yourself. 
You are in control and can decide which extents of these behaviors 
need to be recorded as ‘highly mobile’, ‘mobile’, or ‘immobile’ and 
‘stretched’, ‘normal’, or ‘contracted’. Subsequently, you can give your 
own interpretation to the recorded events. It is likely that you inter-
pret the state of the animal that EthoVision XT records as ‘immobile’ 
as the animal freezing and ‘stretched’ as the animal assuming a 
stretch attend posture. 

You can program EthoVision XT to start tracking as soon as it has 
detected an animal in the open field. This general rule can be applied 
to each open field individually; when the animal has been detected 
in an open field, EthoVision XT starts tracking in that arena only. By 
using this cascading start option, you no longer need to worry about 
placing the animals in their open fields at the exact same time. 

In EthoVision XT you can select data to be visualized or subjected to 
analysis based upon independent variables or values of parameters. 
For instance, you can choose to only analyze data belonging to the 
first and second trial or only visualize those track segments in which 
the animal was located in the outer zone. 

Examples of parameters 

▪ Percentage of time spent in the outer zone. 
▪ Latency to visit the center zone. 
▪ Percentage of time spent elongated.
▪ Number of square entries in each 5 minutes period.

Selected publications

▪ Bergh, F., van den; Spronk, M.; Ferreira, L.; Bloemarts, E.; Groenink, 
L.; Olivier, B.; Oosting, R. (�007). Relationship of delay aversion and 
response inhibition to extinction learning, aggression, and sexual 
behaviour. Behavioural Brain Research, 175, 75-8�.

▪ Bouwknecht, J.; Spiga, F.; Staub, D.; Hale, M.; Shekhar, A.; Lowry, C. 
(�007). Differential effects of exposure to low-light or high-light 
open-field on anxiety-related behaviors: Relationship to c-fos 
expression in serotonergic and non-serotonergic neurons in the 
dorsal raphe nucleus. Brain Research Bulletin, 72, 3�-43.

▪ Einat, H. (�007). Chronic oral administration of Ginseng extract 
results in behavioral change but has no effects in mice models of 
affective and anxiety disorders. Phytotherapy Research, 21, 6�-66. 

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Open field set-up

Benefits

▪		 Automatically calculate and analyze data on the position  
of the animal relative to its open field, such as the time  
spent in the center of the open field.

▪		 Detect and analyze body immobility and elongation  
automatically, as measures of fear and exploration  
respectively.

▪		 Increase your throughput by tracking animals in multiple 
open fields simultaneously.

▪		 No need to concentrate on placing the animals in their  
open fields at the exact same time: EthoVision XT  
automatically starts tracking in an open field as soon  
as the animal is introduced in that particular open field.

▪		 Choose the sizes and shapes (square or circular) of the open 
fields, suitable to the purpose of your research.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 7�
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Body Points Module p. 7�
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Arenas Module p. 7�
▪	 Multiple open fields p. 9�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT GLP Module p. 7�
▪	 Other services p. �04

The open field test is a generally accepted paradigm for measurement 
of anxiety-related, explorative, and locomotor behavior in animals. 
The animal is placed in a novel environment, represented by the open 
field, which induces explorative and anxiety-related behavior. The 
test procedure is usually very simple: the animal is placed in the open 
field during a defined period and behaviors are recorded. Explorative 
behavior in this test is for instance quantified as the frequency of 
stretched-attend postures. Anxiety-related behavior is usually  
measured by the time spent near the walls of the open field and  
the time spent immobile. 

The combination of EthoVision® XT and our hardware allows you 
to collect and analyze data on the position of the animal relative to 
the open field. Data from multiple open fields can be collected and 
analyzed simultaneously which increases your throughput and  
saves you a lot of time. 

How does it work? 

The video camera is positioned above the open fields each containing 
one animal and records their activities. EthoVision XT, installed on the 
computer, tracks the paths of all animals and calculates a variety of 
parameters. 

In EthoVision XT different zones within the open field can be defined. 
Usually, the open field is divided in equally sized squares; the squares 
close to the walls together making up the outer zone. When using 

the open field test to measure anxiety-related 
behavior, the outer zone is of particular interest. 
Anxious animals tend to stay close to the walls 
of the open field, a behavioral response referred 
to as thigmotaxis. EthoVision XT is perfectly 
able to calculate the percentage of time spent in 
the outer zone, as well as the number of square 
entries and the latency to visit the center zone. 

EthoVision XT not only measures position-
related parameters but calculates several other 
parameters of which two are often used in open 
field tests: immobility and elongation. Elonga-
tion of the animal’s body is often considered a 
response to an environment that incites both 
fear and curiosity. Additionally, the time spent 
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independent variables or values of parameters. For instance you  
can choose to only visualize those track segments in which the 
animal was located in one of the open arms of the maze. This way,  
all tracks that you are interested in can be visualized on your 
computer screen.

Examples of parameters 

▪	 Percentage of time spent in the 
open or closed arms. 

▪	 Number of entries into each arm.
▪	 Latency to the first open arm entry.
▪	 Total distance moved.
▪	 Total time spent immobile.
▪	 Percentage of time spent elongated.

Selected publications

▪	 Burghardt, P.; Wilson, M. (�006). Microinjection of naltrexone  
into the central, but not the basolateral, amygdale blocks the 
anxiolytic effects of diazepam in the plus maze.  
Neuropsychopharmacology, 31, ���7-��40.

▪	 Jung, J.; Yoon, B.; Oh, H.; Ahn, J.; Kim, S.; Park, S-Y.; Ryu, J. (�006). 
Anxiolytic-like effects of Gastrodia elata and its phenolic  
constituents in mice. Biological & Pharmaceutical Bulletin,  
29, �6�-�65. 

▪	 Roybal, K.; Theobold, D.; Graham, A.; DiNieri, J.; Russo, S.; Krishnan, 
V.; Chakravarty, S.; Peevey, J.; Oehrlein, N.; Birnbaum, S.; Vitaterna, 
M.; Orsulak, P.; Takahasni, J.; Nestler, E.; Carlezon, W.; McClung, A. 
(�007). Mania-like behavior induced by disruption of CLOCK.  
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA, 104,  
6406-64��.

▪	 Voikar, V.; Polus, A.; Vasar, E.; Rauvala, H. (�005). Long-term 
individual housing in C57BL/6J and DBA/� mice: assessment of 
behavioral consequences. Genes, Brain and Behavior, 4, �40-�5�.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Elevated plus maze set-up

Benefits

▪	 Calculate a wide range of anxiety-related parameters  
automatically, such as the percentage of time spent in the 
open arms.

▪	 Detect and analyze body elongation and immobility as  
measures of fear. 

▪	 Analyze behavior in relation to zones, such as the percentage 
of time spent elongated in a specific arm. 

▪	 No additional set-up or arena definition time in between 
tests; the rigid elevated stand and stable camera gantry  
guarantee a fixed position of camera and maze.

▪	 Choose the color and size of the elevated plus maze that fit 
the need of your research.

▪	 Effortlessly track animals with different fur markings in 
sequence or track animals in darkness.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 7�
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Body Points Module p. 7�
▪	 Elevated plus maze p. 9�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT Physiology Module p. 7�
▪	 Other services p. �04

The elevated plus maze test is a well-characterized behavioral 
paradigm to investigate anxiety in rats and mice. The test is based 
upon conflict between an innate aversion to exposed spaces and 
a tendency to explore new environments. The exposed spaces are 
represented by the maze’s two open arms and the two closed arms 
represent the safer places. Anxious animals will spend more time in 
the closed arms than less anxious animals that prefer the open arms. 
In addition to investigating anxiety-related effects of classes of drugs 

commonly prescribed for the treatment 
of anxiety disorders and compounds 
such as alcohol, the test is used for 
behavioral phenotyping of  
rats and mice. 

Our software, hardware, and services 
together provide everything you need 
to conduct the elevated plus maze test. 
EthoVision® XT tracks your animal, 
measures important parameters, and 
calculates statistics. The elevated plus 
maze creates the perfect conditions for 
EthoVision XT to track animals of any 
color and under all light circumstances. 
Our dedicated staff installs your system 
and helps you out when you have  
questions.   

How does it work? 

The video camera, positioned above the elevated plus maze, sends 
video images to the computer running EthoVision XT. The software 
tracks the animal’s path and measures and analyzes a number of useful 
parameters. The maze’s infrared (IR) translucent material and IR light 
sources guarantee that EthoVision XT tracks the animal independent of 
its fur color and the surrounding light conditions. After the trials have 
been completed, you can select the data to be subjected to analysis. 

The elevated plus maze consists of two opposing open and two 
opposing closed arms in the shape of a cross, connected by a central 
square. The far most important parameter in the elevated plus maze 
test is the percentage of time spent in the open arms. EthoVision XT is 
perfectly able to calculate this parameter, as well as the number of 
entries into each arm. With EthoVision XT you are able to combine the 
two open arms to create a new zone. During analysis this cumulative 
zone can be treated as a single zone. 
This makes it very easy to compare 
the number of entries to and the time 
spent in the open arms versus the 
number of entries to and the time 
spent in the closed arms.   

The stretch attend posture, characte-
rized by the elongation of the animal’s 
body, is often considered a fear response. 
The time spent immobile also serves as a 

measure of fear. EthoVision allows you to automatically measure  
the time spent immobile as well as the time spent elongated. 

Traditionally, the animal is placed in the central square of the  
maze, facing an open arm, at the start of the trial. You can instruct  

EthoVision XT to automatically start tracking as soon 
as the animal is introduced in this square. Conversely, 
tracking can stop automatically as soon as the animal 
spends a defined period of time in a particular arm. 
For instance, you can program EthoVision XT to stop 
tracking when the animal stays in one of the closed 
arms for one minute. No manually starting and stop-
ping of your trials is needed anymore! 

You can select the tracks (or track segments) to be 
visualized or to be subjected to analysis based upon 
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plate can be defined as separate zones, zebrafish within the row 
or column receiving the same treatment (for instance a specific 
concentration of a drug or toxin of interest). Besides tracking swim 
patterns, EthoVision XT calculates a variety of parameters related to 
location, speed, and path shape. Paths swum can be visualized and 
replayed, statistics calculated, and data exported to other programs 
for analyzing and presentation purposes.

Examples of parameters 

▪ Total distance swum by zebrafish larvae treated with a specific 
drug, in comparison to control animals. 

▪ Average and maximum swim speed of each individual  
zebrafish larva.

▪ Percentage of time spent moving or not moving.

Selected publications

▪		 Baraban, S.C.; Taylor, M.R.; Castro, P.A.; Baier, H. (�005). Pentylene-
tetrazole induced changes in zebrafish behavior, neural activity 
and c-fos expression. Neuroscience, 131, 759-768.

▪		 Panula, P., Sallinen, V.; Sundvik, M.; Kolehmainen, J.; Torkko, V.;  
Tiittula, A.; Moshnyakov, M.; Podlasz, P. (�006). Modulatory  
neurotransmitter systems and behaviour: towards zebrafish  
models of neurodegenerative diseases. Zebrafish, 3, �35-�47.

▪		 Vainikka, M.; Wigren, H.; Porkka-Heiskanen, T. (�006). Validation 
of zebrafish (Danio rerio) as an animal model in sleep research: 
pharmacological manipulation of the adenosine system.  
Journal of sleep research, 15(s1), 65.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Zebrafish larvae activity monitoring system

Benefits

▪		 Track up to 96 zebrafish larvae simultaneously, each in  
their own well of a well plate.

▪		 Fixed positioning of the well plate: no additional set-up  
or arena definition time in between tests. 

▪		 Stable camera mount prevents the image from moving. 
▪		 Reliably track zebrafish larvae under normal light  

conditions and in darkness. 

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 7�
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Arenas Module p. 7�
▪	 Tower filming system p. 96
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT GLP Module p. 7�
▪	 Other services p. �04

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) are very popular laboratory animals. Reasons 
for their popularity are abundant. Individuals of this species are 
small and rapidly growing, making them highly suitable for high 
throughput behavioral testing. Larvae are completely transparent, 
allowing visual inspection of internal organs and neurons. The species 
readily absorb compounds from the surrounding water and can 
easily be mutagenized. Most importantly, zebrafish are proven to 
share several genes with humans and model human biology closely. 
It is suggested that higher mental processes such as learning and 
memory are present. Additionally, due to their display of behaviors of 
medical relevance such as stereotyped epileptic behaviors, they are 
often used for the investigation of behavioral changes induced by 
novel drugs, toxins, or substances such as alcohol.     

To raise the efficiency of testing to the highest possible level,  
multiple zebrafish larvae can be individually placed in wells of a 
well plate and simultaneously tracked by EthoVision® XT. The tower 
filming system ensures that the camera and plate are always aligned 
properly. Our complete zebrafish larvae activity monitoring system 
provides the ultimate solution for high throughput tracking of 
zebrafish larvae.

How does it work?

The tower filming system consists of a light box (visible and infrared 
(IR) light), a holder for different sized well plates, and a rigid stand 
with an IR-sensitive camera positioned above the holder. The rigid 
stand contains a blackout bellows that can be pulled down to  
eliminate light from external sources. The combination of the 
mentioned components allows for perfectly tracking in darkness.  
The stand ensures that the camera and well plate are aligned, even  

if the system is mounted on a floor that distorts as people move 
around it.  

Up to 96 zebrafish larvae can each be placed in the wells of a well 
plate, which is subsequently slid into the holder on top of the light 
box. To facilitate analysis afterwards, rows and columns of the well 
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this quadrant. Conversely, tracking can stop automatically as soon as 
the animal spends a defined period of time in a particular quadrant. 
For instance, you can program EthoVision XT to stop tracking when 
the animal stays in one of the closed quadrants for one minute. No 
manually starting and stopping of your trials is needed anymore!

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Percentage of time spent in the open or closed quadrants. 
▪		 Number of entries into each quadrant.
▪		 Total distance moved in each quadrant.
▪	 Total time spent immobile.
▪		 Percentage of time spent elongated.

Selected publications

▪		 Acevedo, S.; Pfankuch, T.; Ohtsu, H.; Raber, J. (�006). Anxiety and 
cognition in female histidine decarboxylase knockout (Hdc -/-) 
mice. Behavioural Brain Research, 168, 9�-99.

▪		 Dominguez D,; Tounoy, J.; Hartmann, D.; Huth, T.; Cryns, K.;  
Deforce, S.; Espuny Camacho, I.; Marjaux, E.; Craessaerts, K.;  
Roebroek, A.; Serneels, L.; Schwake, M.; D’Hooge, R.; Bach, P.;  
Kalinke, U.; Moechars, D.; Alzheimer, C.; Reiss, K.; Saftig, P. ;  
Strooper, de, B. (�005). Phenotypic and biochemical analysis  
of BACE�- and BACE�-deficient mice. The Journal of Biological 
Chemistry, 280, 30797-30806.

▪		 Malberg, J.; Platt, B.; Rizzo, S.; Ring, R.; Lucki, I.; Schechter, L.;  
Rosenzweig-Lipson, S. (�007). Increasing the levels of insulin- 
like growth factor-I by an IGF binding protein inhibitor produces  
anxiolytic and antidepressant-like effects. Neuropsycho- 
pharmacology, published on-line.

▪		 Ring, R.; Malberg, J.; Potesio, L.; Ping, J.; Boikess, S.; Luo, B.;  
Schechter, L.; Rizzo, S.; Rahman, Z.; Rosenzweig-Lipson, S. (�006). 
Anxiolytic-like activity of oxytocin in male mice: behavioral  
and autonomic evidence, therapeutic implications. Psycho- 
pharmacology, 185, ��8-��5.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Zero maze set-up

Benefits

▪		 Calculate a wide range of anxiety-related parameters  
automatically, such as the percentage of time spent in  
the open quadrants.

▪		 Detect and analyze body elongation and immobility as  
measures of fear. 

▪		 Analyze behavior in relation to zones, such as the percentage 
of time spent elongated in a specific quadrant. 

▪		 No additional set-up or arena definition time in between 
tests; the rigid elevated stand and stable camera gantry  
guarantee a fixed position of camera and maze.

▪		 Effortlessly track animals with different fur markings in 
sequence or track animals in darkness. 

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 7�
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Body Points Module p. 7�
▪	 Zero maze p. 9�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Arenas Module p. 7�
▪	 Other services p. �04

Anxiety in rats and mice is often evaluated using the zero maze test. 
In this test, the animal is placed on an elevated annular platform and 
can choose between staying on a wall-sheltered (closed) segment 
or an open segment. Less anxious animals will spend more time on 
the open segment than more anxious animals that prefer the darker 
closed-off segment. In addition to investigating anxiety-related 
effects of novel drugs and compounds such as alcohol, the test is  
used for behavioral phenotyping of rats and mice. 

Our software, hardware, and services together provide everything 
you need to conduct the zero maze test. EthoVision® XT tracks your 
animal, measures important parameters, and calculates statistics.  
The zero maze creates the perfect conditions for EthoVision XT to 
track animals of any color and under all light circumstances. Our  
dedicated staff installs your system and helps you out when you  
have questions.

How does it work? 

The video camera, positioned above the elevated zero maze, sends 
video images to the computer running EthoVision XT. The software 
tracks the animal’s path and measures and analyzes a number of 
useful parameters. The maze’s infrared (IR) translucent material 
and IR light sources guarantee that EthoVision XT tracks the animal 
independent of its fur color and the surrounding light conditions. 
After the trials have been completed, you can select the data to be 
subjected to analysis. 

The zero maze is equally divided into four quadrants. Two quadrants 
on opposite sites are enclosed by walls (closed quadrants); the other 
two quadrants are open. The far most important parameter in the 
zero maze test is the percentage of time spent in the open quadrants. 
EthoVision XT is perfectly able to calculate this parameter, as well as 
the number of entries into these quadrants. 

The stretch attend posture, characterized by the elongation of the 
animal’s body, is often considered a fear response. The time spent 
immobile also serves as a measure of fear. EthoVision allows you to 
automatically measure the time spent immobile as well as the  
time spent elongated. Traditionally, the animal is placed in a closed 
quadrant at the start of the trial. You can instruct EthoVision XT to 
automatically start tracking as soon as the animal is introduced in 
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automatically. For instance, you could make EthoVision 3.� stop a trial 
after the animal has visited all arms of the maze.

During analysis, zones can be combined to create a new ‘cumulative’ 
zone. This way, all baited arms can be combined and treated as a 
single zone. This makes it very easy to compare the number of visits 
to the baited arms versus the number of visits to the non-baited 
arms. 

Examples of parameters 

▪ Number of visits to each arm.
▪ Time spent within each arm.
▪ Latency time until first arm entry.
▪ Number of attempts needed to visit all arms.

Selected publications

▪ Berger, S.; Wolfer, D.; Selbach, O.; Alter, H.; Erdmann, G.; Reichardt, 
H.; Chepkova, A.; Welzl, H.; Haas, H.; Lipp, H-P.; Schütz, G. (�006). 
Loss of the limbic mineralocorticoid receptor impairs behavioral 
plasticity. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 103, 
�95-�00. 

▪		 Clements, K.; Saunders, A.; Robertson, B-A., Wainwright, P. (�007). 
Spontaneously hypertensive Wistar Kyoto and Sprague-Dawley 
rats differ in their use of place and response strategies in the 
water radial arm maze. Neurobiology of Learning and Memory,  
87, �85-�94. 

▪		 Rees, T.; Berson, A.; Sklan, E.; Younkin, L.; Younkin, S.; Brimijoin, 
S.; Soreq, H. (�005). Memory deficits correlating with acetyl-
cholinesterase splice shift and amyloid burden in doubly  
transgenic mice. Current Alzheimer Research, 2, �9�-300. 

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

To assess working and reference memory in rodents, researchers 
frequently conduct the radial arm maze test. After the rodent 
completed a training procedure, the animal is placed in the center  
of the maze and visits to the arms are recorded. When used for  
the assessment of working memory, all arms are provided with a 
(food) reward and the animal should visit each arm only once.  
When used for assessing reference memory, only some of the arms 
are provided with a reward and the animal should only visit those  
‘baited’ arms. Visits to an arm more than once and visits to the  
non-baited arms count as working memory and reference  
memory errors respectively. 

Our radial arm mazes, video equipment, and video tracking software 
allow you to automate the radial arm maze test. EthoVision® 3.� 
tracks your animal while it explores the center and arms of the  
maze and measures all pertinent parameters. The radial arm maze  
optionally comes with doors between the center and each arm  
that can be automatically opened and closed by EthoVision 3.�.  
Ultimately, our knowledgeable staff installs your system and  
answers all your questions during the training.

How does it work? 

The video camera, positioned above the radial arm maze, sends video 
images to the computer running EthoVision 3.�. The software tracks 
the animal’s path and measures a number of useful parameters, such 

Radial arm maze set-up

Benefits

▪	 Calculate a wide range of parameters related to working 
 and reference memory automatically, such as the number 
 of visits to each arm.
▪	 Control external equipment automatically, such as opening 

and closing of the maze’s doors. 
▪	 Automatically start and stop trials, for instance stop the 
 trial when all baited arms are visited.
▪	 Analyze behavior in relation to zones, such as total distance 

moved in a specific arm.
▪	 Choose the size of the radial arm maze that fits the need 
 of your research.
▪	 Effortlessly track animals with different fur markings in 

sequence or track animals in darkness.

as the total number of arm entries needed to obtain all food rewards. 
This can be interpreted as a measure of working memory.

Depending on the aim of the test, the radial arm maze can be 
surrounded by visual cues. When the designed test requires that  
the animal finds the reward by a strategy other than remembering 
visual cues, the test is usually conducted in low light conditions.  
Problems of tracking in dim light environments are easily overcome: 
the maze’s infrared (IR) translucent material and built-in IR light 
sources guarantee that your animal is reliably tracked, even  
in complete darkness.  

The radial arm maze optionally comes with doors that can be  
opened and closed by EthoVision 3.�. As soon as the conditions that 
you defined are met, the doors automatically open or close. In the 
same way, you can instruct EthoVision 3.� to start or stop tracking  
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You can select tracks (or track segments) to be visualized or to be 
subjected to analysis based upon independent variables or values  
of parameters. For instance you can choose to only visualize those 
track segments in which the animal choose to enter the left arm.  
This way, all tracks that you are interested in can be visualized on  
your computer screen.

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Percentage of trials in which the rewarded arm was entered first.
▪		 Time needed to move from the release zone to the goal zone.
▪		 Total distance moved from the release zone to the goal zone.
▪		 Mean time needed to perform a full trial in the alternation test.
▪		 The course of velocity in which the rewarded arm is reached over 

time.
▪		 Mean turn angle as a measure of path sinuosity.

Selected publications

▪		 Jacquot, J.; Pourie, G.; Buron, G.; Monnin, J.; Brand, G. (�006).  
Effects of toluene inhalation exposure on olfactory functioning: 
behavioral and histological assessment. Toxicology Letters, 165, 
57-65.

▪		 Morellini, F.; Lepsveridze, E.; Kahler, B.; Dityatev, A.; Schachner, M. 
(�007). Reduced reactivity to novelty, impaired social behavior, 
and enhanced basal synaptic excitatory activity in perforant path 
projections to the dentate gyrus in young adult mice deficient in 
the neural cell adhesion molecule CHL�. Molecular and Cellular 
Neuroscience, 34, ���-�36.

▪		 Peitsaro, N.; Kaslin, J.; Anichtchik, O.; Panula, P. (�003). Modulation 
of the histaminergic system and behaviour by alpha-fluorome-
thylhistidine in zebrafish. Journal of Neurochemistry, 86, 43�-44�.

▪		 Pratte, M.; Rougon, G.; Schachner, M.; Jamon, M. (�003). Mice  
deficient for the close homologue of the neural adhesion cell 
L� (CHL�) display alternations in emotional reactivity and motor 
coordination. Behavioural Brain Research, 147, 3�-39.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Traditionally, the animal is placed at the end of the stem (release zone) 
at the start of the trial. You can instruct EthoVision XT to automati-
cally start tracking as soon as the animal is introduced in this zone. 
Conversely, tracking can stop automatically as soon as the animal 
enters a particular goal zone. For instance, you can stop tracking as 
soon as the animal entered the goal zone of one of the arms. No 
manually starting and stopping of your trials is needed anymore!

In addition to time and distance parameters, EthoVision XT measures 
several path shape parameters. Turn angle might be an important 
parameter when measuring learning capacities of animals in the 
T-maze test. High mean turn angle represents a high path sinuosity 
which can be interpreted as the animal not moving to the goal zone 
in a direct line. A decrease in mean turn angle might be interpreted as 
the animal learning to find the right goal zone. 

T-maze set-up

Benefits

▪		 Automatically calculate and analyze parameters related  
to learning and memory, such as the time needed to reach 
the rewarded arm of the T-maze.

▪		 Analyze behavior in relation to zones, such as the number  
of entries into the left arm.

▪		 Start and stop trials automatically, for instance start  
tracking as soon as the animal is detected in the release  
zone.

▪		 Choose the T-maze suitable for the animals you are using: 
rodents or zebrafish.

▪		 Effortlessly track animals in darkness or track rats and  
mice with different fur markings in sequence.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 7�
▪	 T-maze p. 9�
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Body Points Module p. 7�
▪	 Other services p. �04

The T-maze test is often used to investigate learning and memory in 
rats, mice, and zebrafish. There are several versions of the T-maze task. 
When investigating working memory, spontaneous alternation is the 
most common measured parameter. Animals are started from the 
base of the T and allowed to choose one of the goal arms abutting 
the other end of the stem. If two trials are given in quick succession, 
on the second trial the animal tends to choose the alternate arm of 
the T, reflecting memory of the first choice. Typically, the percentage 
of trials in which the animal alternates is measured. When used for 

investigation of learning, one 
of the arms of the T-maze is 
provided with a reward. The 
target behavior for the animal 
is to turn in the direction of 
this reinforcement each time it 
is placed into the T-maze. The 
most important parameters in 
this paradigm are the number 
of times the animals choose the 
rewarded arm and the time it 
took for them to reach this arm. 

No matter for what purpose  
you are using the T-maze and 
which parameters you are 
measuring, our software and 
hardware allow you to auto-
mate the test. EthoVision® XT 

tracks your animal, measures important parameters, and calculates 
statistics. The T-mazes create the perfect conditions for EthoVision XT 
to track your animal, whether you are using rats, mice, or zebrafish. 
Our knowledgeable staff installs your system and helps you out 
when you have questions.     

How does it work? 

The video camera, positioned above the T-maze, sends video images 
to the computer running EthoVision XT. The software tracks the 
animal’s path and measures and analyzes all useful parameters. The 
maze’s infrared (IR) translucent material and built-in IR light sources 
guarantee that EthoVision XT tracks the animal independent of the 
surrounding light conditions, even in complete darkness. The uniform 
IR illumination from the built-in lighting sources allows tracking of 
mice and rats regardless of differences in their coloration and fur 
markings. After the trials have been completed, you can select the 
data to be subjected to analysis. 

You can choose between a T-maze suitable for rats and mice and a 
T-maze especially designed for testing zebrafish. Although different 
in dimensions, they both consist of a long stem and two opposite 
arms of the same size, connected such as to make a T. In EthoVision 
XT each arm, or any other part of the maze, can be defined as a zone. 
This enables the software to calculate important parameters related 
to zones of the maze, such as number of entries into each arm or the 
time needed to reach the goal zone after release.  
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ClientsA shortlist

Alaska Sea Life
Apenheul
Arizona State University
Brookfield Zoo
California Regional Primate Research Center
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Deutsches Primatenzentrum
Konrad-Lorenz-Forschungsstelle für Ethologie
NIH/NIAAA
Princeton University
San Diego Zoo
Santa Barbara Zoo
Southwest National Primate Research Center
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service – Alaska
University of Bristol
University of Georgia
University of New South Wales
University of Southern Mississippi
University of Utrecht 
Utah State University
Van Hall Institute
Virginia State University
Wake Forest University
Zoological Society of San Diego
And many others ...

ContentsIn this section you will find

Mobile observation system p. 38

Stationary observation system p. 40
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Use caseBehavioral responses of wallabies to predator odors

The assessment of threat is critical to an animal’s survival. Prey species exhibit a 
variety of behavioral responses to the threat of predation. These responses rely 
on sensory cues to evaluate the risk of predation and enable prey to minimize 
that risk. Prey that exist in environments in which visual cues are not often 
obtained before the predator is within the distance an animal would normally 
take flight, they must rely heavily on aural and olfactory cues. 

Daniel Ramp and David Croft, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, 
tested the hypothesis that prey species that forage in closed environments 
(parma wallaby) would choose to flee when presented with a predator cue 
(odor) while those that forage in open environments (red-necked pademelon) 
would choose to inspect. Individuals of both species were tracked in enclosures 
in which they could choose to visit a pen with a fear-stimulating odor sprayed 
on the straw or visit a pen without this odor. EthoVision tracked their paths over 
night and calculated the percentages of time spent within each pen. 

The researchers found that the parma wallabies decreased their stay in the 
pen with the odor over time, while the red-necked pademelons increased their 
stay in this pen. By using EthoVision they were able to confirm their hypothesis 
and suggest that the species’ adaptive behavioral responses are linked to the 
environments in which they normally reside.   
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or gender of the observed 
animal and behaviors can 
have modifiers that add extra 
information to the behaviors. 
When observing chimpanzees 
in the zoo, the behavior ‘eat’ can 
be extended with the modifier 
‘food item’ and modifier values 
‘apple’ and ‘banana’. Subjects, 
behaviors, and independent 
variables can be used to select 
data for analysis. For instance, 
you can select all data belonging 
to male chimpanzees and only 
subject this data to analysis. 

Examples of parameters 

▪ Total number of head butts by the alpha animal to specific group 
members in a given period of time. 

▪ Total time alpha animal has been groomed by all other group 
members.

▪ Total number of approaches to dominant animal while it was 
looking away.

▪ Time spent playing in a basic zoo animal enclosure versus time 
spent playing in an enriched zoo animal enclosure.

▪ Number of aggressive displays between related individuals versus 
number of aggressive displays between non-related individuals. 

▪ Average number of flights over a distance of � meter over all bird 
individuals.

Selected publications

▪ Burks, K.; Mellen, J.; Miller, G.; Lehnhardt, J.; Weiss, A.; Figueredo, 
A.; Maple, T. (�004). Comparison of two introduction methods to 
African elephants. Zoo Biology, 23, �09-��6.

▪ Osiejuk, T.; Ratynska, K.; Cygan, J. (�004). Signal value of alter-
nating and overlapping singing in the Yellowhammer Emberiza 
citronella. Journal of 0f Ethology, 22, 55-6�.

▪ Shorey, L. (�00�). Mating success on white-bearded manakin 
(Manacus manacus) leks: male characteristics and relatedness. 
Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology, 52, 45�-457.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Mobile observation system

Benefits

▪			 Combine the power and flexibility of The Observer XT with 
the portability of a handheld computer.

▪		 Be mobile while coding and during transport: code while 
walking around or carry your handheld computer in your 
pocket.

▪		 Choose the handheld computer model best suited to the  
environmental conditions in which the observations take 
place.

▪		 Concentrate completely on the animals to be observed and 
logging their behaviors; The Observer XT automatically adds 
time stamps to the logged events.

▪		 Select data for analysis in order to calculate statistics on 
certain observations, animals, or event types, and not  
others.

Components

Typical components
▪	 Pocket Observer p. 78
▪	 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪	 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪	 Handheld computer p. 99
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 Theme p. 86
▪	 Other services p. �04

Most investigations serving to answer an ecological or social behavior 
research question are conducted in the field on wild animals. Beha-
vioral observations of zoo animals are often done in order to investi-
gate their welfare or to monitor the behavioral consequences of, for 
instance, introduction of a new animal into an established group. 

Whether you are observing wild animals in the field or zoo animals in 
their enclosures, you need to be mobile though still require detailed 
coding and analysis. Our observational software in combination with 
our handheld computers fulfills both requirements. Our knowledge-
able staff is always ready to help you out and answer your questions.

How does it work? 

Your experiment starts with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) 
on the desktop or laptop computer on which The Observer® XT Base 
is installed. This coding scheme, containing every behavior you want 
to study, is transferred to the handheld computer that has Pocket 
Observer installed. You now are ready to start scoring events. Just go 
into the field or to the observation spot in front of the zoo animal 
enclosure and start coding. Scoring simply takes place by tapping 
the corresponding event on the touch screen or pressing the corre-
sponding key of the built-in keyboard. After coding your observations, 
the data is transferred back to your desktop pc or laptop for analysis. 
If desired, periods in which a lot of animal interactions take place can 
be video recorded and synchronized with the data observed using the 
handheld computer and scored off-line. 

You can choose from a variety of handheld models, suitable for  
various environmental conditions. Rugged handhelds can withstand 
high humidity and extreme environmental temperatures and are  
suitable for observing wild animals in hot climates or sandy  
surroundings. If facilities to recharge your batteries are not within 
reach, you can use the additional batteries. A protective carrying case 
is available for rainy observation days and for use of the handheld in 
dusty or humid environments. Handhelds with a touch screen and 
stylus provide a clear overview of accessible functions, while keyboard-
based handhelds allow you to fully concentrate and keep your eyes on 
the animal while observing. Some handhelds provide both features, 
making them flexible and versatile in most situations. 

Any behavior can be included in the coding scheme and subsequently 
be scored. Observations can have independent variables, such as age 
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method that gives a clear view of which data is selected for analysis. 
Selections can be based upon observations, animals, behaviors, or inde-
pendent variables (for instance age of the animal or observation site). 
Among the possible output are frequencies and durations of behaviors. 
A lot of wildlife research projects concern time budgets of one species 
in different habitats. Since observations often differ in time duration, 
the proportion of time allocated to each behavior 
as a function of the total observation time is often 
used. The Observer XT enables you to automatically 
calculate these proportions of time. This helps you 
in answering research questions such as: ‘do wild 
elephants in savannas spent a higher percentage 
of time sand bathing than individuals in deserts?’ 
or ‘do captive leopards in traditional zoo enclosures 
spent a higher percentage of time pacing than 
individuals in enriched enclosures?’.

When multiple observers are included in a project, you need to 
be aware of possible observer bias. The Observer XT allows you 
to exclude observer bias by comparing observations of different 
observers and analyzing the differences. In the same way, observa-
tions of the same person can be compared and checked for their  
reliability concordance. With The Observer XT you can be sure of  
inter-observer and intra-observer reliability. 

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Total time alpha animal has been groomed by all other group 
members.

▪		 Total percentage of time spent resting. 
▪		 Time spent playing in a basic zoo animal enclosure versus time 

spent playing in an enriched zoo animal enclosure.
▪		 Total time a specific animal has been chased by each other  

animal.
▪		 Frequency of hunting events.

Selected publications

▪		 Blumstein, D.; Daniel, J. (�00�). Isolation from mammalian  
predators differentially affects two congeners. Behavioral Ecology, 
13, 657-663.

▪		 Devereux, C.; Whittingham, M.; Krebs, J.; Fernandez-Juricic, E.; 
Vickery, J. (�006). What attracts birds to newly mown pasture? 
Decoupling the action of mowing from the provision of short 
swards. Ibis, 148, 30�-306. 

▪		 Mettler, A.; Shivik, J. (�007). Dominance and neophobia in coyote 
(Canis latrans) breeding pairs. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 
102, 85-94.

▪		 White, B.; Houser, L.; Fuller, J.; Taylor, S.; Elliott, J. (�003).  
Activity-based exhibition of five mammalian species: evaluation 
of behavioural changes. Zoo Biology, 22, �69-�85.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Stationary observation system

Benefits

▪		 Concentrate completely on the animals to be observed and 
logging their behaviors; The Observer XT automatically  
adds time stamps to the logged events.

▪		 Code behaviors rapidly and calculate statistics automati- 
cally, such as the total time an animal spent resting. 

▪		 Log behavior live or from previously recorded video files.
▪		 Playback those parts of the video in which a lot of behaviors 

occurred and refine or edit scored behaviors. 
▪		 Select data for analysis in order to calculate statistics on 

certain observations, animals, or event types, not others. 
▪		 Exclude observer bias and confirm intra-rater reliability by 

performing reliability analysis.

Components

Typical components
▪	 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪	 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪	 The Observer XT Advanced Analysis Module p. 78
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 Other services p. �04

Although wild animals and zoo animals in large exhibition areas can 
be difficult to observe, a lot of research is done on their behavior. 
Observations often take place from an observation hut close to a 
drinking place or a special observation building close to the zoo 
animal exhibit area. Such observations facilities often provide the 
possibility to have a  desktop or laptop computer and use it for 
scoring behaviors. When impossible or impractical  to score behaviors 
live, a video can be recorded and behaviors can be scored off-line. 

Whether you need to score zoo animal or wild animal behavior live or 
from previously recorded video files, the combination of our software 
and hardware provides the perfect solution. 

How does it work? 

When scoring behaviors live as they occur, your experiment starts 
with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) on the computer on 
which The Observer® XT is installed. This coding scheme contains 
each behavior and each individual animal you want to study and 
their corresponding codes. After designing the coding scheme, you 
can immediately start observing and scoring behaviors. Scoring 
simply takes place by pressing the corresponding key of the keyboard 
or clicking on the behavior in the coding scheme on the computer 
screen. While behaviors are scored, The Observer XT automatically 
adds time stamps to the logged behaviors. The option to score live is 
suitable when behaviors do not happen in rapid succession and when 
you are only interested in a few behaviors, for instance when scoring 
activity behavior (locomotion, sleeping, resting) of feline zoo animals 
on a laptop.

The second option is to record a video and use this video to score 
behaviors. Scoring from a video file provides the advantage to play-
back the video and code missed behaviors or check if an event was 
scored at the correct time. This option is very suitable when you are 
interested in a wide range of behaviors or when a lot of behaviors 
occur in a short period of time 

After the observations have taken place, you can then select data 
for analysis. The Observer XT features an easy to use data selection 
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ClientsA shortlist

Alberta Agriculture, Food & Rural Development
Czech Research Institute of Animal Production
Danish Institute of Agricultural Sciences
Health Canada
INRA Centre de Theix-Clermont-Ferrand
Justus-Liebig-Universität
Kansas State University
Linkgs Universitet
Norwegian School of Veterinary Science
Norwegian University of Life Sciences
Purdue University
Swedish University of  Agricultural Sciences
Texas Tech University
Tokyo University

Universita’ degli Studi di Milano
University of Tours
University of Arkansas
University of Bristol
University of British Columbia
University of Edingburgh
University of Liège
University of Maryland
University of Messina
University of Minnesota
University of Salzburg
University of Western Sidney
Wageningen University
And many others ...

ContentsIn this section you will find

Set-up for research in stables p. 44

Social interaction and hierarchy system p. 46

4�

Use caseWelfare of sheep during transport

Poor conditions during transport of sheep, such as high stocking densities and long travel times, can  
pose a serious threat to these animals. In some cases, prolonged stress may suppress the animals’ immune 
responses, causing the activation of pathogens that would otherwise remain dormant. To guarantee  
welfare and prevent diseases among sheep after transport, research is carried out to determine the  
conditions under which sheep are able to adapt to or cope with the constraints imposed by transportation. 
Unfortunately, sheep display fewer behavioral responses or vocalizations than other farm animals when 
confronted with situations that elicit fear. Therefore, physiological measurements are required to uncover 
the stress responses of the animals.

With The Observer, multiple video recordings of sheep can be simultaneously played on your computer 
screen, along with synchronized streams of recorded physiological activity of each sheep (e.g. heart rate or 
body temperature). Using a user-defined coding scheme, the behaviors displayed by the sheep (e.g. foaming 
at the mouth or attempts to escape) are coded from the video recordings while the physiological activity is 
taken into account. For instance, you can focus on those intervals in which the heart rate surpasses a certain 
threshold. The data obtained can be analyzed with the many analysis features offered by The Observer to 
examine the effects of different transportation procedures on the welfare of sheep.

Use caseFeed pecking in chicks

Feed intake is essential for growth and development in animal  
species in general and in farm animals in particular. Muriel  
Martaresche and colleagues of the INRA Poultry Research Institute, 
France, analyzed feed pecking of broiler chicks in great detail and 
evaluated whether a change in the physical characteristics of feed 
particles influenced patterns in feed pecking behavior. Sixteen 
pairs of broiler chicks were fed mash from hatching till the age of 
�6 days. At �6 or �7 days of age, the mash diet was replaced by  
regular cylindrical pellets in half of the pairs and semi-ovoid pellets 
of similar size in the other animals. The feed pecking was coded 

from videotape and Theme was used to detect patterns in feed 
pecking behavior. Two common patterns were detected, each  
consisting of four behavioral elements. The pattern that started 
with the element ‘exploratory peck’ appeared more frequently 
when chicks ate pellets instead of mash and when chicks received 
regular cylindrical pellets instead of semi-ovoid pellets. The overall 
results suggest that feed pecking is composed of time-synchro-
nized patterns and unsynchronized acts that may be involved in 
gathering sensory information.
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Benefits

▪		 Automatically calculate and analyze data on the position of 
the animal relative to its stable, pen, or shed, such as the  
time spent near its trough. 

▪		 Calculate and analyze locomotor activity data automatically, 
such as the total distance moved. 

▪		 Code detailed behavior manually and automatically calculate 
statistics, such as the number of events in which the animal 
was manipulating its substrate.

▪		 Investigate relationships between behavioral events logged 
with The Observer XT and physiological data obtained with  
a separate data acquisition system.

▪		 Select data based upon independent variable, animal, beha-
vior, observation, track number, or zone of the enclosure and 
only subject those data to analysis.

Components

Typical components
▪	 EthoVision XT Base p. 68
▪		 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT External Data Module p. 78
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪		 Camera p. 99
▪	 Data AcQuisition (DAQ) system p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪		 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 Pocket Observer p. 78
▪	 Handheld computer p. 99
▪	 Other services p. �04

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

of your research results. When working with an external 
data acquisition system, for instance a heart rate monitoring 
system, the data stream can be imported in The Observer XT 
and synchronized with the behavioral data obtained with 
Pocket Observer. The two synchronized data streams can be 
visualized and inspected on your computer screen. When 
investigating influences of, for example, group housing or 
provision of enrichment on stress responses in pigs, it might 
be useful to combine behavioral and heart rate data.

In both EthoVision XT and The Observer XT, you can select data 
to be visualized or subjected to analysis. For instance, you can 
choose to only analyze data belonging to the first and second 
observation or only visualize those track segments in which 
the animal was located in a specific location in its stable. 
 

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Total distance traveled.
▪		 Percentage of time spent in the zone surrounding the feeding 

station. 
▪		 Total time spent manipulating straw versus manipulating  

shredded paper.
▪		 Total number of tongue rolling events.
▪		 Average number of vocalizations in a ten minutes observation 

period.

Selected publications

▪		 Kranendonk, G.; Mheen, van der, H.; Fillerup, M.; Hopster, H. (�007). 
Social rank of pregnant sows affects their body weight gain and 
behavior and performance of the offspring. Journal of Animal  
Science, 85, 4�0-4�9.

▪		 Lewis, E.; Boyle, L.; O’Doherty, J.; Lynch, P.; Brophy, P. (�006).  
The effect of providing shredded paper or ropes to piglets in  
farrowing crates on their behaviour and health and the beha-
viour and health of their dams. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 
96, �-�7.

▪		 Naujeck, A.; Hill, J.; Gibb, M. (�005). Influence of sward height on 
diet selection by horses. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 90, 
49-63.

▪		 Ruis, M.; Groot, de, J.; Brake, te, J.; Ekkel, E.; Burgwal, van de, J.;  
Erkens, J.; Engel, B.; Buist, W.; Blokhuis, H.; Koolhaas, J. (�00�).  
Behavioural and physiological consequences of acute social  
defeat in growing gilts: effects of the social environment.  
Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 70, �0�-��5.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Set-up for research in stables

A main purpose of behavioral research conducted on farm animals is 
to improve the living conditions in view of animal welfare. Welfare is 
also of concern to animal producers from a production and manage-
ment perspective. Stressful and fearful animals are likely to grow 
more slowly and less efficiently than non-stressed and non-fearful 
animals and also may have reduced reproductive output.

The combination of our software, video and computer hardware, and 
services allows you to collect and analyze farm animal behavioral 
data in great detail. EthoVision® XT tracks the cow, pig, goat, horse, or 
sheep while it walks in its enclosure. With The Observer® XT, detailed 
behaviors can be manually scored and analyzed. Our knowledgeable 
staff will be happy to answer all your questions. 

How does it work?

The video camera is positioned above the stable to record the activi-
ties of the cow, pig, goat, sheep, or horse. EthoVision XT, installed on 
a computer, measures the coordinates of the animal relative to the 
stable area in order to calculate statistics such as the percentage of 
time spent in a specific zone. In addition, the software automatically 
calculates locomotion-related parameters, such as the walking speed 
or the distance walked. 

It’s unavoidable to stop an animal reorganizing its bedding while 
moving around in its stable, thus causing the video background to 
change. EthoVision XT’s unique detection ensures that your animal 
will still be reliably tracked, even when the background changes. 

Detailed behaviors can be manually logged with The Observer XT.  
You start with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) on the 
computer on which The Observer XT is installed. This 
coding scheme contains each behavior and each 
animal you want to study and their corresponding 
codes. Subsequently, the video of the animal moving 
in its stable is used to score behaviors of interest. You 
can easily playback the video to episodes in which a lot 
of behaviors occur and score behaviors. Scoring simply 
takes place by pressing the corresponding key of the 
keyboard or clicking on the behavior in the coding 
scheme on the computer screen. While behaviors 
are scored, The Observer XT automatically adds time 
stamps to the logged behaviors and calculates statis-
tics, such as the total duration a calf was mouthing the 
feed through bar. 

Investigating the relationship between physiological 
and behavioral data can lead to better understanding 
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timing of events relative to each other. If two behaviors are linked by 
a certain time interval more often than expected by chance, Theme 
defines them as a T-pattern. Data obtained with The Observer XT can 
be imported in Theme and the latter can find patterns that are  
impossible to reveal by the naked eye or basic statistical programs. 
Theme is able to detect repeating sequences in behavior, for instance 
the sequence of pecking in a group of chickens. 

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Number of fight in small groups of chicken versus large groups.
▪		 Percentage of time an individual goat was chased by other goats.
▪		 Total time two horses spent allogrooming.
▪		 Average number of vocalizations in a five minute period.
▪		 Total time each piglet of a litter was suckling. 

Selected publications

▪		 Buchwalder, T.; Huber-Eicher, B. (�005). Effect of group size on 
aggressive reactions to an introduced conspecific in groups of 
domestic of domestic turkeys (Maleagris gallopavo).  
Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 93, �5�-�58.

▪		 Merlet, F.; Puterflam, J.; Faure, J.; Hocking, P.; Magnusson, M.; 
Picard, N. (�005). Detection and comparison of time patterns of 
behaviours of two breeder genotypes fed ad libitum and two 
levels of feed restriction. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 94, 
�55-�7�.

▪		 Sigurjonsdottir, H.; Dierendonck, van, M.; Snorrason, S.;  
Thorhallsdottir, A. (�003). Social relationships in a group of horses 
without a stallion. Behaviour, 140, 783-804.

▪		 Vervaecke, H.; Roden, C.; Vries, de, H. (�005). Dominance, fatness 
and fitness in female American bison, Bison bison. Animal  
Behaviour, 70, 763-770.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Benefits

▪		 Score detailed social behavior rapidly and calculate statistics, 
such as the total duration of allogrooming.

▪		 Score behavior live or from previously recorded video files.
▪		 Playback those parts of the video in which a lot of inter- 

actions occurred, replay it in slow-motion, and edit or add 
events.

▪		 Detect behavioral sequences and associations between  
behaviors in complex behavioral structures.

▪		 Calculate linear dominance hierarchies and rank individuals 
within a group.

▪		 Select data based upon independent variable, animal,  
behavior, or observation and only subject those data to 
analysis.

Components

Typical components
▪		 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Advanced Analysis Module p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪	 Theme p. 86
▪	 Matman p. 89
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪		 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪		 The Observer XT Multiple Video Module p. 78
▪	 Other services p. �04

Social interaction and hierarchy system

An understanding of social behavior is increasingly necessary in farm 
animal husbandry as more animals are housed in groups rather than 
in individual stalls or pens. There may be economic reasons for such 
housing, but most important is that group rearing allows for social 
interaction during early development that has been shown to be 
important in the development of normal social responses later in life. 

The combination of our software, video and computer hardware, and 
services allow you to collect and analyze social behaviors in farm 
animals in great detail. With The Observer® XT detailed behaviors can 
be manually scored. Data can be analyzed in MatMan™ and Theme™ 
in order to detect complex relationships between the observed 
behaviors. Our knowledgeable staff will be happy to answer all your 
questions. 

How does it work?

Your experiment starts with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) 
on the computer on which The Observer XT is installed. This coding 
scheme contains each behavior and each animal you want to study 
and their corresponding codes. You can choose to score the behaviors 
live, while they occur, or to record a video and score behaviors off-line. 
Scoring from a video provides the advantage to playback the video 
and code missed events or check if an event was scored at the correct 
time. Scoring simply takes place by pressing the corresponding key 
of the keyboard or clicking on the behavior in the ethogram on the 
computer screen. While behaviors are scored, The Observer XT auto-
matically adds time stamps to the logged behaviors. After selecting 
data for analysis, The Observer XT calculates statistics, such as the 
total duration a foal was playing with other foals or the percentage of 
time a domestic goat was horn wrestling with members of its group.
The Observer XT can be used for any farm animal species and any 
behavior can be included in the ethogram. Observations can have 
independent variables, such as the age of an animal or the location 
at which the observation takes place. Behaviors can have modifiers 
that add extra information to the behaviors. When investigating 
social interactions in chickens, the behavior ‘peck group member’ can 
be extended with the modifier ‘body part’ and modifier values ‘head’, 

‘neck’, ‘tail’, and ‘body’. Subjects, behaviors, observations, and inde-
pendent variables can be used to select data for analysis. 

Data obtained with The Observer XT can be exported to MatMan, 
an add-on for Microsoft Excel and a tool for the manipulation and 
analysis of matrices. MatMan is extremely suitable for analyzing  
sociometric matrices. Frequencies of aggressive and submissive 
encounters between animals in a group obtained with The Observer 
XT can be imported in MatMan. Based on these data, MatMan exa-
mines the presence of a linear dominance hierarchy. This way, you  
can examine which animal dominates another animal and which  
one is dominated by all other animals. This method has for instance 
been used to rank horses within a social group.

You can take data analysis one more step further. Theme is a software 
package that detects statistically significant patterns based on the 
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ContentsIn this section you will find

Social interaction set-up p. 50

Multiple aquaria monitoring set-up p. 5�

ClientsA shortlist

Göteborg University
Hubbs – Sea World Research Institute
Indian Institute of Chemical Technology
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Norwegian Institute of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Norwegian Institute of Science and Technology
Southern Illinois University
UCLA Marine Science Center
Universidade do Algarve 
University of Copenhagen
University of Helsinki
University of Liège
University of Lund
University of Minnesota
University of Oslo
University of Toronto
US Department of Commerce
Washington College
Water Research Institute
And many others ...
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Use caseUsing The Observer to analyze aggression in African cichlid fish

Pundamilia pundamilia and Pundamilia nyererei are red and blue 
African cichlid fish respectively and are endemic Lake Victoria  
species. Males defend their territory by lateral and frontal display 
and by attacking other males.  To test aggression biases in blue 
individuals towards either red or blue stimulus fish, Peter Dijkstra 
and Boye Gricar, brought individuals of both genuses from the 
Mwanza Gulf, Phyton, and Kissenda Island into the Zoological  
Laboratory in Haren, The Netherlands.  In this laboratory, blue 
males were confronted with stimulus individuals of both colors, en-

closed in transparent tubes. Ten minute videos were analyzed with 
The Observer and the number of displays and attacks towards both 
stimulus males were calculated. The researchers concluded that 
blue male cichlid fish directed aggressive behaviors to both red and 
blue male individuals. They stated that The Observer turned out to 
be an excellent system to examine fish behaviors in both frequency 
and duration budgets. The Observer allowed for examination of 
many behavioral variables, which appeared to be very important to 
their research questions.

Use caseQuantify spontaneous swimming behavior

Research has shown that most fish species are sensible to low  
variations of environmental factors such as water temperature, 
influencing their behavioral responses. Marc Ylieff and Pascal Ponscin 
used EthoVision to investigate the influence of water temperature 
on behavior of Mediterranean marine fish and goldfish. Four aquaria 
with each three fish were observed by four video cameras simultane-
ously and data analyzed by EthoVision. To track several fish in the same 
aquarium, colored plastic pearls were attached to their dorsal fins. 
Parameters measured included total distance moved, velocity, distance 
between fish, and time spent in defined zones. 

Ylieff and Ponscin found that the average distance between fish 
decreased when the water temperature increased. This reflects the in-
crease of social interactions observed in the field during the reproduc-
tive season when water temperatures increase. These results illustrate 
the possibilities and advantages of using EthoVision in understanding 
the relations between fish and their biotic or abiotic environment.
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Benefits

▪		 Concentrate completely on the fish to be observed and  
logging their behaviors; The Observer XT automatically  
adds time stamps to the logged events.

▪		 Code detailed social behaviors rapidly and automatically  
calculate statistics, such as the total duration each fish has 
been chased.

▪		 Log behavior live or from previously recorded video files.
▪		 Playback those parts of the video in which a lot of  

interactions occur to take a second look at it and edit or  
add events. 

▪		 Select data for analysis in order to calculate statistics on 
certain observations, fish, or event types, not others.

▪		 Make clips of those video parts of interest to you.

Components

Typical components
▪		 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪		 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪		 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪		 The Observer XT Multiple Video Module p. 78
▪	 Other services p. �04

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

large group, the behavior ‘bite’ can be extended with the modifier 
‘subject’ and the ID of the fish being bitten as modifier value.

The Observer XT allows you  
to select data prior to analysis. 
This way, you only subject the 
data that you are interested 
in to analysis. Subjects, 
behaviors, and independent 
variables can be used to select 
data for analysis. For instance, 
you can select all data 
belonging to the breeder male 
or all data belonging to female 
individuals and only subject 
this data to analysis. 

It is often important to know what happened while a certain state 
was active. For instance, you can analyze the frequencies and dura-
tions of behaviors related to carrying for the nest of the female fish 
while the breeder male was chasing other males away from the nest. 
The Observer XT allows you to analyze your data to different extents: 
from basic classification to in-depth selection and analysis.

Examples of parameters 

▪ Percentage of time in which the dominant male was displaying.
▪ Total time in which two individuals were swimming parallel. 
▪ Number of copulation attempts of each male. 
▪ Frequency of ‘flights’ by one fish while it was attacked by another 

fish.

Selected publications

▪ Bender, N.; Heg, D.; Hamilton, I.; Bachar, Z.; Taborsky, M.; Oliveira, R. 
(�006). The relationship between status, behaviour, growth and 
steroids in male helpers and breeders of a cooperatively breeding 
cichlid. Hormones and Behavior, 50, �73-�8�.

▪ Miranda, A.; Almeida, O.; Hubbard, P.; Barata, E.; Canario, A. (�005). 
Olfactory discrimination of female reproductive status by male 
tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus). The Journal of Experimental 
Biology, 208, �037-�043. 

▪ Price, A.; Rodd, F. (�006). The effect of social environment on  
male-male competition in guppies (Poecilia reticulata). Ethology, 
112, ��-3�.

▪ Yue, S.; Duncan, I.; Moccia, R. (�006). Do differences in conspecific 
body size induce social stress in domestic rainbow trout? Environ-
ment Biology of Fishes, 76, 4�5-43�.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Social interaction set-up

Within the field of fish studies, a lot of attention is paid to social 
interactions. Main topics in this research area are sexual selection 
mechanisms, effects of rearing conditions in intensively-kept farm 
fish, and relationships in complex breeding species. All investigations 
have in common that detailed interaction behaviors need to  
be observed in quickly moving animals. 

No matter for what purpose you are investigating social interaction 
in fish, our software and hardware help you out. In The Observer® XT, 
detailed behaviors can be easily logged, either live or from previously 
recorded media files. The Observer XT automatically adds  
time stamps to the logged behaviors and calculates statistics.

How does it work?

Your experiment starts with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) 
on the computer on which The Observer XT is installed. This coding 
scheme contains each behavior and each fish you want to study 
and their corresponding codes. You can choose to code the beha-
viors live, while they occur, or to record a video and score behaviors 
off-line. Scoring from a video file provides the advantage to play-
back the video and code missed behaviors or check if an event was 
scored at the correct time. Scoring simply takes place by pressing 
the corresponding key of the keyboard or clicking on the behavior 
in the coding scheme with the computer mouse. While behaviors 
are scored, The Observer XT automatically adds time stamps to the 
logged behaviors and calculates statistics, such as the total number 
and duration of display behavior by the male fish or the percentage 
of time in which the dominant fish was chasing a subdominant 
individual. 

Any behavior can be included in the coding scheme and subsequently 
be scored. Observations can have independent variables, such as 
gender of the observed fish, and behaviors can have modifiers that 
add extra information to the behaviors. When investigation aggres-
sion, the behavior ‘display’ can be extended with the modifier ‘side’ 
and modifier values ‘frontal’ and ‘lateral’. When observing fish in a 
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Some fish species are known to lower the locomotory 
activity when chronically exposed to pollutants. To learn 
the differences between treated and non-pollutant treated 
fish, behavioral data from these two groups of fish need to 
be compared. EthoVision XT allows you to select, analyze, 
and compare data belonging to each treatment group 
separately.

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Time spent in zone close to the walls.
▪		 Mean swimming speed over each trial for each  

individual fish.
▪		 Total distance moved in aquaria with low-temperature 

water versus high-temperature water. 

▪		 Percentage of time spent immobile.
▪		 Number of entries into each zone.
▪		 Mean angular velocity of each fish.

Selected publications

▪		 Campbell, H.; Handy, R.; Sims, D. (�00�). Increased metabolic cost 
of swimming and consequent alterations to circadian activity in 
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) exposed to dietary copper. 
Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, 59, 768-777.

▪		 Matos, R.; Peake, T.; McGregor, P. (�003). Timing of presentation 
of an audience: aggressive priming and audience effects in male 
display of Siamese fighting fish (Betta splendens). Behavioural 
Processes, 63, 53-6�.

▪		 Peake, T.; Matos, R.; McGregor, P. (�006). Effects of manipulated 
aggressive ‘interactions’ on bystanding male fighting fish, Betta 
splendens. Animal Behaviour, 72, �0�3-�0�0.

▪		 Peitsaro, N.; Kaslin, J.; Anichtchick, O.; Panula, P. (�003). Modulation 
of the histaminergic system and behaviour by alpha-fluorome-
thylhistidine in zebrafish. Journal of Neurochemistry, 86, 43�-44�.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Multiple aquaria monitoring set-up

Benefits

▪ Increase your throughput and save time by monitoring fish in 
multiple aquaria simultaneously.

▪		 Automatically measure apparent interaction between indi-
viduals in separate aquaria, by determining the time spent 
close to the side of the aquarium that borders the other 
individual’s aquarium.

▪		 Automatically measure body mobility, in addition to the wide 
range of movement parameters.

▪		 No need to concentrate on placing all fish in their aquaria 
at the exact same time: EthoVision XT automatically starts 
tracking in an aquarium as soon as the fish is detected in that 
particular aquarium.

▪		 Select data for analysis in order to calculate statistics on 
certain trials or fish, not others.

Components

Typical components
▪		 EthoVision XT Base p. 68
▪		 EthoVision XT Multiple Arenas Module p. 68
▪		 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 Other services p. �04

The choice to monitor fish in multiple aquaria or tanks simultane-
ously can be taken for several reasons. Obviously, tracking fish in 
multiple aquaria increases throughput and efficiency, saving time 
and effort. The choice can be made for the aim of the investigation as 
well. When investigating the effect of the presence of a conspecific 
organism, researchers often use separate aquaria with individual fish, 
placed side by side. The separation eliminates chemical cues from the 
experiment and prevents physical contact between the individuals. 
This way, apparent interaction between individuals can be measured, 
while preventing possible injury. 

No matter for what reason you want to monitor individual fish in 
multiple aquaria simultaneously, the combination of our hardware 
and software helps you out. You only need one EthoVision® XT 
software package, one computer, and, depending on the size of the 
aquaria, one or more video cameras, in order to track fish in multiple 
aquaria at the same time. 

How does it work?

Depending on the research question, the video camera is positioned 
above or in front of the aquaria, each containing one fish. When 
interested in the distribution of time spent in the upper, center, and 
lower part of the aquaria, the camera is usually placed in front of 
them. When particularly interested in movement parameters such as 
swimming speed and total distance swum, a top position provides 
the best view. Minimizing the water level in the aquaria allows 
EthoVision XT to reliably and accurately measure movements. The 
video camera sends video images of all aquaria within its view to the 
computer running EthoVision XT. The software then tracks the paths 
of the individual fish and measures and analyzes a number of useful 
parameters. After the trials have been completed, you can select the 
data to be subjected to analysis. 

You can program EthoVision XT to start tracking as soon as it detects 
a fish in an aquarium or as soon as any rule that you defined has  
been reached. This general rule can be applied to each aquarium  
individually; when the fish has been detected in an aquarium,  
EthoVision XT starts tracking in that aquarium only. By using this 
cascading start option, you no longer need to worry about putting 
fish in their aquaria at the exact same time. 

EthoVision XT measures a wide range of parameters related to 
swimming behavior, including swimming speed, distance swum, 
and percentage of time spent moving. In addition, a variety of para-
meters related to turning behavior can be measured. Mean turn angle 
indicates the change in direction and angular velocity measures the 
speed of direction changing. Both parameters can be used to analyze 
explorative behavior.

The aquaria can be divided in zones that you can later use to analyze 
your data. When wanting to analyze behavior related to depth levels, 
the aquarium can be divided in horizontal zones. Subsequently, the 
time spent in the upper, center, and lower zone can be calculated. 
When investigating the interaction between fish in separate adjacent 
aquaria, vertical zones can be defined. The percentage of time spent 
in the zone close to the adjacent aquarium can serve as a measure of 
interaction. 
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ClientsA shortlist

Agricultural University Weigang
Beijing National Institute of Biological Sciences
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences
Cornell University
Eotvos Lorand University
European Biological Control Laboratory
Forest Research Institute
Indian Institute of Science
Institut Fédératif de Neurobiologie Alfred Fessard CNRS
International Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecology
International Institute for Tropical Agriculture
Iowa State University
Istituto di Entomologia “Guido Grandi”
Michigan State University
Mitsubishi-Kasei Institute of Life Sciences
National University of Mar del Plata
Norwegian Centre for Ecological Agriculture
Norwegian Crop Research Institute
Old Dominion University
Rutgers University
Universidade do Algarve 
University of Francois Rabelais
University of Georgia
University of Idaho
University of Tsukuba
University of Western Sidney
USDA-ARS
And many others ...
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Use caseThe key to better pest control

Predatory mites are of great value in biological control of greenhouse 
pests. Video tracking can be a useful tool in selecting species suitable 
for controlling certain pests under given conditions. EthoVision 3.� 
was used at the Laboratory of Entomology at Wageningen University, 
Wageningen, The Netherlands, in order to determine the effects of 
leaf hair density on the searching efficiency of a predatory mite. 

The mites (0.7 - 0.9 mm long) were tracked individually on leaf dishes 
that differed largely in the density of leaf hairs on the lower surface. 
Since the rate at which the predatory mite encounters the prey 
depends on the walking speed, this was an important research pa-
rameter. The tracking data shows that the walking speed is greatest 
on leaves with low hair density. This suggests that biological control 
of spider mites may be hampered by leaf hairs.
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Benefits

▪		 Concentrate completely on the insects to be observed and 
logging their behaviors; The Observer XT automatically adds 
time stamps to the logged events.

▪		 Code detailed behavior rapidly and automatically calculate 
statistics, such as the total duration an individual insect was 
probing the plant surface.

▪		 Log behavior live or from previously recorded video files.
▪		 Select data for analysis in order to calculate statistics on 

certain observations, insects, or event types, not others.
▪		 Playback those parts of the video in which a lot of behaviors 

occurred to take a second look at it and edit or add events. 
▪		 Make clips of those video parts of interest to you.

Components

Typical components
▪		 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪ 46-key keyboard with jog/shuttle p. 98
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09 

Optional components
▪	 Other services p. �04

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

The Observer XT allows you to select data prior to analysis. This 
way, you only subject the data that you are interested in to analysis. 
Subjects, behaviors, independent variables, and modifiers can be 
used to select data for analysis. Data selection is extremely useful 
when comparing observations with different experimental condi-
tions, for instance when assessing the influence of the odor of a 
host on searching and oviposition behavior in its parasitoid. Beha-
vioral data in the absence and presence of the odor can be analyzed 
separately and subsequently compared.

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Percentage of time spent feeding in the photophase versus  
the scotophase.

▪		 Mean duration of feeding bouts.

▪		 Rate of antennal drumming.
▪		 Number of copulation attempts by a male to each female.
▪		 Duration of interfeeding periods.
▪		 Number of oviposition events in high-temperature environment 

versus low-temperature environment.
▪		 Latency to first copulation in presence of a female of a particular 

population.

Selected publications

▪		 Messina, F.; Bloxham, A.; Seargent, A. (�007). Mating compatibility 
between geographic populations of the seed beetle Callosobru-
chus maculatus. Journal of Insect Behavior, 20, 489-50�. 

▪		 Socha, R.; Zemek R. (�007). Temporal pattern of feeding activity 
in the firebug Pyrrhocoris apterus and its relation to sex, wing 
dimorphism and physiological state of adults. Physiological  
Entomology, 32, �6-�5.

▪		 Steiner, S.; Erdmann, D.; Steidle, J.; Ruther, J. (�007). Host habitat 
assessment by a parasoid using fungal volatiles. Frontiers in  
Zoology, 4, 3.

▪		 Harmel, N.; Almohamad, R.; Fauconnier, M-L.; Jardin, P., du; 
Verheggen, F.; Marlier, M.; Haubruge, E.; Francis, F. (�007). Role of 
terpenes from aphid-infested potato on searching and oviposi-
tion behavior of Episyrphus balteatus. Insect Science, 14, 57-63.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

Lab study system

Observing insects in the field is a challenging task and not always 
necessary to investigate behavioral traits. Major advantages of 
studying insects in the lab are the possibilities to manipulate experi-
mental conditions and to establish stock cultures. Insect cultures can 
be maintained for hundreds of generations to reach genetic equili-
brium with respect to the laboratory conditions. Additionally, insect 
characteristics that might be of influence on their behavior can be 
determined, such as sex, wing size, and physiological status,  
in contrast to when observing in the field.

Many insect lab studies concentrate on the influence of synthetic 
compounds on searching, foraging, and oviposition behavior in pest 
insect species, the influence of plant compounds on this behavior in 
enemies of pest insect species, and the influence of store conditions 
on the infestation of crop by insect pest species. Additionally, ecolo-
gists for instance study the degree of behavioral isolation between 
populations of insect species in the lab.

The combination of our software, video and computer hardware, and 
services allow you to collect and analyze insect behavioral data in 
great detail. With The Observer® XT, detailed behaviors can be scored, 
either live or from previously recorded media files, and analyzed. Our 
knowledgeable staff installs your system and will be happy to answer 
all your questions.

How does it work?

Your experiment starts with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) 
on the computer on which The Observer XT is installed. This coding 
scheme contains each behavior and each insect you want to study 
and their corresponding codes. You can choose to code the beha-
viors live, while they occur, or to record a video and score behaviors 
off-line. Scoring from a video file provides the advantage to play-
back the video and code missed behaviors or check if an event was 
scored at the correct time. Scoring simply takes place by pressing the 
corresponding key of the keyboard or clicking on the behavior in the 
coding scheme on the computer screen. The jog/shuttle function on 
our keyboard helps in quickly controlling and positioning the video. 
While behaviors are scored, The Observer XT automatically adds 
time stamps to the logged behaviors and subsequently calculates 
statistics, such as the total number of events in which an insect was 
searching for food. 

The Observer XT can be used for any insect species and any behavior 
can be included in the coding scheme and subsequently be scored. 
Observations can have independent variables, such the physiological 
state or the gender of the insect or the absence or presence of an 

odor cue. Behaviors can 
have modifiers that add 
extra information to the 
behaviors. When inves-
tigating the influence of 
a compound on feeding 
behavior, the behavior 
‘arrestment on grain’ can 
be extended with the 
modifier ‘infestation of 
grain’ and modifier values 
‘infested’ and ‘not infested’. 
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Benefits

▪		 Combine the power and flexibility of The Observer XT  
with the portability of a handheld computer.

▪		 Be mobile while coding and during transport: code while 
walking around or carry your handheld computer in  
your pocket.

▪		 Concentrate completely on the insects to be observed and 
logging their behaviors; The Observer XT automatically  
adds time stamps to the logged events.

▪		 Select data for analysis in order to calculate statistics on 
certain observations, insects, or event types, not others.

▪		 Choose the handheld computer model best suited to the  
environmental conditions in which the observations  
take place.

Components

Typical components
▪		 Pocket Observer p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪	 Handheld computer p. 99
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Computer p. 99 
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 Theme p. 86
▪	 Other services p. �04

clear overview of accessible functions, while keyboard-based hand-
helds allow you to fully concentrate and keep your eyes on the insect 
while observing. Some handhelds provide both features, making 
them flexible and versatile. 

Any behavior can be included in the coding scheme and subsequently 
be scored. Observations can have independent variables, such as 
location, temperature, and wind direction. Behaviors can have modi-
fiers that add extra information to the behaviors. When observing 
wasps, the behavior ‘sting’ can be extended with the modifier ‘body 
part’ and modifier values ‘arm’ or ‘neck’ or the behavior ‘eat’ with the 
modifier ‘food item’ and modifier values ‘caterpillar’ or ‘leaf’. Subjects, 
behaviors, and independent variables can be used to select data for 
analysis. For instance, you can select all data scored at location ‘A’ and 
only subject this data to analysis. 

It is often important to know what happened while a certain state was 
active. For instance, you can analyze the frequencies and durations 
of movement behaviors of the male insect while the female insect is 
absent. The Observer XT allows you to analyze your data to different 
extents: from basic classification to in-depth selection and analysis.

Examples of parameters 

▪ Number of captures of prey insects by predator insects.
▪ Total number of flower visits by a predator insect while prey 

insects were absent. 
▪ Total time spent walking in different types of flower patches.
▪ Interaction between prey and predator insects over time.
▪ Cumulative duration of probing for each individual insect.
▪ The total number of flowers probed by each sex of a particular 

insect species.
▪	 Number and duration of feeding events on nectar droplets.

Selected publications

▪ Pelz-Stelinski, L; Gut, J.; Isaacs, R. (�006). Behavioral responses of 
Rhagoletis cingulata (Diptera: Tephritidae) to GF-��0 insecticidal 
bait enhanced with ammonium acetate. Journal of Economic 
Entomology, 99, �3�6-�3�0. 

▪ Pontin, D.; Wade, M.; Kehrli, P.; Wratten S. (�006). Attractiveness of 
single and multiple species flower patches to beneficial insects in 
agroecosystems. Annals of Applied Biology, 148, 39-47.

▪ Finke, D.; Denno, R. (�006). Spatial refuge from intraguild  
predation: implications for prey suppression and trophic cascades. 
Oecologia, 149. �65-�75.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Observing insects in their natural habitat is essential for under-
standing their basic biology and ecology. However, observing insects 
in the field can be a challenging task. Insect behavior is strongly 
influenced by environmental conditions such as wind direction,  
vegetation structure and composition, and movement of nearby 
species members. A field-based approach can complement the 
strengths of laboratory studies by revealing the environmental  
cues and context that shape insect behavior. 

During insect field observations you need to be mobile while still 
being able to code behavior in detail. Our observational software in 
combination with our handheld computers fulfills both requirements. 
Our knowledgeable staff will be happy to answer all your questions.

How does it work?

Your experiment starts with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) 
on the desktop or laptop computer on which The Observer XT Base 
is installed. This coding scheme, containing every behavior you want 
to study, is transferred to the handheld computer that has Pocket 
Observer installed. You now are ready to go into the field and score 
events. Scoring simply takes place by tapping the corresponding 
event on the touch screen or pressing the corresponding key of the 
built-in keyboard. After coding your events, the data is transferred 
back to your desktop pc or laptop for analysis. 

If desired, periods in which a lot of insect interactions take place can 
be video recorded, synchronized with the data observed in the field, 
and scored off-line. 

You can choose from a variety of handheld models, suitable for 
various environmental conditions. Rugged handhelds can withstand 
high humidity and extreme environmental temperatures and are 
suitable for observing insects in hot climates or greenhouses. If  
facilities to recharge your batteries are not within reach, you can use 
the additional batteries. A protective carrying case is available for 
rainy observation days and for use of the handheld in dusty or humid 
environments. Handhelds with a touch screen and stylus provide a 

Field study system
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around it. Since the light box is positioned directly underneath the 
well plate and light spreads over the well plate evenly, no shadowing 
in the well plate occurs. This provides a clear view of each well and 
creates the ultimate conditions for EthoVision XT to track the insects’ 
paths. Several behavioral assays are designed to test the response 
of Drosophila to a homeostatic insult, for instance bright light. The 
visible light of the light box can be provided if required, for instance 
to test the influence of this light on distance moved or mean velocity. 
The visible light source can be used to manipulate the circadian 
rhythm as well. 

Up to 96 Drosophila can each be placed in the wells of a well plate, 
which is subsequently slid into the holder on top of the light box. To 
facilitate analysis afterwards, rows and columns of the well plate can 
be defined as separate zones, Drosophila within the row or column 
receiving the same treatment (for instance previous exposure to a 

chemical of interest). Besides tracking movement patterns, EthoVision 
XT calculates a variety of parameters related to location, speed, and 
path shape. Paths can be visualized and replayed, statistics calculated, 
and data exported to other programs for analyzing and presentation 
purposes.

 
Examples of parameters 

▪ Total distance moved in dark hours in comparison to light hours.
▪ Average and maximum velocity of each individual Drosophila.
▪ Percentage of time spent moving or not moving.
▪ Average velocity of wild-type individuals in comparison to  

mutant individuals.

Drosophila activity monitoring system

Benefits

▪		 Track up to 96 Drosophila simultaneously, each in their own 
well of a well plate.

▪		 Fixed positioning of the well plate: no additional set-up or 
arena definition time in between tests. 

▪		 Stable camera mount prevents the image from moving. 
▪		 Reliably track Drosophila under normal light conditions and  

in darkness.

Components

Typical components
▪		 EthoVision XT Base p. 7�
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Arenas Module p. 7�
▪	 Tower filming system p. 96
▪		 Computer p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 EthoVision XT GLP Module p. 7�
▪		 Other services p. �04

Drosophila was initially chosen as an animal model for selection 
and genetic studies, because it has the advantages to readily mate, 
quickly reproduce, and easily create and establish a new mutant 
strain. Later they were used in cell biological, biochemical, and 
developmental biology studies as well. Today they are used in an 
even broader range of disciplines, including neuropharmalogical and 
behavioral research. Main topics in behavioral studies are memory, 
(olfactory) learning, and circadian rhythmicity. The ease of gene 
mutation allows for behavioral screens to isolate genes involved in 
vision, audition, learning, memory, pain, and other processes.

It only takes a limited time period to obtain a next Drosophila  
generation and test it for a behavioral trait. To raise the efficiency 
of testing to the highest possible level, multiple individuals can be 
individually placed in wells of a well plate and simultaneously tracked 
by EthoVision® XT. The tower filming system ensures that the camera 
and plate are always aligned properly. Our complete Drosophila 
activity monitoring system provides the ultimate solution for high 
throughput tracking of this species. 

How does it work?

The tower filming system consists of a light box (visible and infrared 
(IR) light), a holder for different sized well plates, and a rigid stand 
with an IR-sensitive camera positioned above the holder. The rigid 
stand contains a blackout bellows that can be pulled down to  
eliminate light from external sources. The combination of the 

mentioned components allows for perfectly tracking in darkness.  
The stand ensures that the camera and well plate are aligned, even  
if the system is mounted on a floor that distorts as people move 
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ClientsA shortlist

Eotvos Lorand University
Hill’s Pet Nutrition
Kansas State University
Lipsitt Training Services
Nestlé Purina
North Carolina State University
Università degli Studi di Milano
University of Bologna
University of Illinois
University of Perugia
University of Pisa
Van Hall Institute
Wageningen University
And many others ...

ContentsIn this section you will find
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6�

Use caseSeparation anxiety in dogs

Separation anxiety is one of the most common causes of canine 
behavioral problems. Fear or dislike of isolation often results 
in undesirable behavior, such as barking, running around, and 
destruction of furniture. Besides this undesirable behavior in the 
owner’s absence, a prolonged greeting ritual upon the owner’s 
return indicates separation anxiety. 

To investigate the origin of separation anxiety in dogs (boredom, 
coping style of the dog) and to eventually develop a behavioral 
test to predict the causes, Joanne van der Borg of Wageningen 
University and Research Center, Wageningen, The Netherlands, 
has conducted preliminary investigations. Dogs and owners 
were placed in a living room setting for a few minutes. After the 
owner left the room, the dog was observed for �0 minutes. The 
duration of the greeting ritual was measured on the owner’s 
return. 

EthoVision XT is perfectly suited to measure behavior of dogs 
participating in this test. The system is able to measure the total 
time spent in a specific location, for instance in close distance to 
the door. The total distance moved can be used as a measure of 
activity. EthoVision XT allows you to investigate the relationship 
between behavioral data and monitored physiological data, for 
instance heart rate, by visualizing these two synchronized data 
streams on your computer screen.  
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More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?the breed or age of the observed cat or dog, and behaviors can have 
modifiers that add extra information to the behaviors. When inves-
tigation dog playing behavior, the behavior ‘shake’ can be extended 
with the modifier ‘toy’ and modifier values ‘ball’, ‘squeaky toy’, and 
‘rope’. When observing cats, the 
behavior ‘rub’ can be extended 
with the modifier ‘body part’ 
and the modifier values ‘neck’, 
‘head’, and ‘body’. 

The Observer XT allows you to 
select data prior to analysis. 
This way, you only subject the 
data that you are interested in 
to analysis. Subjects, behaviors, 

and independent variables can be used to select data for analysis. For 
instance, you can select all data belonging to dogs that are observed 
in a backyard with grass and only subject this data to analysis. This 
allows you, for instance, to compare this data to data belonging to 
dogs that are observed in a paved backyard.

It is often important to know what happened while a certain state 
was active. For instance, you can analyze the frequencies and dura-
tions of play behaviors of a kitten while its mother was sleeping.  
The Observer XT allows you to analyze your data to different extents: 
from basic classification to in-depth selection and analysis.

Examples of parameters 

▪		 Percentage of time a dog was playing with its toy.
▪		 Total number of cat biting events.
▪		 Frequency of barking by each dog.
▪		 Total time spent in kennel by each dog.
▪		 Average number of vocalizations in a ten minute observation 

period.

Selected publications

▪		 Hiby, E.; Rooney, N.; Bradshaw, J. (�006). Behavioural and  
physiological responses of dogs entering re-homing kennels.  
Physiology & Behavior, 89, 385-39�.

▪		 Kobelt, A.; Hemsworth, P.; Barnett, J.; Coleman, G.; Butler, K. (�007). 
The behaviour of Labrador retrievers in suburban backyards: The 
relationships between the backyard environment and dog  
behaviour. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 106, 70-84. 

▪		 Prato-Previde, E.; Fallani, G.; Valsecchi, P. (�006). Gender differen-
ces in owners interacting with pet dogs: an observational study. 
Ethology, 112, 64-73.

▪		 Rooney, N.; Bradshaw, J.; Robinson, I. (�000). A comparison of  
dog-dog and dog-human play behaviour. Applied Animal  
Behaviour Science, 66, �35-�48.

Check out our web site for a complete and updated overview of 
publications.

System to measure companion animal behavior

Benefits

▪		 Concentrate completely on the dog or cat to be observed and 
logging behaviors; The Observer XT automatically adds time 
stamps to the logged events.

▪		 Code detailed behaviors rapidly and automatically calculate 
statistics, such as the total time a cat spent autogrooming. 

▪		 Log behavior live or from previously recorded video files.
▪		 Playback those parts of the video in which a lot of behaviors 

occurred to take a second look at it and edit or add events. 
▪		 Select data for analysis in order to calculate statistics on 

certain observations, animals, or event types, not others.
▪		 Exclude observer bias and confirm intra-rater reliability by 

performing reliability analysis.
▪		 Make clips of those video parts of interest to you.

Components

Typical components
▪		 The Observer XT Base p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Video Module p. 78
▪		 The Observer XT Advanced Analysis Module p. 78
▪	 Computer p. 99
▪	 Camera p. 99
▪	 Installation & training p. �06
▪	 Service contract p. �09

Optional components
▪	 Other services p. �04

Main topics in behavioral research on companion animals are animal-
human interaction and dog and cat problem behavior. When investi-
gating animal-human interactions, the dog or cat and its owner are 
usually observed together, for instance during a playing session. In 
problem behavior assessments the animal is usually left alone in a 
confined area (kennel, (artificial) living room, yard, or paddock) and 
behaviors are scored. 

The combination of our software, video and computer hardware, and 
services allow you to collect and analyze companion animal beha-
vioral data in great detail. With The Observer® XT, detailed behaviors 
can be easily logged, while the software automatically adds time 
stamps to the logged events. Our knowledgeable staff will be happy 
to answer all your questions.

How does it work?

Your experiment starts with designing a coding scheme (ethogram) 
on the computer on which The Observer XT is installed. This coding 
scheme contains each behavior and each individual animal you want 
to study and their corresponding codes. Subsequently, a video is made 
of the cat or dog in a situation which is thought to induce problem 
behavior or of the animal interacting with its human playing partner. 
This video is then used to score behaviors of interest. Scoring from 
a video file provides the advantage to playback the video and code 
missed behaviors or check if an event was scored at the correct time. 
Scoring simply takes place by pressing the corresponding key of the 
keyboard or clicking on the behavior in the coding scheme on the 
computer screen. While behaviors are scored, The Observer XT auto-
matically adds time stamps to the logged behaviors and calculates 
statistics, such as the total duration a dog was digging the ground. 

When multiple observers are included in a project, you need to 
be aware of possible observer bias. The Observer XT allows you 
to exclude observer bias by comparing observations of different 
observers and analyzing the differences. In the same way, observa-
tions of the same person can be compared and checked for their  
reliability concordance. With The Observer XT you can be sure of  
inter-observer and intra-observer reliability. 

Any behavior can be included in the coding scheme and subsequently 
be scored. Observations can have independent variables, such as 
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▪ Control when and where to track animals; either live or from a 
video file.

▪ Freeing up the computer system for running experiments by 
analyzing data on a separate computer.

Features 

A typical EthoVision XT set-up consists of a video camera, positioned 
above an experiment arena (for instance a maze or animal enclosure), 
and a computer on which EthoVision XT is installed. Camera images 
are sent to the computer and EthoVision XT calculates a wide range 
of activity, movement, and behavioral parameters. 

Defining your own experiment settings
EthoVision XT allows you to define independent variables of your 
choice, for instance the age and sex of your animal or the treatment 
they will receive. During analysis you can use these independent  
variables to select your data. You are free to define arenas of any  
size and shape and choose from the extensive list of parameters.  
At the end, you can create your own selection of data to be subjected 
to analysis. To instantly recognize values of parameters, you can 
display tracks in a color that varies with the value of the parameter 
(for instance low velocity in yellow and high velocity in orange). 

Tracking multiple body points
EthoVision XT can identify the body point center of any animal and  
the nose point and tail base point of rats and mice. The ability to track 
the nose point makes the system ideal for automatic measurement  
of explorative behavior (approaching an object headfirst within a 
predefined close distance). You no longer need to mark nose point 
and tail base of your rat or mouse to perform the novel object  
recognition test! 

Detailed monitoring of behavior in rats and mice
Together, EthoVision XT’s elongation parameter and mobility  
parameter allow you to automate a wider range of behavioral 
tests. The stretch attend posture, characterized by elongation of 
the animal’s body, is often considered a response to an object that 
incites both fear and curiosity. Therefore, it is used to measure risk 
assessment or explorative behavior. Additionally, the time spent 
immobile serves as a measure of fear. By being able to measure both 
parameters automatically, EthoVision XT provides the opportunity to 

automate a wide range of tests, including the novel object 
recognition test, the plus maze test, and the fear conditioning  
test. You can define the mobility thresholds and the elongation 
thresholds yourself. You are in control and can decide which extents 
of these behaviors need to be recorded as ‘highly mobile’, ‘mobile’, or 
‘immobile’ and ‘stretched’, ‘normal’, or ‘contracted’. Subsequently, you 
can give your own interpretation to the recorded events. It is likely 

EthoVision has allowed us to rapidly and  
accurately collect quality data on a wide 

range of motor, cognitive, and affective tests 
in our various models. 

[Anthony Hannan – Australia]

EthoVision offers great  
flexibility and can be  

adapted to almost any 
purpose in the behavioral 
neuroscience laboratory. 

[Gitta Wortwein –  
Denmark]

EthoVision XT

EthoVision® XT is the state-of-the-art video tracking system for  
automatically recording animal activity and movement. EthoVision  
XT fully or partly automates experiments, increasing productivity  
and efficiency and reducing human error. Functionality is not limited 
to just tracking the animals’ paths and calculating parameters such 
as distance traveled and velocity. The system tracks the nose and tail 
base point of rats and mice and measures the elongation of their 
body. All together, EthoVision XT allows you to investigate a variety  
of behaviors, including motility, activity, and explorative behavior. 

EthoVision XT can be used for a variety of behavioral experiments, 
with many animal species, and in many research fields. The GLP 
module even makes EthoVision XT beneficial for GLP compliant  
environments. Whether you like to measure explorative behavior  
in rats, measure activity of zebrafish larvae, or conduct welfare 
research with farm animals, EthoVision XT will help you out.

EthoVision XT is an addition to our video tracking system portfolio 
and not the successor of EthoVision 3.�. To guide you to the  
EthoVision version that best matches your research needs, please  
see the comparison table on page 76.

Benefits

▪ Save time and reduce human error by automating the starting, 
stopping, and running of trials.

▪	 Reliably track under varying conditions, even when the  
background changes during your experiment.

▪ Track animals in any type of arena, enclosure, or maze. 
▪ Increase throughput by tracking animals in up to one hundred 

arenas simultaneously. 
▪ Compile your own system by choosing the modules best suited 

for your experiment.
▪ Freely choose parameters from the extensive list and select trials 

or parts of trials for analysis.

EthoVision helps us very much  with our 
T-maze and water maze experiments, I think 
our rats and mice almost fall in love with it.  

[Hang Zhou – China]
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Beneficial for GLP compliant environments 
EthoVision XT is the first and only video tracking system of its kind for GLP compliant  
environments. Video tracking offers several advantages over photobeam activity  
monitoring, a commonly used technology in GLP compliant laboratories. Due to its high 
spatial resolution, storage of data in digital video files, and the ability to monitor animals in 
multiple arenas by a single camera, a video tracking system allows for high accuracy, high 
throughput, and reproducibility of your data. 

EthoVision XT’s GLP module helps you reach compliance in meeting �� CFR Part ��  
requirements. User management rights guarantee that only authorized persons are able 
to start the program and perform assigned tasks. The logging report (audit trail) gives a 
comprehensive insight into experiments that have been performed, including the date  
and time of logged actions. When using the GLP module, your experiments are safeguarded, 
settings and changes during data acquisition are logged, and experiment results are  
retrievable.

I compared several  
companies before deciding  

on Noldus. The knowledge and 
friendliness of the staff combined 
with the superior product made 

choosing Noldus very easy.  
I am very excited about  

EthoVision and I recommend it to 
anyone interested in behavioral 

tracking software! 
[Jason Rogers – USA]

EthoVision XT

that you interpret the state of the animal that EthoVision XT records 
as ‘immobile’, as the animal freezing. In this way, you can use the 
immobility parameter as an index for freezing behavior.

Reliable detection method
Certain experimental set-ups are prone to background changes  
that make automated video tracking difficult. Continued tracking 
after your animal has urinated or reorganized its bedding can lead  
to mistakes that influence your research conclusions. The unique 
detection method used in EthoVision XT ensures that your animals 
will still be reliably tracked, even when the background changes. In 
addition to this detection method, you can choose to use one of the 
other methods: gray scaling when there is sufficient contrast and 
static subtraction when there is less contrast between the animal  
and the background. 

2006-12-16	 5:12:51	 bob	 Start	of	trial:	Trial	1

Used	Arena	Setup	settings:	Arena	Settings	1	
Used	Trial	Control	settings:	Trial	Control	Settings	1	
Used	Detection	settings:	Detection	Settings	1

Variable values after acquisition

Trial 1:
Start	time:	 16-12-2006	5:13:51,0	
Video	file:	 D:\Study012\6area_rats.mpg|	
Tracking	source:	
Duration:	 +0:01:00,8	
Video	start	time:		 16-12-2006	5:13:21,0	
Video	file	status:	 External
Sync	status:	 Not	available
Arena 1:

Acquisition	status:	 Acquired
Recording	after:	 +0:00:00,0	
Recording	duration:	 +0:01:00,8
Subject 1:

Track:	 Trackfilet0000a0000o0000_.0001trk
Dosage:	0.0	Ug/ml	
animalID:	 1

Arena 2:
Acquisition	status:	 Acquired
Recording	after:	 +0:00:00,0	
Recording	duration:	 +0:01:00,8
Subject 1:

Track:	 Trackfilet0000a0001o0000_0001.trk
Dosage:	0.0	Ug/ml	
animalID:	 2

Arena 3:
Acquisition	status:	 Acquired
Recording	after:	 +0:00:00,0	
Recording	duration:	 +0:01:00,8
Subject 1:

Track:	 Trackfilet0000a0002o0000_0001.trk
Dosage:	0.0	Ug/ml	
animalID:	 3

Arena 4:
Acquisition	status:	 Acquired
Recording	after:	 +0:00:00,0	
Recording	duration:	 +0:01:00,8
Subject 1:
Track:	 Trackfilet0000a0003o0000_0001.trk
Dosage:	 1.0	Ug/ml	
animalID:	 4

Arena 5:
Acquisition	status:	 Acquired
Recording	after:	 +0:00:00,0	
Recording	duration:	 +0:01:00,8
Subject 1:

Track:	 Trackfilet0000a0004o0000_0001.trk
Dosage:	1.0	Ug/ml	
animalID:	 5	

Arena 6:
Acquisition	status:	 Acquired
Recording	after:	 +0:00:00,0	
Recording	duration:	 +0:01:00,8
Subject 1:

Track:	 Trackfilet0000a0005o0000_0001.trk
Dosage:	1.0	Ug/ml	
animalID:	 6

2006-12-16	 5:13:51	 bob	 End	of	trial:	Trial	1

2006-12-16		 7:52:33	 bob		 I	skipped	a	trial

2006-12-16	 9:13:51	 bob	 Start	of	trial:	Trial	3

Noldus’ EthoVision has been 
a most reliable partner in 

behavioral neurotoxicology 
for many years already.  

It never failed during  
experiments.

[Jan Lammers –  
The Netherlands]
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Additional documentation

▪	 Application notes on how to use EthoVision XT with the 
novel object recognition test, open field, elevated plus maze, 
water maze, Porsolt swim test, T-maze, and medaka and 
zebrafish behavioral tests

▪	 Case study: Using EthoVision XT for studying object  
recognition in mice

▪	 Technical specifications

Product numbers

▪	 EthoVision XT Base EXBP-000�
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Body Points Module EXMB-000�
▪	 EthoVision XT GLP Module EXGL-000� 
▪	 EthoVision XT Multiple Arena Module EXMA-000�
▪	 EthoVision XT Physiology Module EXPH-000�

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

parameter can be used to automatically measure explorative 
behavior.

▪ GLP module: helps you reach compliance in meeting �� CFR Part �� 
requirements by guaranteeing that only authorized persons are 
able to start the program, the ability to assign different rights to 
users, and logging changes that could influence the experiment 
results into the audit trail.

▪ Multiple arenas module: allows you to track animals in up to one 
hundred arenas simultaneously.

▪ Physiology module: synchronizes concurrent acquired physio-
logical data and visualizes these streams on your computer 
screen.

We expected maximal help of EthoVision in our research 
and we were positively surprised, that everything what was   
advertised was really true and we are very satisfied with it.  

[Frantisek Vozeh - Czech Republic]

EthoVision XT

Compatible products

▪	 The Observer XT p. 78
▪	 Mazes and open fields p. 9�
▪	 PhenoTyper p. 94
▪	 Tower filming system p. 96
▪	 Data AcQuistion (DAQ) systems p. 99

Applications

▪	 Novel object recognition test p. �4
▪	 High throughput behavioral phenotyping p. �0
▪	 Water maze test p. ��
▪	 Open field test p. �4
▪	 Elevated plus maze test p. �6
▪	 Zebrafish larvae activity monitoring p. �8
▪	 Zero maze test p. 30
▪	 T-maze test p. 34
▪	 Research on farm animals in stables p. 44
▪	 Studying multiple aquaria p. 5�
▪	 Drosophila larvae activity monitoring p. 60
▪	 Measuring companion animal behavior p. 64
▪	 Many others

In-depth trial control
Automation of behavioral tests with EthoVision XT is not limited to 
automatic tracking and monitoring of the animal. You can program 
EthoVision XT to start or stop tracking when the animal has been 
in a specific location for a defined duration of time. When working 
with multiple arenas, the trial control function goes even further. 
A generic start condition can be applied to each arena individually. 
When this condition is met in an arena, EthoVision XT starts tracking 
in that arena only. By using this cascading start option, you no longer 
need to worry about placing your animals in their arenas at the  
exact same time.

Exploring physiological data stream
When working with a telemetry or other data acquisition system, 
EthoVision XT can send out a signal to synchronize the acquired 
external data and the behavioral data obtained with EthoVision XT.  
In this way, external data streams can be imported and visualized, 
while being synchronized with the video on which the track is based. 
Those can be physiological data streams belonging to the test animal, 
as well as varying external data streams belonging to the test  
environment. 
 
When tracking an animal participating in a fear test, it might be 
interesting to monitor heart rate or body temperature at the same 
time and visualize this on your computer screen, synchronized with 

the corresponding video or track. Investigating the relationship 
between physiological and behavioral data can lead to better  
understanding of your research results.

Modules
EthoVision XT’s modular approach allows you to create a system  
that is not only flexible and versatile, but that provides a system  
platform to build on for the future. Configurations range from a  
basic video tracking system to a multi-functional system. The basic 
video tracking system allows you to track one animal in one arena 
and to measure the mobility of its body.  

This basic system can be extended with up to four different modules: 
▪ Multiple body points module: allows you to track the nose point, 

tail base, and body center of rats and mice. The elongation 

Multiple body 
points module

Physiology 
module

Multiple arenas 
module

Base  
package

GLP 
module
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Additional documentation

▪	 Application notes on how to use EthoVision 3.� with the 
social interaction test, fear conditioning test, radial arm 
maze test, and modified holeboard

▪	 Case study: Video tracking of grasshopper nymphs
▪	 Case study: Motivation and ability to walk for a food 

reward in broilers
▪	 Case study: Using EthoVision Color-Pro to quantify  

spontaneous swimming behavior in small groups of fish
▪	 Technical specifications

Product numbers

▪	 EthoVision 3.� Basic E3�B-000�
▪	 EthoVision 3.� Pro E3�P-000�
▪	 EthoVision 3.� Color-Pro E3�C-000� 

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Define your own experiment settings
You can define independent variables of your choice, such as age, sex, 
and weight. During analysis you can use these independent variables 
to group your data. You are free to define an arena of any size and 
shape (water maze, Petri dish, animal enclosure) and choose from 
the extensive list of parameters. At the end, you can create your 
own selection of data to be subjected to analysis. Calculated data 
can be exported to other programs, including Theme™, for further 
(statistical) analysis.

Track multiple animals per arena
With EthoVision 3.� you can monitor up to sixteen animals in an 
arena, allowing for measurement of interaction parameters.  
These parameters include time spent in proximity to one another, 
movement to and from another animal, or distance between  
animals.

High-level automation
Ethovision 3.� offers more automation options than just tracking 
your animal(s). Starting and stopping of trials can be initiated when 
conditions that you defined are met. EthoVision 3.� can even be  
used to operate equipment of the testing set-up. For instance,  
doors can open automatically when the animal has been in a zone  
for a specific duration. When used in combination with the Event 
Logging Interface, actions such as lever presses are registered  
automatically. 

Log detailed behaviors manually
The built-in event recorder allows for keyboard event recording  
during a video tracking session. Behaviors that cannot be tracked 
automatically, such as grooming, can be assigned to keys on your 
keyboard. These behaviors can be scored manually and later be 
analyzed in conjunction with the tracking data. The only thing you 
have to do is pressing the right key at the right moment! 

Configurations
EthoVision 3.� is available in three configurations, making the system 
highly suitable for a wide range of applications:
▪ EthoVision Basic: allows for tracking one animal in one arena. 
▪ EthoVision Pro: allows for tracking one or two animals in up to 

one hundred arenas simultaneously.
▪ EthoVision Color-Pro: allows for tracking up to sixteen animals 

in one arena or a combination of multiple animals in multiple 
arenas. 

EthoVision 3.1

Compatible products

▪	 The Observer XT p. 78
▪	 Theme p. 86
▪	 PhenoTyper p. 94
▪	 Tower filming system p. 96
▪	 Event Logging Interface p. 97
▪	 Event Logging Keyboard p. 98

Applications

▪	 Social interaction test p. �6
▪	 Home cage monitoring system p. �8
▪	 Radial arm maze test p. 3�
▪	 Social interaction in fish p. 50
▪	 Fear conditioning test
▪	 Holeboard test
▪	 Many others

EthoVision® 3.� is the renowned video tracking 
system for the automation of behavioral 
experiments, used at up to a thousand research 
institutes, universities, and companies around 
the globe. EthoVision has been cited in over a 
thousand scientific publications. 

The flexibility of EthoVision 3.� allows for use 
in a variety of tests, on a wide range of animal 
species, and in multiple research fields. Using 
EthoVision 3.� saves time, increases productivity, 
and improves the quality of your research data. 
Whether you like to investigate social interaction 
in fish, measure mate preference in fruit flies, 
or conduct the fear conditioning test in mice, 
EthoVision 3.� will help you out.

EthoVision 3.� is an addition to our video tracking 
system portfolio and not the prior version of 
EthoVision XT. To guide you to the EthoVision 
version that best matches your research needs, 
please see the comparison table on page 76.

 
Benefits

▪ Save time and reduce human error by  
automating the starting, stopping, and 
running of trials.

▪ Control when and where to track animals; either live or from a 
video file. 

▪ Automate your experiments to the highest level by controlling 
external equipment. 

▪ Investigate social behavior of group-housed animals and social 
insects.

▪ Increase the value of your research by adding manually logged 
detailed behavioral data.

▪ Increase throughput by tracking animals in up to one hundred 
arenas simultaneously. 

Features

An EthoVision 3.� set-up is based on a video camera, positioned above  
an experiment arena, and a computer running the EthoVision 3.� 
software. EthoVision 3.� tracks the animal(s) in one or more arenas 
and calculates an extensive list of activity and movement parameters. 
Automation of your experiment is not limited to tracking the animal 
and calculating parameters. Series of trials can be run without human 
intervention and starting and stopping of trials can take place  
automatically. You can even program EthoVision 3.� to control  
equipment of your experiment arena. 
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EthoVision 3.1 EthoVision XT

Feature extraction

Tracking nose point and tail base √�

Number of animals per arena

Two animals per arena √a

Up to sixteen animals per arena √b

Defining arenas and zones

Advanced drawing tools √

Advanced calibration √

Data acquisition

Dynamic subtraction √

Record video while tracking data live √

Color tracking √b

Experimental design

Cascading start option √�

Advanced trial control √

Series of trials √

Manual event recording √

TTL-in and out √

EthoVision parameters

Social behaviors √ab

Elongation √�

Heading towards point √

Head direction towards zone or point √�

Number of zone transitions √

Rotations √

Data visualization

Visualize tracks and video in sync √

Visualize tracks and physiological data in sync √3

GLP functionality

User management rights √4

Audit trail and logging changes √4

Other

Vista compliant √

� With Multiple Body Points 
Module

� With Multiple Arena Module
3 With Physiology Module
4  With GLP Module

a In EthoVision 3.� Pro  
configuration

b In EthoVision 3.� Color-Pro 
configuration

Comparison EthoVision XT vs. EthoVision 3.1

EthoVision® comes in two packages: EthoVision 3.� and EthoVision XT. 
While they share a lot of features, each package offers functionality 
that is not available in the other. Shared features include tracking of 
the center point of an animal, defining arenas and zones, providing 
multiple animal detection methods, measuring a wide range of 
parameters, and visualizing and analyzing data. 

EthoVision 3.� comes in three configurations: EthoVision 3.� Basic, 
Pro, and Color-Pro. EthoVision XT follows a modular approach: the 
base package can be extended with one to four modules: Multiple 
Body Points, Multiple Arena, Physiology and GLP. For each solution 
described in this catalog it is indicated which package is the best 
option to choose. The comparison table on the right represents the 
differences between EthoVision XT and EthoVision 3.�. For further 
explanation of the features mentioned consult the text below. 
 
Please note that the two EthoVision packages are not compatible!

Feature extraction
In addition to tracking the body center point, EthoVision XT with 
the multiple body points module tracks the nose and tail base point 
of rats and mice. This feature is ideal to, for instance, measure the 
distance from the nose point to the novel object in the novel object 
recognition test.

Number of animals per arena
EthoVision 3.� Pro is able to track two animals per arena and  
EthoVision 3.� Color-Pro up to sixteen. This allows you to measure, for 
instance, the distance between animals and the speed in which one 
animal moves towards or away from another. 

Define arenas and zones
In EthoVision XT new drawing tools allow easier definition of zones. 
It is now possible to use the center of a circular or rectangular zone 
as point of interest. Also enlarged or reduced copies of circles and 
rectangles can be easily created.

Detection methods
In addition to two other detection methods, EthoVision XT provides 
the dynamic subtraction method. This unique method ensures that 
animals will be reliably tracked, even when the background changes 
whilst tracking takes place. When tracking animals live, EthoVision 
XT allows the user to simultaneously create an MPEG4 video file. The 
acquired track can be visualized on your computer, superimposed on 
the recorded video. EthoVision 3.� Color-Pro allows for tracking two to 
sixteen color-marked animals in one arena. 

Experimental design
With the trial control option, a trial can be automatically started 
or stopped based on predefined conditions. In EthoVision XT these 
predefined conditions can be based upon parameters, parameter 
output, and the actual time of the day. When working with multiple 
arenas and the multiple arenas module, the cascading start  
function ensures that a generic start condition is applied to each 
arena individually. When this condition is met in an arena, EthoVision 
XT starts tracking in that arena only (for instance starting of the trial). 

In EthoVision 3.�, conditions can be based on incoming TTL events and 
TTL-out based actions can be defined to operate external equipment, 
such as guillotine doors. In EthoVision 3.�, behaviors that cannot be 
measured automatically can be manually scored by pressing user-
defined corresponding keys of a keyboard.

EthoVision parameters
Since EthoVision 3.� Pro and Color-Pro are able to track multiple 
animals in one arena, these versions allow you to study interac-
tion between animals. Social behavior parameters include the time 
spent in close proximity to each other and the distance between two 
animals. EthoVision XT’s parameter range includes some parameters 
that EthoVision 3.� does not provide. Heading towards a point of 
interest and head direction are useful parameters for the novel object 
recognition test, while the number of zone transitions is an impor-
tant indicator for search/exploration patterns in the open field, water 
maze, and radial arm maze test. Ultimately, the number of rotations 
can be used when investigating brain defects or lesions. When using 
EthoVision XT with the multiple body point module, the degree of 
body elongation can be measured.

Data visualization 
In EthoVision XT, acquired tracks can be visualized on the computer 
screen, superimposed and in sync with the video on which the track is 
based. When co-acquiring data (for instance physiological data) with 
an external Data AcQuisition (DAQ) system, EthoVision XT can send 
out a sync signal to this system. The files generated by the acquisition 
system can be imported into EthoVision XT and displayed in sync with 
the corresponding acquired track. This allows you to investigate the 
relationship between physiological and behavioral data. 

GLP functionality
EthoVision XT with GLP module provides features to help you reach 
compliance in meeting �� CFR Part �� requirements. The user manage-
ment rights function guarantees that only authorized persons 
are able to start EthoVision XT and perform assigned tasks. The 
experiment log (audit trail) contains the experiment settings, arena 
settings, detection settings, and trial control settings used in that 
specific experiment. In addition, the date and time of taken actions 
and changes made to settings are logged and documented.

Other features
EthoVision XT is compliant to the latest Windows version, Windows 
Vista.
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Setting up hardware
Setting up hardware concerns topics such as video recording,  
interfacing with data acquisition systems, and synchronized starting 
of other programs or systems. With these features it is possible to 
automate the recording of various types of data along with live 
behavioral coding or to code off-line later. In many cases setting  
up hardware is a minimum effort due to the default settings of  
The Observer XT software. 

Designing a coding scheme
Designing a coding scheme is a crucial step in behavioral research. 
The coding scheme is the actual measuring instrument that you use 
to gather your data. Choices made at this stage determine what you 
can and cannot do with your data at later stages. The coding scheme 
has a powerful syntax, allowing you to accurately describe complex 
phenomena in few keystrokes. Special attention is given to social 
interactions, group processes, and other complex behaviors. You can 
record them with a minimum of different codes, minimizing learning 
efforts and errors. Adding and changing codes is always possible even 
while observing. Once the coding scheme is final, lock it to prevent 
changing it by accident or by unauthorized users. 

Gathering data
Coding behavior is the bulk of work in most studies. The Observer XT 
was designed to reduce the amount of work as much as possible 
and make behavioral coding an efficient task. Behavior is recorded 
by typing shortcut keycodes, allowing you to keep your eyes on the 
scene while coding at great speed. The time of each code is recorded 
automatically and errors are prevented by an on-line check. Coding 
with the computer mouse is also an option. 

The use of video adds great flexibility to behavioral 
studies. It allows you to make detailed observations 
and frame accurate descriptions of fast moving 
phenomena, playback and review details, or ask 
someone for a second opinion. The Observer XT is 
equipped with fully integrated video recording and 
playback functions that make it easy to position 
the video, play it back at different speeds, or play it 
frame by frame. All data plays in sync: when moving 
through the data, the video follows and vice versa. 

Overt behavior tells only part of the story; physiological responses 
can give important additional information. In The Observer XT they 
can be studied together. Files from Data AcQuisition (DAQ) systems 
are imported and then visualized along with the video, revealing the 
animal’s inner world. Synchronization is guaranteed by a continuous 

sync signal sent from The Observer XT, making the system immune 
to clock differences, drift, and missing samples. Parts of the  
physiological data 
correlating with 
interesting behaviors 
can be exported for 
further analysis. 

For ambulatory and 
outdoor observa-
tions there is Pocket 
Observer. It is a 
special add-on for 
live coding that 
runs on handheld 
computers and 
PDA’s. It is available 
for consumer range 
PDA’s as a low-cost 
portable coding unit, 
as well as for rugged 
devices that are suit-
able for outdoor use. Even in hostile environments such as tropical  
rainforests and deserts you can count on Pocket Observer. 

The Observer XT has unique features which make it ideal for  
collaborative and student projects. Coding schemes and observa-
tions can be exchanged between projects and workstations. The 
study supervisor can build a master project and students obtain 
copies in which the coding scheme is locked. They can post their  
data to the supervisor who can import them into the master  
project for joint analysis. 

In collaborative projects it is vital to avoid observer bias. For that 
there is reliability analysis: observations by different coders are 
compared record by record and the software reports Cohen’s Kappa, 
along with a listing of agreements and disagreements. Reliability 
analysis is also used for intra-rater reliability, as a basic quality check. 

The Observer has allowed me to collect 
 data and calculate results that I could otherwise 

not have done - it is of primary importance  
in my behavioral research. 

[Jenni Mueller - USA]

The Observer XT

The Observer® is the world standard for behavioral coding and 
analysis software. With a proven fifteen year track record and cited  
in hundreds of scientific publications, it is an invaluable research  
tool for a wide variety of disciplines. The Observer XT, the latest 
generation of this software’s legacy, combines proven concepts 
with cutting edge technology to help you make the most of your 
research. It helps you get ahead and stay ahead. 

Rooted in manual event recording, The Observer XT contains all  
the essentials for behavioral research: coding scheme building,  
data entry, data management, statistical analysis, and inter-rater  
reliability analysis. All can be applied in various settings: live  
in the field, with video, or in combination with physiological  
data recording. The Observer XT turns raw behavioral codes into 
meaningful information, where other packages leave the  
translation to you.

We can tailor both the software and the hardware configurations 
to fit your needs and budget. Applications cover anything from 
straightforward small-scale studies to complex experiments with 
hundreds of replicates, from single-user set-ups to teams with dozens 

of members, and from live observations on a handheld computer to 
integrated lab set-ups. Over time, The Observer XT grows with you, 
allowing you to start small and add extra modules or hardware when 
you need to. There is always an Observer XT that fits you. 

Benefits

▪ Describe behavior in an accurate and quantitative way.
▪ Rapidly gather rich and meaningful data.
▪ Record time automatically and accurately. 
▪ Integrate video and physiology in behavioral studies.
▪ Calculate statistics, assess reliability, and create transition  

matrices.
▪ Make clips of those parts of video and data of interest to you.
▪ Analyze groups of observations at once.
▪ Filter relevant selections of data.
▪ Work as a team on one project. 
▪ Ideal for ambulatory and outdoor use.
▪ Scalable and customizable.

Features

The Observer XT supports the entire workflow of a research project. It 
includes setting up hardware, designing a coding scheme, gathering 
and managing data, selecting data, and visualizing, analyzing, and 
exporting results to statistical analysis packages such as SPSS. 

Using The Observer I am only 
limited by my imagination.  

[Richard Parker – New Zealand]
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Additional documentation

▪		 Application note: How to use The Observer XT with a  
biotelemetry system

▪		 White papers on The Observer XT and flexible coding, 
organization of event data at different hierarchical levels 
multimodality, new video technology, quantifying  
variables in observed events, and data analysis with Theme

▪		 Case study: Behavioral analysis of transgenic mice  
overexpressing corticotropin-releasing hormone

▪		 Case study: Using The Observer to analyze aggression in 
African cichlid fish

▪		 Case study: How to measure locomotor activity in “lazy” 
chickens?

▪		 Technical specifications

Product numbers

▪	 The Observer XT Basic O70B-000�
▪	 The Observer XT Advanced Analysis Module O70A-000�
▪	 The Observer XT Video Module O70V-000� 
▪	 The Observer XT Multiple Video Module O70M-000�
▪	 The Observer XT External Data Module O70E-000�
▪	 Pocket Observer PO�0-000�
▪	 Software Development Kit IO70-SDK0

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

can easily be used on data from EthoVision® 3,� or Ultravox™ and 
data from The Observer XT can be used in Theme™ and MatMan™.  
A Software Development Kit (SDK) is available for developers who 
want to build their own modules or interfaces with other systems.  

Modules

The basic The Observer XT system offers a complete solution for live 
coding and data analysis. The basic system can be extended with up 
to six modules: 
▪ Advanced analysis module: allows you to perform reliability 

analysis and lag sequential analysis.
▪	 Video module: allows for recording and playback of two video 

sources and creation of video highlights.
▪	 Multiple video extension: allows you to play up to four videos. 
▪	 External data module: synchronizes concurrent acquired data of 

external data acquisition equipment. 

▪	 Pocket Observer: add-on for live observations on a handheld 
computer.

▪	 Software Development Kit (SDK): helps you develop your own 
add-ons and interfaces.

Scoring behavior with  
The Observer saves you a lot of 
time when later counting and 

analyzing your data.  
[Jeroen Stevens - Belgium]

The Observer XT

Compatible products

▪	 EthoVision 3.� p. 68
▪	 Theme p. 86
▪	 UltraVox p. 88
▪	 MatMan p.89
▪	 Mazes and open fields p. 9�
▪	 Event Logging Interface p. 98
▪	 Data AcQuisition (DAQ) systems  p. 99

Applications

▪	 Social interaction test in small lab animals p. �6
▪	 Mobile observations of wildlife/zoo animals p. 38
▪	 Stationary observations of wildlife/zoo animals p. 40
▪	 Research on farm animals in stables p. 44
▪	 Social interaction and hierarchy in farm animals p. 46
▪	 Social interaction in fish p. 50
▪	 Insect lab studies p. 56
▪	 Insect fields studies p. 58
▪	 Measuring companion animal behavior p. 64
▪	 Many others

Managing data
The Observer XT’s data is organized in projects that consist of a 
coding scheme, observational data, independent variables, data 
filters, and analysis results. The software ensures that all data in 
a project are kept consistent. The independent variables are for 
labeling: treatment, animal ID, observer, and any other important 
circumstances. 

Selecting data
All data in the project is available for analysis at all times. A sophis-
ticated data selection function makes it possible to extract only  
the relevant bits for each research question. Elaborate filters can  
be built based on combinations of independent variables, beha- 
viors, and time criteria, such as behaviors being active. Hundreds  
of observations can be analyzed at once, saving a tremendous 
amount of time. 

Visualizing data
The analysis of data often begins with visualizing the event log. The 
track of events is visualized as a horizontal bar in which different 
colors represent different active states. This way, you immediately  
get a feel for the structure of the behavior you observed. Video 
and physiology are displayed alongside and all play in sync. The 
direct reference between video and data is a great tool for quality 
improvement: coding errors are shown instantly and can be 
corrected immediately. 

Analyzing data
The conclusion of most studies is statistical analysis. The Observer XT 
offers descriptive statistics of the coded behavior and lag sequential 
analysis to analyze the order of events. Among the possible output 
are tables of frequencies, durations and other statistics, interaction 
matrices, and transition matrices. Synchrony and learning curves are 
also analyzed. These results can be split up in intervals and the layout 
of the results is completely customizable to the requirements of 
receiving software packages. 

Exporting and importing data
The Observer XT is an open system, allowing you to import event 
data from many different systems and to export data in XML format 
for use in other systems. The analytical powers of The Observer XT 

Noldus has saved me scores of 
time!  I have cut my analysis 
of observations in half,  I am 
able to immediately transfer 

raw data to statistical  
packages, and can review 

records with ease.  
[David Rudek - USA]
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Features

CatWalk is a test apparatus and measurement tool in one. CatWalk 
consists of a glass plate on which a mouse or rat traverses from one 
side of the glass plate to the other. Light enters the long edge of the 
glass plate which is completely internally reflected. Only at those 
areas where the animal makes contact with the glass plate (typically 
the animal’s paws) light is able to escape. A video camera positioned 
underneath the glass plate captures the illuminated footprints and 
sends these to a computer running the CatWalk software. 

The CatWalk software facilitates the classification of footprints on  
basis of which it automatically generates graphical output and 
a host of parameters. These parameters can then be exported to 
spreadsheet programs for statistical analysis. Parameters provided by 
CatWalk include:
▪ Parameters related to individual footprints: e.g. brake/propulsion, 

swing phase duration, intensity (i.e. paw weight distribution),  
and footprint dimensions.

▪ Parameters related to position of footprints: e.g. stride length, 
base of support, and distance between ipsilateral paws.

▪ Parameters related to time-based relationships between foot-
prints: e.g. footfall patterns, regularity index, phase lags, support 
formulas, and simultaneous stance durations.

▪ Other parameters: e.g. contact duration of abdomen and tail.

Parameters

CatWalk provides parameters that are related to individual  
footprints
Besides footprint dimensions, CatWalk measures the stance and 
swing phase durations and the brake-propulsion phase ratio which is 
determined by the change in footprint area during the stance phase. 
Due to a relationship between the illuminated footprints and 

the pressure exerted by each paw, CatWalk is able to assess the  
distribution of weight support across the four paws. An animal with, 
for example, an inflamed knee joint in one of its limbs will likely 
avoid supporting too much weight with this particular limb. Values 
are also expressed as ratios between contralateral paws in order to 
correct for body weight differences between different animals. 

CatWalk provides parameters that are related to relationships 
between footprints
CatWalk measures the distance between consecutively placed foot-
falls (stride length) and the distance between contralateral foot-
prints (base of support) and ipsilateral footprints. Besides distances 
between footprints, CatWalk provides time-based relationships  
between different footfalls. It measures the sequence of the steps 
taken by the four paws and determines whether steps belong to  
regular sequences or not. An index is calculated for the degree in 
which steps belong to regular sequences and is regarded as an  
objective measurement of interlimb coordination. Besides this  
measurement of ordinal scale, CatWalk also provides parameters 
related to phase lags: the timing of a step is expressed as a  
percentage of the stride duration of another step. Measurements 
are also provided on the relative duration of simultaneous contact 
with the ground for different paw combinations. 

CatWalk

CatWalk® is a video-based analysis system to assess locomotor defi-
cits and pain-induced gait adaptations in voluntarily walking mice 
or rats. The CatWalk system objectively measures various aspects of 
footfalls in a dynamic manner. Based on the position, pressure, and 
surface area of each footfall, numerous parameters are calculated 
that allow you to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate individual 
footfalls and gait in great detail. Despite having only a short history, 
CatWalk has already been validated for spinal cord contusion and 
transection injured animals, models of neuropathic and inflam-
matory pain, and Parkinson’s disease. Other applications for which 
CatWalk can be used include arthritis, stroke, and ALS.

Benefits

▪ Dynamic assessment - Besides footprint parameters, CatWalk 
provides a host of parameters related to the dynamic aspects of 
footfalls and gait. 

▪ Paw weight distribution - CatWalk accurately detects whether 
a paw makes contact with the floor or not and, if so, how much 
pressure the paw exerts on the floor. An animal that experiences 
pain in one of its paws will likely avoid supporting its weight 
with this paw; hence less pressure will be measured.

▪ Non-invasive testing - The recording of footprints on video occurs 
while an animal voluntarily walks in a dark, tunnel-like  
environment.

▪ Detailed and retraceable data - A human observer is no match 
for CatWalk. The computerized processing of footprints on video 
results in highly detailed, reliable, and retraceable data. 
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Product numbers

▪	 CatWalk software CW70-000�
▪	 Walkway XCWW-000�

Applications

▪ Spinal cord injury  p. �0
▪ Neuropathic pain 
▪		 Parkinson’s disease  
▪		 Arthritis
▪		 Nerve function & regeneration
▪ ALS

Additional documentation

▪	 Case study: Gait analysis in spinal cord injured rats
▪	 Case study: CatWalk: the next step in gait analysis
▪	 Technical specifications

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

CatWalk versus other locomotion 
analysis techniques

CatWalk versus footprint analysis
With footprint analysis the paws of an 
animal are dipped in ink or photo developer. 
When the animal walks on a strip of  
(photographic) paper, different measure-
ments can be made on basis of the foot-
prints. The disadvantage of this method is 
that in case all four paws are inked, the ink 
tends to become smeared due to overlap of 
footprints. Also, the calculation of different 
parameters is executed manually and only 
provides information about static foot-
prints. With CatWalk, footfalls are frame 
by frame recorded on video. That way, all 
four paws can easily be separated from 
one another and time-based information 
can be measured regarding both individual 
footfalls (e.g. stance duration) and between 
footfalls (e.g. support formulas). 

CatWalk versus BBB scoring
Locomotor rating scales, such as the BBB score, are used to evaluate 
locomotor performance during spontaneous movement of an animal 
in an open field. Typically, an animal (or a pair of animals) is placed in 
an open field and observed by two observers who score the move-
ments of the animal on a number of categories. A general disadvan-
tage of rating scales is the fact that subjective evaluation hampers 
reproducible measurements. Rating scales are typically designed for 
a specific model, making them less optimal for other models. In addi-
tion, animal movement is often difficult to assess with the naked eye. 
For example, coordination between the forelimbs and the hindlimbs 

is an important assessment in evaluating functional recovery after 
experimental spinal cord injury, but reliable assessment is difficult. 
With CatWalk, footfalls are recorded objectively, detailed assessments 
of individual footfalls can be made, and the sequence and timing of 
different footfalls can be investigated. 

Components

CatWalk is a turn-key system that consists of the following 
components:
▪	 CatWalk 7.� software
▪ Walkway: glass plate, corridor, light source, and mobile 

frame

CatWalk
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Additional documentation

▪	 White paper: Theme – analyzing data from The Observer XT
▪	 Reference: Magnusson, M.S. (�000). Behavorial Research 

Methods, Instruments & Computers, 32, 93-��0
▪	 Case study: Feed pecking in chicks
▪	 Methodology note
▪	 Technical specifications

Product number

▪	 Theme TH50-000�

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

the data produced by The Observer XT. Theme 
works well on most raw behavioral data. It has 
built-in pre-processing options for filtering and 
reorganizing the data. The pattern detection 
engine can be tuned to the desired level of detail, 
sensitivity, types of pattern, and calculation time. 

Theme gives a full range of descriptive statistics 
per input file, such as number of patterns, length, 
and diversity. These statistics are measures of 
overall structure which can be more sensitive 
to the effect of experimental treatment than 
frequency and duration based statistics. The 
statistics can be exported as a table to statistical 
packages, with their independent variables. 

The detected patterns can be searched and 
filtered in a number of ways, allowing you to 
zoom into important details. There are simple 
criteria like behaviors, length, frequency, and 
number of actors. There are also advanced criteria 
based on the relationships between patterns and 
the underlying event data. Criteria can be freely 
combined and the results can be stored for later use. 

The overall structure of the behavior is presented in a matrix of linked 
event types. An overview of the position of event types in patterns 
gives an impression of their relative importance. For behaviors with 
a spatial element, Theme can show a path graph. At the lowest level 
of detail individual patterns can be displayed on a timeline and the 
associated video fragments can be played to see the pattern unfold. 

Theme gives all the details for each pattern: exact times for each 
occurrence, significance, and various other statistics. 

The basis of Theme is a statistical test that finds significant time 
intervals between two series of events. The dyads found are tested 
against other events and dyads, and new connections are made. This 
is repeated until no new relationships are found. A special algorithm 
eliminates duplicate and incomplete patterns. 

Theme performs special checks against chance effects. A rigorous 
randomization function checks which proportion of the patterns can 
be explained by chance. In most data that is a small subset of the 
shorter patterns. 

Max. pattern length
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Theme

Compatible products

▪	 EthoVision 3.� p. 74
▪	 The Observer XT p. 78
▪	 UltraVox p. 88

Applications

▪	 Social interaction and hierarchy in farm animals p. 46

Timing and order are crucial to the effectiveness of nearly any kind  
of behavior, but they are hard to capture in statistics. Theme™ is a 
software package that was especially developed to deal with this  
challenge. Theme detects statistically significant time patterns  
(T-patterns) based on the timing of events relative to each other in  
the data which can give new insights into the structure of behavior. 

Most behavior is highly organized in time but can also be quite  
variable. Contrary to other methods, Theme can detect and quantify 
the overall time structure in behavioral data without being distracted 
by the variation in details. Theme has been successfully used in a wide 
variety of disciplines and is especially effective in the analysis of social 
interactions.

Theme is based on a well-established mathematical model. It 
describes behavior in terms of time relationships between activities. 
Due to this model Theme can detect much more structure than other 

methods. Statistically significant series of �0-30 events are no  
exception, where most methods stop at 3-5. The results found by 
Theme tend to be very robust. The probability of long T-patterns 
occurring by chance is extremely low in most data. 

Research with Theme has been going on for over twenty years. There 
is a large corpus of literature and an active multidisciplinary academic 
community. w a k b w  ck dwk w w k   w k w     w  a  kb   wck d w

t
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Benefits

▪ Get new and unexpected insights.
▪ Much more powerful than other sequential analysis methods.
▪ Unravel the time structure of behavior at any level of detail.
▪ Detect subtle differences in behavior that other methods ignore.
▪ Get quantitative results suitable for statistical analysis.
▪ Sensitive to patterns, insensitive to random variation.
▪ Analyze raw behavioral data – little or no data pre-processing 

and post-processing necessary, unlike other sequential analysis 
methods.

▪ Based on a published and validated mathematical model.

Features

Theme can import, filter and pre-process data, and detect patterns 
by objective statistical criteria. The resulting pattern sets can be 
displayed, searched, and analyzed in a number of ways. Pattern  
statistics can be exported to statistical packages for further analysis. 
Pattern detection works best on continuously scored events, such as 
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MatMan

Additional documentation

▪	 Technical specification

Compatible products

▪	 EthoVision 3.� p. 74
▪	 The Observer XT p. 78
▪	 Theme p. 86

Product number

▪	 MatMan MM�0-000�

Applications

▪	 Social  interaction test p. �6
▪	 Social interaction and hierarchy in farm animals p. 46

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Matrix analysis requires special calculations that standard statistical 
packages do not offer. MatMan™, especially developed to analyze 
sociometric matrices by scholars at the University of Utrecht, The 
Netherlands, performs various statistical tests and includes numerous 
useful data processing options. 

Benefits

▪ Run specialized tests and calculations for matrices that other 
packages cannot handle.

▪ Analyze social interactions.
▪ Study dominance in groups of animals.
▪ Analyze transition matrices from The Observer® XT’s lag 

sequential analysis.
▪ Compatible with The Observer XT.

Features
 
A major function of MatMan is to calculate and test linear  
hierarchies. It gives various indices for dominance matrix linearity. 
Such matrices can be produced with The Observer XT, based on 
observed conflicts or other interactions, or recorded with pen and 
paper.

MatMan can also be used to investigate the relationship between 
different types of interactions by calculating the correlation between 

matrices. For instance, do 
grooming relationships 
correlate negatively with food 
conflicts? It also enables you 
to compare lag sequential 
analysis results obtained with 
The Observer XT.

The probability of the figures 
per cell in the matrix as a 
whole can be calculated too, 
both for lag sequential analysis results and interaction matrices. 
Significant figures can indicate that behaviors or individuals are 
somehow connected and that their transitions or interactions are  
not a coincident.  

The core functions of MatMan are augmented by specialized data 
processing options. This allows you to calculate summary matrices of 
various types of behaviors, run unidirectional tests, eliminate outliers, 
transform interaction matrices into dominance matrices, and more. 
The software was implemented as a plug-in for Microsoft Excel which 
means that all Excel functionality is available in MatMan.

UltraVox

Additional documentation

▪	 Case study:  Using UltraVox to measure rat pup ultrasound 
vocalizations as an anxiolytic or anxiogenic evaluation 
procedure

▪	 Technical specifications

Compatible products

▪	 The Observer XT p. 78
▪	 Theme p. 86

Product numbers

▪	 UltraVox �-channel UV00-000�
▪	 UltraVox 4-channel UV00-0004

Application areas

▪	 Anxiety
▪	 Neurotoxicology
▪	 Drug testing
▪	 Behavioral phenotyping
▪	 Animal welfare

UltraVox™ is the professional system for the automatic detection  
of ultrasonic vocalizations, such as mouse pup calls in neurotoxi- 
cological studies or rat vocalizations in drug testing. It visualizes  
real-time filtering and continuously updates descriptive statistics 
to offer quick insight into the temporal structure of vocalizations. 
UltraVox makes the analysis of vocalizations accessible for every 
behavioral researcher.

Benefits

▪		 Adaptable to your specific experimental set-up.
▪		 Full automation of data acquisition, analysis, and export.
▪		 Suitable for high volume screening: use up to four channels for 

testing multiple animals simultaneously.
▪		 Integration of acoustical and behavioral data through direct 

import into The Observer®.

Features

The UltraVox system combines an ultrasound detector, audio filter, 
and the UltraVox software. It allows you to monitor vocalizations 
with any type of temporal structure; all you need to do is adjust the 
filter settings. Up to four (ultra)sound detectors can be connected to a 
single UltraVox system to observe the effects of different treatments. 
Determine how and when data acquisition starts by using the auto-

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

matic start options. The separate time-event plots for the unfiltered 
and filtered signals provide direct visual feedback as to the effective-
ness of specific acquisition settings. Acquisition settings can be saved 
following calibration. UltraVox automatically creates data file names 
as they are generated. Descriptive statistics such as the number and 
duration of vocalizations offer immediate insight into the structure 
of the detected vocalizations. Finally, data can be exported to other 
packages, including The Observer, Theme™, SPSS, and Excel.

UItraVox has enabled me to rapidly 
and easily utilize and characterize the 
vocalization phenotypes suspected in 

our mouse strains of interest. 
[Shannon Hamilton – USA]
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Additional documentation

▪	 Application notes on the water maze, radial arm maze, open 
field, elevated pus maze, T-maze, novel object recognition,  
social interaction, and conditioned place preference test

▪	 Case study on: Using EthoVision XT for studying object 
recognition in mice

Product numbers

▪	 Water mazes XWMA
▪	 T-mazes XTMA
▪	 Elevated plus mazes XEPM 
▪	 Zero maze XZMA
▪	 Radial arm mazes XRMA
▪	 Conditioned place preference (CPP) maze XCPP
▪	 Square open fields XSOF
▪ Circular open fields XCOF

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Technical specifications

Water maze: small ø �00 cm (39.4”), height 60 cm (�3.6”)
 large ø �50 cm (59”), height 60 cm (�3.6”)
 
Elevated plus maze: small arms 30 x 5 cm (��.8” x �.9”), center 5 x 5 cm, (�.9” x �.9” ),  
  height closed arms �0 cm (7.9”) 
 large arms 60 x �0 cm (�3.6” x 3.9”), center �0 x �0 cm (3.9” x 3.9”), 
  height closed arms 35 cm (�3.8”)

Zero maze: one size ø �00 cm (39.4”), width �0 cm (3.9”), height closed quadrants 
  35 cm (�3.8”)
 
Radial arm maze: small arms 38 x 7 cm (�4.9”), height �5 cm
  (5. 9”), ø center �8 cm (7.�”)
 large arms 60 x �0 cm (�3.6” x 3.9”),  
  height 30 cm (��.8”),  
  ø center �4 cm (9.4”)

CCP maze: small three chambers, each �0 x �0 cm (7.9” x 7.9”), height �0 cm (7.9”)
 large two chambers 30 x 30 cm (��.8” x ��.8”), one chamber 
  30 x 60 cm ��.8” x �3.6”), height 35 cm (�3.8”)

T-maze: rodents 70 x 60 cm (�7.6” x �3.6”), height �0 cm (7.9”)
 zebrafish 60 x 50 cm (�3.6” x �9.5”), height �0 cm (3.9”)

Circular open field: small ø 40 cm (�5.7”), height 40 cm (�5.7”)
 large ø �00 cm (39.4”), height 40 cm (�5.7”)
 
Square open field: small 40 x 40 cm (�5.7” x �5.7”), height 40 cm (�5.7”)
 medium 80 x 80 cm (3�.5” x 3�.5”), height 40 cm (�5.7”)
 large �00 x �00 cm (39.4” x 39.4”), height 40 cm (�5.7”)
 
IR light box: one size 40 x 40 cm (�5.7” x �5.7”), height 9 cm (3.5”)

IR light box for large water maze: small 4 boxes: 60 x 60 cm (�3.6” x �3.6”), height 9 cm (3.5”) each 
 medium 4 boxes: 75 x 75 cm(�9.5” x �9.5”), height �5 cm (5.9”) each
 large 4 boxes: �00 x �00 cm (39.4” x 39.4”), height �5 cm (5.9”) each

Mazes and open fields

Compatible products

▪	▪ EthoVision XT p. 68
▪	▪ EthoVision 3.� p. 74
▪	 The Observer XT p. 78

Applications

▪ Novel object recognition test p. �4
▪ Social interaction test p. �6
▪		 Water maze test p. ��
▪	 Open field test p. �4
▪	 Elevated plus maze test p. �6
▪	 Zero maze test p. 30
▪	 Radial arm maze test p. 3�
▪	 T-maze test p. 34

We offer a wide range of mazes  
and open fields suited for 
most commonly used 
behavioral tests. The 
range consists of:
▪ water mazes
▪ T-mazes
▪ elevated plus 

mazes
▪ zero maze
▪ radial arm mazes
▪ conditioned place  

preference (CPP) mazes
▪ square and circular open fields
All mazes and open fields are available in multiple sizes and are 
perfectly suited for usage with our software products. If you cannot 
find the maze or open field suited to your research, we are happy to 
customize one of our many mazes for you. 

Features

All mazes and open fields are available in multiple sizes making them 
suitable for single or multiple rats, mice, or other rodents. 

▪ All mazes are made of acrylic plastic, which 
allows cleaning between trials with any 
water-soluble detergent or alcohol. The 
rectangular open fields are either made 
from one piece, which helps to avoid 
dirt accumulation, or with detachable 
walls.

▪ The surface on which the animals walk 
is roughened on all mazes, which reduces 
reflections and allows the animals to have a 
better surface grip. 

▪ All mazes (with the exception of the water 
maze) can be equipped with built-in infrared (IR) light 
sources. In combination with an IR-sensitive camera, this 
allows for tracking of animals with different fur markings in 
sequence, tracking of two-toned rodents (Hooded Lister rats or 

guinea pigs), and tracking animals in the darkness. These mazes 
enable automatic tracking in many situations in which tracking 
used to be very difficult or even impossible!

▪ The water maze and open field can be made IR-translucent by 
placing an IR light box underneath the maze or open field. IR  
light boxes are available in different sizes.

The zero maze and elevated 
plus maze come with 
a stand to elevate 
it from the floor. 
A camera gantry, 
containing integrated 
power and video 
wiring, is attached to 
the stand assuring a 
sturdy fixation of the 
camera to the maze. Camera 
gantries are available upon 
request for all mazes and open fields. 

The standard radial arm maze consists of a central platform with 
eight arms radiating outwards, but mazes with twelve or sixteen 

arms are available as well. Optionally, 
radial arm mazes can be equipped 

with guillotine doors 
between the  platform 
and the arms. 
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Additional documentation

▪	 Application note: How to use PhenoTyper for home cage 
monitoring

Product numbers

▪	 PhenoTyper 3000 basic PTBC-3000
▪	 PhenoTyper 4500 basic small rodent(s) PTBC-450�
▪	 PhenoTyper 4500 basic large rodent(s) PTBC-4500 
▪	 PhenoTyper 3000 home cage PTHC-3000
▪	 PhenoTyper 4500 home cage small rodent(s) PTHC-450�
▪	 PhenoTyper 4500 home cage large rodent(s) PTHC-4500

Technical specifications

Wall material cage: Clear acrylic (PMMA)
Dimensions cage (L x W x H): PhenoTyper 3000: 305 x 305 x 435 mm 
 (= ��” x ��” x �7.�”)
 PhenoTyper 4500: 470 x 470 x 660 mm 
 (= �8.5” x �8.5” x �6”)
Dimensions shelter (L x W x H):  Mouse: �00 x �00 x 50 mm 
 (3.9” x 3.9” x �.9”)
 Mice, rat(s): �00 x �00 x 65 mm
 (3.9” x 3.9” x �.6”)
Power supply: �4 VDC-�5 W
Video output: PT-T�0.�/P: CCIR black/whiteVpp -75 Ohm
 PT-T�0/N: EIA black/whiteVpp -75 Ohm
Audio stimulus: Frequency - �300 Hz; Level - 70 dB 
(TTL on/off controllable)
IR lighting: 3 integrated IR arrays through diffuser
Yellow light stimulus: 590 nm 
(TTL on/off controllable)
White light gradient: 5500 °K color temperature;  
(TTL on/off controllable) Level 0-�000 lux
Connections: Supply �4 V DC in
 Supply �4 V DC out (feed-through)
 TTL control in
 TTL control out (feed-through)
 Video out (BNC) 
 Control unit

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

in two sizes: small (PhenoTyper 3000) for monitoring a single, small 
rodent (e.g. a mouse) and large (PhenoTyper 4500) for monitoring 
single or multiple rodents of any size. The size of the ventilation holes, 
number of bottles, and the size of the shelter differ according to  
the number and the type of animals to be used.

Basic cage Home cage

Single, 
small  
rodent 
(mouse)

Single or
multiple
small
rodents
(mouse,
mice)

Single or
multiple
large
rodents
(rat, rats)

PhenoTyper

Compatible products

▪	 EthoVision XT p. 68
▪	 EthoVision 3.� p. 74
▪	 The Observer XT p. 78
▪	 Event Logging Interface p. 97

Applications

▪	 Home cage monitoring p. �8
▪	 Open field p. �4 
▪	 Circadian studies
▪	 Many others

PhenoTyper® is a video-based complete observation system
that is used for a wide range of research tests with laboratory 
animals. PhenoTyper offers the perfect test set-up for activity  
and open field studies, interactive home cage testing, and  
circadian studies. 

Benefits

▪ Test environment and video equipment are fully integrated –  
just plug and play.

▪ Enables video recording completely independent of light  
conditions in the laboratory.

▪ Enhances the standardization of your experiments.
▪ Extendable with specially designed home cage accessories  

and integrated visual and acoustic stimuli.

Features

PhenoTyper is a combination of a cage and a top unit with light  
and video sources. The cage consists of two solid walls and two  
walls with ventilation holes. The top unit contains an infrared  
(IR)-sensitive camera, multiple IR light sources, light filter, and 
adjustable visual and acoustic stimuli. All together, PhenoTyper 
provides a complete observation environment with built-in  
stimuli:
▪		 The IR-sensitive camera, light filter, and IR light sources  

ensure robust recording regardless of ambient light conditions 
in the laboratory.

▪		 The built-in acoustic and visual stimuli can be used to elicit 
behavioral responses, such as anxiety-related and operant 
behavior.

▪		 A white spot light can be turned on inside PhenoTyper to 
create a light gradient, for instance, to assess light-dark  
preferences. 

The cage can be equipped with one or two drinking bottles, feeder, 
and a shelter to create an environment suitable for home cage 
experiments. Both the basic cage and the home cage are available 
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Event Logging Interface

Compatible products

▪	 EthoVision 3.� p. 74
▪	 The Observer XT p. 78

Product number

▪	 Event Logging Interface (ELI) XXSI-000�

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Automatically sensed behaviors can now  
be coded live into the data files 
of EthoVision® 3.� or The 
Observer® XT by using the 
innovative tool the Event 
Logging Interface (ELI).  
The ELI allows you to replace  
yourself as the coder, 
partially or completely, and 
build your own automated 
event logging experimental 
set-up. 

Benefits

▪ Reduce event coding time by automating logging of 
certain events.  

▪ Automatically log switch operated sensors.
▪ Easily integrate sensors into your experiments.
▪ Fully programmable to meet your needs. 

Features

Connect any type of switch operated sensor 
(infrared beam, drinking sensor, feeder, etc) to 
one of the twelve input channels on the 
ELI. On activation of this sensor an entry 
will be made in the event log. Each input 

channel can be programmed to send keystrokes, execute macros, 
emulate mouse buttons, movements, and scrolls when the attached 

switch sensor reports a closed (or open) state. Each channel 
can have two assignments due to double command layer 

functionality. Active command layers can be toggled 
by one of the inputs or through the installed soft-

ware. This enables the user to log �3 different 
types of events during an experiment. 

Technical specifications

▪ Twelve switch operated input channels 

▪ Double output assignment per channel

▪ Input channels are industry standard 3.5 mm mono plugs

▪ Each channel can be programmed to send dedicated keystroke commands

▪ Connects to the USB port just like a USB keyboard

▪ Includes software for Windows (or Mac OS-X) 

▪ Includes 3 m (��8”) USB cord 

▪ No external power is required

▪ Dimensions: ��5 mm x 80 mm x 3� mm (4.5” x 3.��5” x �.�5”)

▪ Additional button switches available

Tower filming system

Additional documentation

▪	 Application note: How to use EthoVision XT with medeka 
and zebrafish behavioral tests

Compatible products

▪	 EthoVision XT p. 68
▪	 EthoVision 3.� p. 74

Product number

▪	 Tower filming system ZTFS-000�

Applications

▪	 Zebrafish larvae activity monitoring p. �8
▪	 Drosophila activity monitoring p. 60

The tower filming system is a combi-
nation of a camera and a controlled 
environment in which large numbers 
of small animals, such as zebrafish 
larvae or Drosophila, can be reliably 
tracked. Up to 96 animals can be 
tracked simultaneously, each in their 
own well of a well plate. The system 
allows for perfect tracking in both 
light and dark settings.

Benefits

▪		 Provides a robust and reliable view 
of large numbers of small animals.

▪		 Fixed position of the well plate: no 
additional set-up time when a new 
batch of animals is introduced. 

▪		 Stable camera mount prevents the 
image to move.

▪		 Fulfills the requirements for  
reliable tracking in both light and dark settings.

▪		 Prevents shadowing on the sides of the wells that are  
off-centre.

Features

The tower filming system 
consists of a light box with 
infrared (IR) light and visible 
light sources, a holder for 
different sized well plates  
(6, ��, �4, 48, and 96 wells),  
and a rigid stand with a low- 
noise IR-sensitive camera  
positioned above the holder. 

Technical specifications

Tower structure: rigid steel support with flexible bellows
Dimensions of full system (L x W x H): 590 x 400 x �900 mm 
 (= �3.�” x �5.7” x 74.8”)
Light box structure: IR and visible light box with 
 holder for well plates
Dimensions of light box (L x W x H): 300 x �70 x ��0 mm 
 (= ��.8” x �0.6” x 4.3”)
Holder on top of light box: suitable for 6-, ��-, �4-, 46-, and  
 96  well plates 
Camera: dedicated high res0lution IR-sensitive 
 camera, PAL or NTSC
Lenses: 50 mm (�”) lens and IR pass-filter

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

▪		 The dedicated light box with diffuser provides constant IR  
illumination, while visible light can be provided when required 
(for instance as part of the circadian rhythm).

▪		 The rigid stand contains a blackout bellows that can be pulled 
down to eliminate light from external sources. 

These components 
together fulfill the  
requirements for reliable 
tracking in the dark. The 
rigid stand ensures that 
both the camera and well 
plate are always in the 
exact same position, even 
if the system is mounted 
on a floor that distorts as  
people move around it.  
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Computer, video, and Data AcQuisition (DAQ) systems

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

We are famous for the wide selection of computer components that 
comprise our field of proven hardware set-ups. We are continuously 
striving to help you achieve your research goals by offering turn-key 
solutions and our knowledge and experience in video observation will 
help you conduct your observations under even the most challenging 
conditions.

Cameras

Choosing the right type of camera for your application is vital for 
reliable observations. We offer a broad range of color and black-and-
white CCD cameras along with cameras that have both features. The 
combination of a black-and-white camera and infrared (IR) lighting 
is ideal for observing under low light conditions, when the image 
quality is important and the observed species cannot be disturbed. 
This combination also solves the problem of tracking animals with 
different fur colors in sequence or problems caused by reflections of 
light.
 
We also offer high-quality high-speed and high-resolution cameras. 
High-resolution cameras (true HD up to �� mega pixels) are very 
suitable for tracking very small animal species (zebrafish larvae, 
Drosophila) while high-speed (��0-��0 frames per second) cameras 
can be used to study very subtle behaviors in animal locomotion.

Our specialists can advise you about choosing the right cameras and 
using them with the right lenses and lighting.

 
Computers

Our software products can be used on various different hardware 
platforms such as desktop computers, laptops, and handheld devices 
(PDA, Psion Workabout Pro). Handheld devices are ideal for live 
scoring of animals in the field. Depending on your needs we can 
customize a set-up to be rugged, wireless, remote controlled,  
portable, stationary, or adapted to any other type of environment. 

Handheld computers

We provide a variety of handheld computer models, suitable for 
observing animals in various environmental conditions. The range  
of handheld computers can roughly be divided in two categories:

▪ Sophisticated handheld computers with a touch screen and stylus: 
Handhelds with a touch screen and stylus provide a clear over-
view of accessible functions and scoring simply takes place by 
tapping the touch screen. The large (color) touch screen of these 
devices provides easy control. These sophisticated handheld  
devices are very suitable when working in dry and moderate 
climate conditions.

▪ Rugged handheld computers: Our rugged handheld computers 
can withstand high humidity and extreme environmental  
temperatures and are suitable for observing animals in hot and 

dusty climates. They can resist a drop of one meter, are splash 
proof, and the operating temperature ranges from –�0°C to 
+60°C. Most rugged handhelds are keyboard-based. Scoring 
behavior simply takes place by pressing the corresponding key 
of the keyboard, allowing you to fully concentrate and keep your 
eyes on the animal while observing.

Most handheld can be delivered with additional batteries and a 
protective carrying case. 

Data AcQuisition (DAQ) systems 

We offer various types of Data AcQuisition (DAQ) systems for  
measuring biometric signals in small or large animal species. Due  
to our partnerships with many sensometric manufacturers, we  
ensure that we offer the hardware to measure any parameters  
you may need.  

Preferred Suppliers

All our solutions are assembled using Class A equipment without 
losing the price-quality ratio out of our sight. By working with  
well-known manufacturers, we ensure longtime support and, if 
needed, replacement of parts. We are always looking for the latest 
hardware innovations to keep our solutions in pace with ongoing 
technological developments. The following is a list of just some of  
our preferred suppliers: 

▪ Dell computers and laptops
▪ Hewlett Packard mobile computing
▪ Psion Teklogix rugged handheld computers
▪ Panasonic CCD cameras
▪ Basler Vision Technologies
▪ Euresys frame grabbers and machine vision
▪ Data Sciences International

Keyboards

Compatible products

▪	 EthoVision 3.� p. 74
▪	 The Observer XT p. 78

Product numbers

▪	 46-key keyboard with jog/shuttle function XJSK-000�
▪	 Video control keyboard XJSC-000�
▪	 3-key USB foot pedal XFPK-000� 

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Searching for tools that make coding more efficient and help  
to prevent coding errors? The entire range of keyboards we offer 
make the observing and logging of behaviors and positioning and 
controlling of videos a lot easier. Select the keyboard that suits your 
needs best and discover how it enables you to score more effectively 
and accurately.

We offer these keyboards as part of our integrated systems for  
observational research. We can take care of installation of the 
complete system and assist you in programming the keyboards  
in order to achieve the best performance for your application.

Benefits

▪ Make coding easier and more accurate.
▪ Reduce coding errors by limiting faulty 

keypresses.
▪ Customizable keyboard to your 

preferences.
▪ Usable for both coding and 

video analysis.

Features

▪ Keyboards can be used as a 
replacement or in combination 
with your standard keyboard.

▪ Keys can be programmed for single 
or multiple keystrokes, allowing for coding subjects, 
behaviors, and modifier combinations by pressing one key.

▪ The ‘press and hold down’ functionality enables you to log the 
duration of behavior: just keep the key pressed as long as the 
behavior occurs and the start and stop entries in the event log 
will be added accordingly.

▪ Keys can be used to automatically perform software functions 
such as rewinding of videos, starting of observations, or changing 
of play speed. 

▪ All keys can be labeled with colors and/or text. Different colors 
can be used to distinguish between different behavioral classes.

▪ Keypads are available with �0 to 46 keys.
▪ Programmed key sets can be stored, imported, and exported,  

allowing you to use one key set on multiple keypads or use  
multiple sets on one keypad successively. 

46-key keyboard with jog/shuttle function

In addition to the features mentioned above, the 46-key keyboard 
also includes a jog/shuttle dial (�4-step shuttle, �-step jog). This is 
ideal for controlling and positioning videos. Turning the dial clockwise 
initiates the video to play and turning the dial further speeds up the 
video. Releasing the dial pauses the video and turning it counter-
clockwise initiates playing the video in reverse. 

Video control keyboard

This ergonomically designed unit can be used in 
combination with your normal keyboard, allowing 

you to use one keyboard for scoring and one 
keyboard for video control. Besides the  
jog/shuttle (�4-step shuttle and �-step jog), 
this unit has fifteen programmable keys. This 
keyboard is easy to program, though only 
allows programming of single keypresses.

3-key USB foot pedal

Let your feet control the video: the three foot pedals can  
be programmed for video control functions such as play, stop,  

or pause. Two buttons are located on each side while the third can  
be activated by pressing the center of the footrest. With this tool  
you will be able to fully concentrate on scoring and let your feet do 
the rest! 

Technical specifications

▪	 Connects to the USB port like a USB keyboard

▪		Includes software for Windows (or Mac OS-X)

▪		Hardwired �.3� (5�”) cord

▪		Instruction manual included
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ClientsA shortlist

California State University Fullerton
Case Western Reserve University
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Fatih University
Illinois Wesleyan University
Indian Institute of Science
Iowa State University
Kansas State University
National Tsing Hua University
National University of Singapore
Norwegian University of Life Sciences
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Royal Zoological Society of Antwerp
Stockholm University
Taiwan Endemic Species Research Institute
University College Dublin
University of Adelaide
University of Copenhagen
University of Kuopio
University of Malaysia
University of Nairobi
University of Oxford
University of Parma
University of Poitiers
University of Quebec
University of Tennesee
University of the Algarve
University of Valencia
University of Veracruzana
University of Waikato
University of Washington
Utrecht University
Virginia State University
And many others ...
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The Video Course for Behavioural Observation is one of the most commonly used Noldus’ educational tools. This 
four volume course contains a large number of tasks that motivate students to get involved in behavioral obser-
vations. For example, volume 3 contains exercises employing the same short sequence of one animal grooming 
another, but by means of different sampling methods. The generated data sets are then compared, enabling  
evaluation of the pros and cons of each method. 

Another task consists of a number of thirty second film episodes of focal children whose behavior can be scored 
either on the check sheets provided, or by means of computer keyboard recording using The Observer software. The 
computer is configured for continuous recording, but paper-and-pencil users can choose either this or one-zero  
recording. Recording social interactions is possible by adding modifiers to codes when the object of the action 
needs to be specified.

The benefits are best explained by this quote from one of the hundreds video course users: “With exercises on tape 
I do not need live animals or material of my own. The course is ready to use and less preparation time is needed. It 
also helped in providing a standard for observations, thereby convincing students of the importance of striving for 
objectivity and inter-observer reliability.”

Use caseUsing the Video Course for classroom education
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Video Course in Behavioural Observation

The Video Course in Behavioural Observation 
(VCBO) is a unique educational product, 
designed to teach students the fundamen-
tals of behavioral observation research. The 
primary aim of this four volume course is 
to stimulate students to think about the 
purposes and the methodologies of beha-
vioral observation research, to try it out them-
selves, and to appreciate the usefulness of 
explicit categorization. The series is intended 
for class or individual use with students at an 
undergraduate or graduate level. 

Materials

Each volume provides you with the following 
materials:
▪		 Video cassette or DVD - The main teaching me-

dium is a film, consisting of introductory theory and 
several main tasks. The film consists of video recordings on  
location, interspersed with attractive, clearly structured  
schemes and graphical menus. 

▪		 Observation recording sheets - For those who wish to use  
paper-and-pencil recording, paper forms are included. These  
may be photocopied and distributed among the students.

▪		 The Observer software - Volumes two, three, and four of the video 
course come with a special student version of The Observer® 
software. It supports keyboard versions of the exercises involved 
and some computer analysis of the results. The software can 
be installed and used on any number of computers within the 
framework of the educational 
training course. Students may 
also install the software on 
their own computers at 
home in order to com-
plete the exercises.

▪		 Tutors’ notes - This 
booklet explains 
the tasks, provides 
answers to ques-
tions, gives background 
information and literature 
references, and contains the full 
narrated text of the video film.

Design

Each volume of the VCBO is designed to be used as a 
self-contained course for students to use alone or in groups, without 
an instructor. The course is intended to be used as a series, but each 
volume can stand by itself. It has been written and narrated by Dr. 
David Dickins (Department of Psychology, University of Liverpool, 
UK) and Dr. Roger Clark (Department of Psychology, Liverpool Hope 
University College, UK). 

Volume 1 ‘Focussing in’  
(video duration 50 minutes; full class duration
 2-4 hours)
The first volume starts in the context of a university 
field trip. The approach of ethology is outlined and 
the kittiwake gull is introduced as focal species. 

Volume 2 ‘Keys to success’  
(video duration 60 minutes; full class duration 
2-4 hours)
Volume two centers on behavioral categories. 
Examples of field projects on Lundy Island, again 

using kittiwake gulls as the focal species, show how 
categories are developed in relation to different 

research questions. Paper-and-pencil and keyboard 
recording are compared, as well as pairs of records to 

determine inter-observer agreement.

Volume 3 ‘Representative samples’  
(video duration 90 minutes; full class duration 2-4 hours)

This volume gives an idea of the richness of the social life of 
chimpanzees in a well-maintained captive colony. This stimulates 

questions about the problems of anthropomorphism when trying 
to describe the behavior of apes objectively. Volume three compares 
different sampling methods and explains the necessity of represen-
tative sampling when conducting scientific studies. 

Volume 4 ‘Observing ourselves’  
(video duration 90 minutes; full class duration 3-4 hours)
The final volume introduces the ethological approach to the study 
of our own species, using the example of children in a university 
playgroup. It shows how behavioral observations can be used in 

conjunction with other investigatory techniques to understand 
complex interpersonal and cultural situations such as 

parent-child relations. The course introduces further 
analyses of observational data.

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

Product numbers

▪	 VCBO - Volume � IVCx-000�
▪	 VCBO - Volume � IVCx-000�
▪	 VCBO - Volume 3 IVCx-0003 
▪	 VCBO - Volume 4 IVCx-0004 
▪	 VCBO - The complete series IVCx-00�4 

Replace the ‘x’ in the information number with:  
‘D’ for DVD, ‘N’ for VHS tape (NTSC), or ‘P’ for VHS tape (PAL).

Rental for educational purposes

As a behavioral researcher, you are aware of the advantages  
technology offers in terms of efficiency and accuracy in data  
collection and analysis. If you additionally teach observational 
methods classes, you will surely want your students to take  
advantage of the latest and most advanced tools available on  
the market. Noldus offers attractive rental options which allow  
you to use our software or equipment for educational purposes  
on a temporary basis.  

Affordable solution

Software licenses are available to colleges and universities under 
special volume license agreements, making it very affordable to 
offer students their own personal copy. With this interactive way of 
learning, students will be ready for future challenges in behavioral 
research, whether they are in zoology, entomology, neuroscience, 
psychology, or any other research area.

Training, support, and documentation

Noldus offers installation and training for teachers and teaching 
assistants, remotely or on-site. Technical support is available for 
registered license holders and up to two teaching assistants. Students 
are supported by your teaching assistants, the Technical Support 
Knowledgebase on our web site, and the on-line help in our software. 
Our software includes extensive user documentation. Together, we 
can create dedicated manuals covering your specific projects.   

The Observer 5.0 Student Edition 

A special version of The Observer® 5.0 has been designed to teach 
students the fundamentals of behavioral observation research and 
analysis in a ready-to-use course. 

The primary aim of The Observer 5.0 Student Edition is to familiarize 
students with systematic observation, direct recording of behavior 
into the computer, and important data analysis techniques. Students 
will practice their skills with predefined projects and accompanying 

digital video files. If you are already using The Observer Video-Pro 5.0, 
the Student Edition CD can be tailored to your course by incorpo-
rating your video files along with the configurations of your design. 
We can also assist you in designing new configurations for the  
behaviors you would like your students to observe, code, and  
analyze.  

Alternative practical course

The Observer 5.0 Student Edition is suitable for classroom education 
as well as individual use. Students can install the software and video 
files on their own computers and start working with it immediately. 
A major benefit of this is that it enables students to receive hands-
on experience in scoring and analyzing behaviors, under controlled 
conditions and within the time constraints under which most  
courses operate. The Observer 5.0 Student Edition alleviates the 
need for live animal set-ups, saving preparation time and allowing 
students to work more independently. With convenient analysis  
techniques available in the software, students will now hand in 
perfectly readable reports.

The Observer 5.0 Student Edition includes a license for The Observer 
Video-Pro 5.0 (not when you already have a license) and the total 
needed number of CD copies with your own video observations. This 
special version of The Observer 5.0 differs from The Observer on the 
following aspects: 
▪ Works only with predefined project files (predefined after  

consultation).
▪	 Observations can take place live or from predefined media files.
▪		 Data selection cannot be changed (by default, all elements are 

selected).
▪		 Functions related to add-on modules (for example the video  

highlights module and the report generator) are not available  
in The Observer 5.0 Student Edition.

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?
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Installation and support Training courses

Noldus offers a wide range of training courses to 
benefit everyone from the novice to the experienced 
customer. 

When you start using a Noldus system, our  
experienced staff is ready to assist you get started. 
Research projects often go on for long periods of 
time and, once a system has been installed, new 
colleagues or students may join your department. 
Also, once a project has been completed, there may 
be a time in which the system is not being used. In 
these situations, a refresher training course offers 
a welcome solution. During such a course, we can 
refresh your knowledge of the main functions of 
software packages, such as The Observer® XT,  
EthoVision®, CatWalk®, and Theme™.

Application training courses

Training courses are also offered for specific applications, in which we 
assist you in designing the optimal set-up for your specific work. Here 
are some of the application training courses we offer: 
▪ How to use The Observer XT in neuroscience tests
▪ How to use EthoVision XT with the water maze
▪ How to use EthoVision XT with the plus maze
▪ How to use EthoVision XT with the open field
▪ How to use EthoVision 3.� with the social interaction test
▪ Using The Observer XT, MatMan, and Theme to study social  

behavior in primates
▪ Using The Observer XT in ethological field studies

Advanced training courses

For experienced users, we have developed a series of advanced 
training courses. Some examples of advanced training topics are:
▪ Advanced analysis and reporting functions of The Observer XT
▪ How to perform advanced analysis in EthoVision XT?
▪ Which methods to use for analyzing animal movement?
Advanced training courses can also be customized according to your  
specific application or research needs.

Practical information 

Where?
Most courses can be organized on-site at your lab or at a location 
arranged by Noldus or its distributors. Additionally, in-house training 
sessions are possible at a Noldus office. However, certain system 
set-ups require the training to be held at the lab in which the system 
is installed. When the location is arranged by Noldus, we take care 
of PCs, drinks, lunch, and many more amenities to make the training 
productive and practical. We can also deliver the majority of our 
courses remotely, using the latest Internet technology.

When?
The standard duration of a training session is one day. Extended 
trainings can be arranged. Please check our web site for dates and 
locations of training courses.

Who?
All our training courses are given by qualified trainers. The number of 
trainers present for any given course depends upon the size of your 
group. In this way, everyone gets the attention he or she deserves. The 
principle language used for our training courses is English. Frequently, 
we can organize courses in your own language, such as Spanish, 
German, Italian, French, Chinese, and Japanese. Please check with our 
sales department to learn in which languages training courses are 
offered.

To learn more about our training courses, please contact your sales 
representative or visit our web site for an overview of dates, locations, 
and topics. If you cannot find a date or location that suits you or if 
you have a specific subject you would like to cover, please contact us 
to make appropriate arrangements. If you wish, all course attendants 
receive a certificate of completion.

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?

When choosing Noldus, you get more than just a product. Qualified 
trainers are ready to install your system on-site and teach you how 
to use it to its full potential. Our products and solutions come with 
extensive documentation and our technical support staff is renowned 
for being fast and knowledgeable. As a Noldus customer, you can 
benefit from resources such as frequently organized user meetings 
and a web-based knowledgebase. 

Installation and training

In order to get the most out of your system, our experienced trainers 
will get you started, create an initial set-up, and thoroughly go over 
the most important functions. A hands-on session is also an impor-
tant part of our training courses. Training sessions are tailored to the 

specific research area of 
the individual user and, 
in addition, we install 
the complete system 
on-site. The result is a 
true turn-key system 
that is ready to go from 
day one. 

If you require  
additional training  
on our products and 
integrated set-ups, 
you may also benefit 
from our other training 
courses. We offer a 
wide range of product 

and application training courses for new as well as experienced users. 
You can consult our skilled staff that has research experience in 
biology, engineering, and computer sciences regarding automation, 
experiment design, and the optimal use of our tools.

Technical support

Each Noldus product is thoroughly tested and comes with detailed 
documentation and instruction manuals. However, technical  
challenges may arise from time to time and support is required. For 
these instances, we have a professional staff of technical support repre-
sentatives to assist you in a timely manner. All support inquiries are 
acknowledged within one working day and most challenges are solved 
even faster. Support helpdesks and offices are located in different time 

zones and continents for your convenience. Our technical support staff 
uses the latest communication tools to provide timely and helpful 
personal assistance. You can also check our Technical Support  
Knowledgebase for solutions to common problems. This database 
contains hundreds of frequently asked questions submitted by our 
customers with detailed answers from our support staff. 

Service contracts

The licence of your product includes one year of technical support.  
In addition, we offer a range of extended service contracts at 
reasonable rates for extended support beyond the first year or for 
additional services from the time of purchase, such as on-site  
assistance, free upgrades, and yearly maintenance visits. 

Publications

The on-line Noldus bibliography database contains references to 
hundreds of publications in which Noldus’ products are applied, 
described, or reviewed. You can search this database to learn more 
about the technical aspects of our products, to get information 
on independent reviews, or to find out how a product is used in a 
particular type of research. 

Measuring Behavior conference

Noldus organizes an international scientific conference on methods 
and techniques used in behavioral research every three years.  
Measuring Behavior offers a diverse program packed with varied 
presentations on new methods and techniques, scientific tours to 
interesting local research facilities, technical training sessions, special 
interest groups, workshops, user meetings, and an enjoyable social 
program.

The technical support I received was  
excellent.  The representative took ownership  

of my specific application difficulties,  
worked hard, and found solutions.  

[Christopher West – USA]

The customer service is hands-down the best 
I have ever received. 

[Kim Hellemans - Canada]

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.

?
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Rental and consulting services Service contracts

With the purchase of modern software products or complete systems 
it is essential that you can confidently rely on comprehensive support. 
That is why we provide different options that guarantee technical 
support services throughout the lifetime of our products. 

Why a service contract from Noldus?

Noldus already supplies products with a standard service package 
for a period of one year. We can offer you even greater value and 
reassurance by providing comprehensive service contracts. Our 
Plus, Premium, and Platinum service contracts offer a wide range of 
services that afford you peace of mind when it comes to technical 
support and services issues. 

What is included?

We offer a variety of support services which, depending on your 
contract, include:

▪ Maintenance releases of Noldus software - No software product is 
completely perfect. Users of Noldus software products are  
entitled to free fixes as soon as they become available. 

▪ Technical support through phone, fax, e-mail, and web - Our  
technical support departments are reachable through phone, 
fax, and e-mail during normal business hours of our offices or 
through the Internet via convenient web-based forms. We  
guarantee a personal response within the next working day.  
Access to our web-based Technical Support Knowledgebase 
extends the availability of technical support beyond our office 
opening hours. This database is continuously updated and you 
can use it for self-diagnosis and to solve your problem.

▪ Subscription to new releases of Noldus software - Stay ahead with 
the latest and leading edge technology: a subscription to Noldus 
software assures that you automatically receive the latest version 
of your software product, with the newest functionality, as soon 
as it becomes available. 

▪ Technical support through remote assistance - Modern software 
tools allow us to remotely take control over your system (of 
course only after your explicit authorization). In this way, more 
advanced support is possible since we are able to remotely check 
your system and settings, almost as if we are present at your 
premises, and show you exactly how to use the software.

▪ Technical support on the complete integrated set-up - Problems 
that you encounter are often not related to the software but to 
the combination of software and computer hardware. Our service 
contracts cover software as well as hardware technical support.

▪ Annual refresher training course and maintenance visit – An  
annual refresher training will optimize your product’s use or get 
newly hired employees trained, to help you make the most of 
your system. We will visit your premises once a year for service 
and a system check to proactively tackle potential problems.

▪ Express hardware replacement - In order to minimize the time in 
which your system cannot be used due to hardware failure, the 
Platinum contract offers express hardware replacement. We take 
care that the replacements can be delivered from stock and arrive 
at your site with the fastest possible way of shipment. 

▪ On-site support - We have trained professionals standing by to 
visit your premises and pinpoint and resolve more complex  
problems if they occur.

Standard 
service (incl. 
for 1st year)

Plus  
contract

Premium 
contract

Platinum 
contract

No 
contract

1. Maintenance releases of Noldus software √ √ √ √ √

2. Access to the technical support knowledgebase √ √ √ √ √

3. Technical support through phone, fax, e-mail, and web √ √ √ √ x

4. Subscription to new releases of Noldus software x √ √ √ x

5. Technical support through remote assistance x √ √ √ x

6. Technical support on the complete integrated set-up x √ √ √ x

7. Annual preventive maintenance visit x x √ √ x

8. Annual refresher training course x x √ √ x

9. Express hardware replacement x x x √ x

10. On-site support x x reduced fee reduced fee x

√ included in contract x available at extra costs

Choose the contract that suits you

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.
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Rental

Do you need extra observation capacity for a short period of time, a 
special course, or a special project? Do you need a number of software 
licences for educational purposes on a temporary basis? Noldus offers 
a wide range of systems and products available for rental, ranging 
from systems for field observations to a complete EthoVision set-up. 
By renting a system from Noldus, you can be sure to receive high-
quality equipment in a ready-to-use system. 
 
Depending on your application, we can extend the system with  
accessories such as special keyboards, cameras, handheld devices,  
etc. For educational purposes or shorter studies you can rent  
software licences at attractive rates. Additionally, we can offer 
training, consulting services, and technical assistance whenever 
necessary. 

Consulting services

Besides the obvious troubleshooting, you can also contact us for 
other matters. If you have a very complex coding scheme and find it 
hard to design a suitable configuration or if you are struggling to get 
the analysis output in a particular format, you are welcome to let us 
check whether you have chosen the best option. This can save you a 
lot of effort at a later stage. 

Our consultants, all of whom have an academic background, are 
trained to help to set up your research in many different ways:
▪ If you want to know whether it is possible to use certain software 

tools for your project, we can set up a feasibility study. This helps 
you making the right investment.

▪ Whenever you rent a system, we can provide technical assistance 
which helps you get started. 

▪ Together, we can configure your Observer, EthoVision, or CatWalk 
system so it can immediately be used for your research project. 
We help you identify the relevant categories and structure your 
system in such a way that your research can be executed in the 
most efficient manner.

▪ Once data has been collected, we can provide assistance in  
analysis of your data and/or pattern searching.

▪ We can assist if your system is used for studies under GLP  
regulations.

We can provide any of these services: you can decide what you need. 
All these services are also offered in combination with rental of our 
systems. 

Custom solutions

Our systems are very flexible and have been designed to meet a wide 
variety of demands. This way, we can create a solution that exactly 
suits your application. If this is not sufficient, our consultants and 
engineers are more than happy to work together with you in order to 
create the perfect custom solution. If you want to exchange thoughts 
about your specific research demand, don’t hesitate to contact our 
sales department to learn what is possible with our custom solutions. 

More information?  
See page ��0 for contact information.
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Japan
Sophia Scientific Co., Ltd.  
Okazaki - Japan
Phone: +8�-56473-8�00
Fax: +8�-56473-8�0� 
E-mail: umezawa@sophia-scientific.co.jp 
Web: www.sophia-scientific.co.jp 

Australia & New Zealand
SDR Clinical Technology 
Sidney - Australia
Phone: +6�-�-9958�688 
Fax: +6�-�-9958�655 
E-mail: sdr@sdr.com.au 
Web: www.sdr.com.au 

Taiwan
Kuo Yang Scientific Corporation  
Taipei - Taiwan, R.O.C. 
Phone: +886-�-���96600 
Fax: +886-�-���9�7�7 
E-mail: kyinfo@kuoyang.com.tw 
Web: www.kuoyang.com.tw/ 

China
Upwards Teksystems Ltd.  
Beijing - China
Phone: +86-�0-58790590 
Fax: +86-�0-58790595 
Mobile: +86-�39��6�95�9 
E-mail: info@upwardstek.com 
Web: www.upwardstek.com

Hongkong - SAR China
Metronet Technology Ltd. 
Shatin Hongkong - SAR China
Phone: +85�-�635-30�� 
Fax: +85�-�635-78�6 
Mobile: +85�-945�-4898 
E-mail: metronet@netvigator.com 

India
Metal Power Analytical Pvt. Ltd. 
East Mumbai - India
Phone: +9�-��-�9�503��
Fax: +9�-��-�9�0�77�
E-mail: metpower@vsnl.com 
Web: www.metpowerin.com 

Korea
Scitech Korea Inc.  
Seoul - Korea
Phone: +8�-�-98644�35 
Fax: +8�-�-98644�9 
E-mail: scitech00@scitechkorea.co.kr
Web: www.scitechkorea.co.kr  

Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei & Indonesia
Dynamedix Sdn Bhd 
Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia
Phone: +60-3��647��8 (Malaysia)
Phone: +65-98�64005 (Singapore)
Fax: +60-3-��649�7�
E-mail: info@dyna-medix.com 

Austria, Switserland & Germany
(BW, BY, HE, RP, SL, SN, TH)
Noldus Information Technology GmbH
Hof - Germany 
Phone: +49-9�8�-�447830
Fax: +49-9�8�-�44783�
E-mail: info@noldus.de
Web: www.noldus.com/de

Hungary
Noldus Information Technology Bt.
Budapest - Hungary
Phone & fax: +36-�-308-�3�� 
E-mail: info-hungary@noldus.com  
Web: www.noldus.com

All other countries
International headquarters 
Noldus Information Technology bv
Wageningen - The Netherlands
Phone: +3�-3�7-473300 
Fax: +3�-3�7-4�4496 
E-mail: info@noldus.nl
Web: www.noldus.com

Noldus headquarters

Germany
(BE, BB, HB, HH, MV, NI, NW, SH, ST)
Noldus Information Technology GmbH 
Lilienthal - Germany 
Phone: +49-4�98-465950
Fax: +49-4�98-46595�
E-mail: info-germany@noldus.com
Web: www.noldus.com/de

Noldus regional offices Distributors
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Please keep me informed on new developments via  the digital  newsletter!
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Name Function 

Department
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Address
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Phone Fax

E-mail

Comments / questions Please provide me with more information on:

Product no.  Description

My research interests are:

fax us 
call us

send an e-mail
visit us on-line

Policies and procedures

Technical specifications

To the best knowledge of Noldus Information Technology, the  
information and products provided in this catalog are accurate at  
the time of printing (December �007). However, information is 
subject to change without notice. Your local Noldus representative 
(see page ���) can provide you with the latest technical information 
upon request.

Pricing

The prices of our products and solutions are not listed in this catalog. 
Our systems are exported to over 75 different countries and priced 
in multiple currencies, with discounts for educational institutions 
and governmental organizations. Our products are used in a variety 
of research disciplines with multiple configurations available. This 
catalog is designed to provide the information you need to find the 
best solution for your research purposes. Your Noldus representative 
will gladly provide a price quotation for the most suitable system 
configuration. 

Price offers and quotations

For more detailed product information, prices, or a formal  
quotation, please contact your local Noldus representative or fill out 
the information request form on the next page and fax it to  
us. Orders are placed by written purchase order. 

Delivery time

We will always do our best to get your order to you in the shortest 
possible time. Delivery times vary on the order type: software only 
orders are usually shipped the same or the next working day, but 
integrated systems will take longer. Your local Noldus representative 
can provide you with an estimated delivery time.

Shipping method and charges

To minimize costs of shipping, insurance, taxes, and duties, systems 
purchased in the United States, Canada, and Mexico are shipped from 
our North American headquarters in Leesburg, Virginia, USA. Systems 
purchased in other parts of the world are shipped from our interna-
tional headquarters in Wageningen, The Netherlands. If requested, we 
will include estimated shipping charges with the quotation. Unless 
otherwise specified when placing your order, we will use our best 
judgment in selecting a reliable and economical shipper. 

Damaged goods

If goods arrive in damaged condition, please report the damage 
within �5 days of receipt. Please contact us for authorization for 
return and repair or replacement of the goods, prior to return  
shipment.

Warranty 

All hardware products come with the original manufacturer’s 
warranty. Noldus Information Technology provides a limited warranty 
for one year from shipping date on all Noldus-made products.  
During this period, Noldus Information Technology will repair or 
replace, at its discretion, any equipment found to be defective in 
materials or workmanship. Depending on your service contract you 
may be entitled to extended services. If a problem arises, please 
contact us for authorization before returning an item. Abuse,  
misuse, or unauthorized repairs will void any warranty.

Limitation of liability
 
Noldus Information Technology will not be liable for any special,  
indirect, or consequential damages, including, but not limited to, 
loss of profits, loss of use, or loss of data or information of any kind, 
arising out of usage of or inability to use its products. In no event 
shall Noldus Information Technology be liable for any amount in 
excess of the purchase price.

For research purposes only

The products listed in this catalog are designed for research purposes 
only, not for clinical use. At no time should our products be used in 
a medical treatment protocol, relied upon in a life-support function 
used to inform or alert medical personnel concerning the condition of 
a patient, or used to make a diagnosis or decision concerning medical 
treatment.

After-sales service and support

If you have any questions after the delivery of your order, please 
contact our support department (see page ��� for contact details).  
You will receive an answer within one business day.

All our transactions are subject to our general terms and conditions;  
a copy is available on request.
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